
February 11, 1971

MEMORANDUM FCR MR. FLANIGAN

You asked for some suggestions that might serve in constructing
a rationale in a decision as to White House arrangements
coordinating top level interactions with the private sector.

1. This is a time of transition in the economy in many
ways. The war is winding down, the President is attempting to
change many of the Nation's priorities, and we are in a difficult
fiscal situation. The ability of macro-economic policies to deal
with the inevitable transient dislocation and structural stresses in
the private sector of the economy is clearly too limited. The
overall direction of government policy may be adequately handled
that way, but the many specific problems that arise require the
ability to deal with the leaders of the specific sectors of the
economy.

2. Our economy is becoming much more complex in
many ways. The rate of technological change affecting the economy
has become a significant factor in that complexity. The corporate
interests and the public interest are increasingly intertwined in
many issues, leading to more direct and not so direct government
involvement in detailed aspects of the private sector. Many
departments deal with commercial leaders, but not necessarily
in a coherent fashion and there should be a central figure available
to coordinate this when necessary.

3. This is a time of increasing concern with so-called
public goods such as pollution, medical care, and so forth (or

at least they are being preserved as public goods rather than services
to be dealt with by the private sector). There is a strong tendency
towards mistrust of corporate power, toward misunderstanding of
the responsibilities of major corporations, and increasing pressure
for the government to interject itself in increasing detail into the
workings of the private sector. Government alone is clearly not
capable of making wise decisions on these important matters, and
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there needs to be a place of oversight in the government whore
thoughtful corporate leaders can exchange ideas with someconfidence that they are understood and will be acted upon.

4. This Administration particularly must assure a
healthy balance between the use of market mechanisms in the
private sector and direct government funding or control of majordomestic problem areas. There will be pressures to dernarketmany things, such as housing, transportation, communications,and health services. The pressure for government action cannotbe ignored but we can be successful in maintaining some balanceof this kind only if we can deal candidly with the top leaders of theprivate sector.

5. We should recognise that much of the President's
politica support comes from the leaders of the private sector. Iwould like to think that one of the main reasons for this is that thisAdministration willtake a responsible attitude toward understandingand dealing with the kinds of problems I have mentioned above. Ifwe view these people only as another political interest group, thecynicism is likely to be noticed and we will not have served thecountry well.

The emphasis on Federal support of research and development isincreasingly shifting to make R&D closely geared to the problemswe face as a Nation and to potential economic applications. You willrecall this was one of my IMIajor arguments with respect to the typeof Science Adviser we need. But the research community cannotalone make the judgments necessary; the Science Adviser needssomeone to work with who can deal with the top level generals ofthe private sector.

6. International economic matters impact heavily on thisarea in many ways. I think the most important point, however,
probably is that the wiacro-policies of international economic affairsdo not necessarily take sufficiently into account things like our futurecomparative advantage (largely technology based) and the growingimpact of foreign anti-competitive actions on the United States'domestic business, sector by sector.

Clay T. Whitehead

CTWhitehead:ed/jm



March 2.41, 1971

MZMORANDUM FOR

Mr. H. R. Haldeman
The White House

You will recall my recent request, relayed through Pete Flanigan
and Chuck Colson, that I be included in the President's meetings
with the senior executives of the television networks. There are
a number of factors related to this that I would like to call to your
attention:

1. There is a distinction between television as a news
medium and as an industry. I recognise the President's and your
prime concern with the news aspects and pretend no special
competence or need for involvement in those matters. But as the
principal Administration official responsible for policy toward the
industry aspects, it is essential that I be aware of and, where
appropriate, included in pertinent White House activities involving
the industry.

2. I was not aware that these meetings were occurring until
after the ABC people met with the President. It is both awkward and
reflects badly ea the Athninistration when I have to cover up (or
show) my ignorance of each meetings in dealing with these people.

3. The President asked Chuck Colson during the ABC meeting
to deal with Dean Burch on getting a cable TV policy developed -- I
arc sure you can guess the message the ABC people read into that
regarding hew much the President plans to look to the Office he
created for that purpose.
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4. I have been told nothing about concerns raised by the CBS
people or about the President's statements to them that might affect
this Office's actions — but the press is now reporting network
officials' views of Presidential inclinations on important issues.

5. One of the Congressional concerns expressed most
strongly in connection with the establishment of OTP WKS that the
President personally be involved in policy development and that the
Director have immediate access to him. At my confirmation hearing,
Senator Pastore raised pointed questions regarding the access
I would have to the President. I have not pushed this issue because
I understand well from my White House days that an agency head's
demands on the President's time must be minimal. But it will be
an issue in my appearances before the Congress -- especially if the
word gets around, as it now may, that I am not even included or
consulted in the most perfunctory Presidential meetings in my area
of responsibility.

6. The establishment of OTP was a Presidential initiative.
It was well received, and as we get more and more favorable press
attention, it is beginning to reflect credit on this Administration. A
team effort has to be reciprocal. It is not easy to set up a new agency,
and this town is unfortunately very sensitive to external signs of power,
influence, access, and the like. I ask you to be aware that incidents
like this make my job more difficult and OTP less helpful to the
President.

Clay T. Whitehead

cc: Mr. Whitehead

CTWhitehead:ed/jm 3/24/71



May 25, 1970

To: Mr. Flanigan

From: Torn Whitehead

If the President approves this,

we should get Dwight to schedule
a meeting as quickly as possible

and you should talk with

Secretary Rogers before the

meeting.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTVv hitehead:ed



AcTI9N
Fcience Adviser

FOR THE PRESUDENT

On April 24, I recommended that you approve offering Dr. DuBridge
the position of Aoshassador-at-Large for Scientific Cooperation
and naming Dr. Edward E. David, Jr., as Science Adviser
(Memorandum attached at Tab A). You approved that recommenda-
tion, but asked that we delay action for thirty days.

We are now ready to implement that decision. Dr. David must
make a decksioa within two weeks about another position.

R Ii.COM4ENDAT;p14

1. That you meet with Dr. DuBridge as soon as possible to discuss
international scientific matters and ask hint to take the assignment
of Ambassador-at-Large. If you approve, we will prepare a
background paper on this subject for your meeting.

 Approve   Disapprove

2. That you subsequently meet with Dr. David.

..1•411111111011.1.111•1•INNEM11111•11/411.1/N10011111•1
Approve  Disapprove

Peter M. Flanigan

Attachrnent

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed
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WASHINGTON

April 24, 1970

ACTION
Science Adviser

MEMORNDUM YOR ii JE PllES1DE:NT

After reviewing the problems we face in the science policy area. and
considering possible successors to Dr. DuBridge, I recommend
Dr. Edward E. David, Jr., Executive Director, Research,
Communications Systems Division, Bell Telephone Laboratories, for
appointment as Science Adviser. He is a Republican, age 45, origi-7
nally from Georgia, who was trained at M.1. T. and is highly regarded
in the scientific community. (Resume at Tab A)

I have attached at Tab B a memorandum setting out the ba.ckv,round of
our current science po3.1cy problems and stating the pros and cons of
appointing Dr. David. In summary:

Pro:

411.• •

IP.

good scientific c:redentialS and reputation
experience in relating basic research programs to
practical development objectives
experience with both industrial and government science
activities
objective and realistic view of science policy and science
advice to government
appears- Nitt.rY compat-Ible with this Administration

Con: -- trained as a scientific engineer rather than a scientist
-- not from the academic conamunity
-- Bell Labs is prime contractor for Safeguard

Dr. David is a desirable appointment at this time because of his
experience in relating basic research to practical development needs
and his objc:c:tivity about Federal science policy. He wOUld be a fresh.,
impressive, helpful, and articulate choice. Mr. Ehrlichma.n and
Dr. Kis;-..1.11(g, or have met with Dr. David and agree th.,:tt he would be
a good choice. Bryce Tlarlow l. s sOrile rescrvations about selectinL,,
someone from outside the academic world, particularly as Bell Labs is
the. prime Safeguard contractor, but concur'S in this recommendation.
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I have talked with Secretary Rogers about: a possible appointment for

Dr. DuBridge as Ambassador at Large for Scientific Cooperation,
since I believe he v.ould enjoy such a post:. However, the Secretary

is not eager to do so. If you approve this recommendation, I will

again discuss the matter with Rogers, and he may wish to discuss

this with you. If he does, I recommend that you urge him to make

it possible for you. to offer such a post: to Dr. DuBridge as soon as

possible. It: would solve an important: problem in the Executive

Office and also give attention to the emphasis you place on international

scientific cooperation. It will be important to handle this replacement

skillfully, but I believe it possible to hold negative reaction of the

academic C 0111131111ni ty to a minimum.

Recommendation.

That you approve Dr. David as the replacement to Dr. DuBridge, and

that: Dr. Dunridge be offered the position of Ambassador at Large for

Scientific Cooperation.

Attachments

Approve

Want: more information

Prefer ant-A:her candidate

Wish no change

•...

Peter Flamiga,n.
Assistant to the President



E. E. DAV1D,

Bell Te3(..:Dhon Laboratories /AO c.

• Edward E. alvid, Jr. is Et.ecutive Dirctor, Research,

Communications Systems Division at Bell Telephone Laboratories.

He is responsible for the Electronic SysteN3 Research Laboratory,

the Conouting Science Research Center, and the Computer Projects

Research

Dr.

received

Oentdr.

David waS born in Wilminton, North Carolina, He

a Bachelor's D,.- gree in electrical engineerinE from

Institute of Technolosy in 1945, and the S.M. and Sc.D. DeErees

from Massachusetts Institute of Technoloy in 1947 and 1950,

respectiviy.

He joined Boll Laboratoies in 3.950 and worked subsegucntly

in unde-owater sound and communication acoutics.. Since 1963, he

has specialized in computin science research, doing; reseal)ch in

advanced computing techniques with particOar emphasis on man-machine

.communication. Ho .has been ranted pakents for his inventic

relating to underwter sound, sound locall:Piation, and speech process-

ing.

In 1958, Dr. David. received th.=.! George W. McCarty Award

from Clo:Lzia Imititute of Technoloy as the OUtnding your;g alumnu3

of thi7, year. in 1.59, he was cinatecl

Junior Chamber of •-•• +.)

by the Summit, Nei Jars' cy

its outstardis•younc.; man of the
•

. He was 3'',1Pct -?d by th onora7 sooir)ty, .Z.;a Kappa No,

on--2 of the yo= einr:,; in 1954,

(mo,.),)
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The author of many technical ar1Icl,::3 on. communication

theory, speech, hearing, speech recc,iE;Ition and processing, vocedc.s,

and computin, D. DaVid is co-aui,he-v . cf two bool(s: "Man's World

of Sound" (with J. R. Pierce), apd,'WvE:s'and the Ear" (with van

Begeijk and Pierce).

He is. an advisor for. t -  Nationq „Science Foundation,

Lepartment of Defense, Office of .Sclence .ari.d. Technology, National

Institutes of Health, the Veteran's Adinistration and the American

•

Foundation for the Blind, .and a mmber of the National Acade.oy of

Engineering. Ho is a Fellow of the Amrican Academy of Arts and

. Sciences, and a member of the Yatic.n1 Advisory Committee on

Education of the Deaf of the Department Of Health, Education and

Welfare. He is Vice Chairman of the Ccmmittee on Education of the

National Academy of Engineering and co-director of its Engineering

Concepts Curriculum Project, which is (:.eveloping a new high.. school

course. He is a fellow of the Acoustical Society of America, th.!

-Institute of Electrical and Electronic Eninecirs, 'and the Audio•

Engineering Society. He has served on numerous committees of the

IEEE and ASA, and has served on the Executive Council of. ASA. He

is presently a member of the IEEE Board of Directo-fs, Nominations

and Appointment.. .Committec, and Educational Activities Board. He

Js vice president of the 'J3ord of Directors of the Summit (N.J.)

Speech School. He is also a m.er of the honov soci.ctie L

Kappa Nu, Tau 13eta Pi, ancl Slzma Xi. He is a memb,-..,r of the

(mor-:1

f
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Visitin Cotorilittee for the Depotm:.,n1; of Elctrical Engineering

at the Carnegie-Mellon In3tittf,e, Princeton University, and the

University of Rochester.

Dr. David is a professor of electrical engineering at

Stevens InGtitute of Techno]oLy.

Dr. David, his wife, Ann, and daughtDr, Nancy, live

at 13] Countryside Drive in Summit.

if #

• 2/69-
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGToN

April. ?,3, 1.970

MIEMORA.NDUM FOR Mil. FLANIGAN

Background on Federal Science Policy:

Since World War II, Federal science policy and the structure of
the science cc».7nynunity have developed out of a few massive
technical efforts undertaken by the Federal government: nuclear
energy, aerospace weapon systems, space exploration, and
medical resca.rch.. These efforts have required the participa.tion
of large, numbers of academic physical. scientists who have, as a
result,. become the dominant: leaders in science policy formulation
as well as in providing science advice to the governme3.1.1.

These academic scientists understandably have based U. S. science
on the premises that (1) undirected basic reSearCh is the wellspring
of technological advance, and that (Z) this basic research is best
performed on our Nation's campuses. Thus, technical education
and basic reScarch have been a joint enterprise in our universities,
with heavy emphasis on the disciplines underlying the technologies
mentioned above. And Federal science policy formulation has been
heavily dominated by scientists from a narrow range of disciplines
and with, a strongly academic orientation.

This situation has been largely self-perpetuating, because the academic
science leaders not only provide most of the science advice to the
government, hut also formulate and administer Federal programs

. of research support and postgraduate education. They historically
have focused science poll cy on undirected basic research and the
rapid growth of Federal funds into those areas. An implicit assumpticm
in all of this has been that Federal support: would continue to grow at
a rapid rate --- a major debate within the science policy community
being whether a 1Z percent or 15 percent annually is appropriate for
the 3ong-run,

Today we face a different: set of problems in science policy. After
a decade of very rapid growth, we have achieved a large, high-quality,
academic research and education establishment. The growth rate now



-)as leveled off. Further, the President: and his staff require
scientific advice on a much wider range of issues, including
educational performance, housing, transportation., drug abuse,
and the delivery of health services, as well as the more traditional
areas of defense, space, and medical research.

We need to change the mix of federally sponsored research and to •
put relatively more emphasis on the tying of research efforts to
national priorities. (For example, areas of basic research likely
to have useful applications in pollution control have not been very
heavily funded and have attracted correspondingly few high-quality
researchers.) We also need to do a better job in managing Federal
R&D programs now that such a rapidly growing budget is not avail-
able to help avoid hard decisions.

Many of our recent problems with the science policy area are
related to this background. It seems difficult for many academic
scientists to brea.k out of past concepts and priorities and to make
judgments on a broader base than that of the academic science com-
munity. For example, we find it difficult in Presidential. appointments
to science.- related positions to get any consideration of how com.patible
candidates will be with the Administration's approach to policy formula-
tion, and to get objective. science advice uncolored by the scientists'
political preconceptions.

It is important to recogniy,e that the scientists who arc esteemed and
considered to have great judgment by other scientists are not neces-
sarily the same people who are effective in relating science advice .and
science policy problems to broader policy issues. Scientists use
different criteria..in.evaluating one another than we would apply in
'selecting a -tOp Administration appointee., Thus, many eminent scientists
with considerable experience and judgme.nt in scientific ru;earch simply
may not he the typCs• of persons appropriate for the position of Science
Adviser to the President. Science advice should be nonpartisan and
nonpolitical, but Federal science policy must be attuned to the directions
of broader public policy.

Pros and Cons of Appointin2. Dr. David:

Pro: Dr. David has outstanding scientific credentials.- lie has made
impressive research accomplishments in very advanced technological
areas and in the adaptation of technology to human physiological and
psychological characteristics. lie has been at Bell Labs since
receiving his Ph. 1). in 1950 and for the last two years has been
responsible for facilitating the linkages between the basic research
and the development programs of Bell Labs. His industrial experience
would be of value in the position or Science Adviser, as would hif;



experience on government: 53 CI once. panels and as a member of the
National Academy of Engineering. He has a sound and objective
appreciation of today's problen-is in Federal science policy, including
defense; i.s bright and energetic; and has good judgment.

Con: Dr. David's strength is also his political weakness: he is not:
an inner member of the academic science cabal. He is trained as an
engineer, not: a scientist, but is recognized for his resea.rch.ability.
Ii would be a break with precedent to name a Science Adviser from
outside the academic world. A further possible liability is that Bell
Labs is the prime contractor for Safeguard, although Dr. David has
not: worked directly on that project.

An academician of greater official. stature than Dr. David in the
academic world might: be a safer political choice in avoiding criticism
from that community. However, the knowledgeable and influential
segments of the scientific community probably would judge Dr. David
to have outstanding scientific ability and accomplishments, and he has
been sought after for important deanships at leading universities,
Furthermore, many in the scientific community are becoming
increasingly aware of the need to bring technology to bear on a wider
range of dom.estic problems than in the past, and thus might welcome
the appointment of someone like Dr. David. His appointment also
would signal a sensible redirection of Federal science policy that
would be favorcd by a much wider base of informed public.

,k

Clay T. Whitehead
Special Assistant to the President
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Personal & Confidential

FOR: Torn Whitehead

From; Chuck Colson

Please let me know when we
can get together to discuss this.



TH.: WHITE HOUSE

February 5, 1971

MEMUAANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT'S FILE

I
FROM: CHARLES W. COLSON

SUBJECT: Meeting with ABC Executives
January 28, 19.(1

Those in attendance are listed at Tab A, attached.

There was a general discussion at the outset of the meeting regarding
the economic condition of the network. Goldenson said the loss of
cigarette advertising was a very serious economic problem for all
three ....-t-,vorks - a loss of appAoxii.e.ly $160 million in revenues.
He indicated that, while the first part of the year would be poor from
a revenue and earning standpoint, he expected a pickup by the Fourth
Quarter. This will result from a general improvement in the economy,
the generation of other advertising revenues, and a reduction in
prime time network broadcasting tc 4-11ree hours.

Goldenson told the President that the industry now has had second
thoughts about the principle of restricting advertising on the networks.
He said that it had not initially objected to the restriction of cigarette
advertising, but that now the principle threatened to extend into other
fields. He thanks the President for vetoing the political broadcasting
bill which was discriminatory.

The President asked for their views on the renewal of licenses situation.
He said that he was aware of the difficulties which many of the stations
were facing with "frivolous" challenges. Goldenson seemed very pleased
that the President was aware of the problem and that in his phrasing of
the question the President seemed to express considerable sympathy
with the owners' problem. Goldenson said that the opinion was within
the capacity of the FCC to extend renewal periods for up to seven years
in order to avoid the harassment of "strike suits" every three years.



Memorandum. for the President's File - 2 -

The President asked that I look into this question and then asked

the network what they thought of the present members of the FCC.

There was praise for Dean Burch but a very negative discussion of

Nicholas Johnson. I explained that ho was subject to censure by

the Commission and that Burch was considering disqualifying him

on any issues that he had predudged publicly. Klein pointed out that

this we'd cover almost every issue. Hagerty observed in responccl

to a question by the President that President Johnson had appointed

Nichola:  Johnson only as a way of getting him out of the Maritime

Administration.

The President, said that he had noted ABC News had picked up in the

ratings and that he expected - with a team like Reasoner and Smith -

this would continue. All of the ABC executives seemed startled and

pleased that the President was aware of their ratings and of the gains

they had made vis a vis NBC news programming. Mr. Lower stated

that ABC had gained, in some cases, 45-50% in their news ratings in

recent weeks. The President said thought that Reasoner and th

were both balanced in their presentation, that they did not load it one
way or the other. He commented particularly on Smith's knowledge of
foreign affairs.

The President then asked the opinion of the ABC executives on the use
of prime time for news conferences. He said that he had been considering
the 6-7 p.m. period during the evening news time. The conclusion of
Lower and the others was that this would not be desirable - that the
press conferences might be held in the afternoon, in which case all of
the networks would use the best five minutes during their evening news-
casts (Kennedy style), or that they should be held during evening prime
time, when there was something particularly newsworthy.

The President made the point that he felt he should be able to go on

television when he had something important to communicate to the people
but that he, of course, would not use this forum for partisan purposes.
Erlick said that the decIsions of the FCC last summer had raised
questions about the requirement that the opposition answer the President.
I interrupted to point out that this was not what the decision held and,
as Erlick and I had discussed in New York, there was no right of any
kind to reply to the President - that the Fairness Doctrine was not in any
way changed by last summer's cases - if anything, the President's right



Memorandum for the Presid
ent's File - 3 -

to use Tv was reinforce
d. The Pres;r1r.nt then sa

id, "All I ask is

that you give to them (th
e Democrats) the same am

ount of time you

gave us when we were out. 
I think we got time once 

during the eight

years". This drew a lot of nervous
 laughter, but the point was

 very

forcefully made.

The President then discus
sed the possibility of a o

ne-to-one interview

and asked the opinions of th
e network executives as t

o the feasibility

of this, and whether it shou
ld be a 30-minute, 45-mi

nute, or one-hour

interview. He asked whet
her ABC would like to star

t this with Howard

K. Smith.. The reaction was very aff
irmative. The concensus was'

that 30 minutes was insuf
ficient, 45 minutes might ma

ke awkward

programming, and that p
robably such an interview sh

ould be one hour.

Ziegler asked whether all of 
the networks would carry 

an interview

with one network anchorman,
 like Smith. Lower and

 the others felt

that this would not be possible
 - that the other networks

 would not want

an ABC commentator carried 
on their networks. The Pre

sident then

said that he would do this - t
hat he would like to do th

is with ABC first,

and the r to] low alphabetically 
with C1-) and NBC next. The tongue-in-

check use of the alphabetical 
procedure was not lost on the

 execuLl.::s.

There was agreement that Sm
ith would be the questioner.

The President asked Goldenso
n what problems he would lik

e to discuss.

Goldenson raised the CATV 
problem. arguing that it was v

ery much like

the airlines which were in fin
ancial Lrouble because too many

 routs

were awarded. CATV would d
o the same thing to the bro

adcasting

industry. He pointed out tha
t ABC loses more than $16 m

illion a year

on its network operations. Th
e President interrupted at t

his point to ask

if I would give him a report on 
the airline operation. He ref

erred to

the earlier meeting with the 
airline executives and be said 

he was very

concerned about what he had b
een reading regarding Pan Am

erican's

losses. He said he wanted to get th
e airlines back for a meeting 

similar

to the one we had before and he
 asked me for a memorandu

m outlining

the problem of what had happen
ed since the last meeting an

d what was

going on at the CAB in the way 
of eliminating unprofitable rou

tes.

(Flanigan handled the earlier 
meeting to which the President

 was referring -

he has been following the probl
em and I therefore subsequen

tly asked

him to prepare such a memor
andum to the President). The

 ABC executives
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were very impressed with the Preunt's concern over the airlinesituation and realized that they were understood insofar as theirproblyrn was concerned.

Erlick iliade the point that they were not opposing CATV, but thatvery basic decisions are being made reflecting the future of the economyand the broadcasting industry, and that these are national policy issueswhich ought not to be decided by the FCC, but rather should he dc„idedas a matter of national priority. The total cost of linking the entirecountry by cable, Goldenson said, would be over $100 billion and thatthe result might well be to provide much worse programming for thepublic. The networks could not afford to continue their heavy invest-ment sine, in effect, the programming could be "stolen" withoutcompensation. I suggested to the Prozident that ABC officials shouldmeet with .Torn Whitehead. They said that Klein had arranged this theday before. The President then asked that I talk to Dean Burch aboutthis and that rprepare a report for him. He also asked that I consulton this problem with Ehrlichman and Shultz because what is involvedhere is the development of national resources. He said he would likethis looked at with a broad overview of its long-range implicationsand, again, raised the airline problem - "We don't want fragmentationof this industry the way it has occurred in the airlines". Goldens,_-rseemed ,,,d.ted with the President's I told Erlick and Goldensonat the conclusion of the meeting that if they would prepare the materialfor me; I would take the matter up with the proper policy individualsin the White House.

The mer4-;r1g closed with the Presidenr saying that this was the firsi, ofmeetings he intended to have with the networks and that, in a month ortwo, he would bring in CBS and that he would again follow the alphabeticalprocedure.

In conclusion, I think the executives were startled and impressed by thePresident's knowledge of their problems - his relating it to the airlinesituation with which he was obviously very much concerned and veryaware of, hi, praise for ABC alid 11.1b quick response to the equal-timeissue.

The meeting concluded at 5:50 p.m.

II
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President

Exutive Vice President

Vice President for Corporate Relations

General Counsel

President of ABC News
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April 7.

s MEMORANDUM FOR MR. PETER FLANIGAN

la *lay the White House to differentiate between the networks ;,..et
news organizations and as one seEment of the jealous communications
industry is going to cause more end more problems of this sort.
The cz.blc television people. AT?, the independent telephone people,
and potential communications kd yo tern operatbrs have all made the
point to me that they feel the networks had an unfair advantage

,prescr..itIn.g their case on industry TrAattors (cable TV. r:lorne &tic
satellites, compptition, etc.) directly to the President.

I um.v.i. ,..-.-,phasized to these pecTie 0—it the White House has
intzrz.:1; Zl.at Z:46

President cannot refuse to lit.ten to the network people when thcy
ehooeib to bring up industry mztter!). had I at icatt been prc9cr.t
these meetings, the network people would not have been able to
itugges,i; that their industry interests were being considered and aced

.;pecial forum, without rebuhgd for the advice a th.
with which their competitors must deal.

/ " -
2. /L----"--;!'.,---'-.,,---3.-7---- y -.,-

/-,/, • '

Clay T. V. hitehead

Attachments

cc:
Mr. Whitehead
Mr. Hinchman Subject File
Mr. Hinchrnan. Reading File

WHinchman/CTWhitehead:ebw 4/8/71
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DRAFT 4/7/71 CTWhitehead

Mr. Iralliam F. Karnes
Presic3ent, National Trans-Video, Inc.

403 South Akard
Lallas, Texas 75202

Dear Mr. Karnes:

The President has asked me to reply to your letter of March 29, 1971,

regarding the BroadcaFtimagazine report that the President has

exprecr,ed a desire to restrict cable television growth. Neither the

President nor the Office of Telecommunications Policy has made

such a statetrkent. While the Administration is properly concerned

that rnrnmunications policies not sitord cable any unfair atiivantHwes

over existing broadcast media, there is certainly no intention or

desire to restrict its development.

The Office of Telecommunications Policy is actively reviewing cable

televinion issues with a view to developing Administration policy

recommendations in this important area. I have forwarded your

correspondence to Mr. Clay T. Whitehead, the Director of that Office1

and am sure he would welcome any further information which would

assist in this process.

Sincerely,

Peter M. Flanigan
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To:

THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

REFERRAL

Clay T. wilitehead
Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy

Dam April 2) 1971

ACTION REQUESTED

Draft replaill:

  President's signcrture.

X  Undersigned's signature.

 Memorandum for use as enclosure to
reply.

  Direct reply.

  Furnish information copy.

  Suitable acknowledgment or other
appropriate handling.

  Furnish copy of reply, if any.

  For 1.--ur information.

  For comment.

NOTE

Prompt action is essential.

If more than 48 hours' delay is encountered,

please telephone the undersigned immediately,

Code 1450.

Basic correspondence should be returned when
draft- y, memorandum, or comment is re-
quested.

REMARKS:

Description:

Letter:  Telegram: Other:
To: The President

From:

Date:
Subject:

•

William F. Karnes, Pres., Nat'l Trans-Video) Inc. 403 S.Akard, Dallas 75202
March 29, 1971

•
Cable television growth restriction

By direction of the President:

Peter M. c: anigan
Assistant to the

President

(Copy to remain with correspondence)



NATIONAL TRANS-VIDEO, INC. , 403 SOUTH AKARD / Dt.‘LLAS, TEXAS 75202 / PHONE: RI 1-3464

March 29, 1971

Richard M. Nixon
President of the United States
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President:

I have just finished reading the lead article in the March 22, 1971 issue
of Broad'sting Magazine, which states you think cable television
'I no ;L:c...c.i where uULuy

could have obtained its information, but I would certainly hope it is
incorrect since our industry is certainly, at present, in no position to
harm anyone and since, as the article reports, the "President's present
thinking (Lout cable television is bound to 0. e welcomed by broadcasters,"
I can only assUme that if their information is correct, our industry would
be ill-served and severely hampered in future growth.

We are currently under the scrutiny of the FCC and under the white-hot
light of public inquiry into our future; we are opposed by television
broadcasters, by network television, by copy right interests, and by
many others with special axes to grind, and I implore you to defer your
own decision:, until we have had a chance to fully demonstrate our
capabilities. I hope that Broadcasting Magazine is in error -- as it has
been before -- and that its report of your personal feelings does not
reflect your current thinking.

•t.

WFK/mas

William F. Karnes
President
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Go-slow :signal fr.= the President.

Rush to catle, free-for-all in domes
tic satellites

are said to worry Nixon; Agnew
 renews media attack

President Nixon, who has been pe
rmit-

ting subordinates to state administra-

tion policy on tesecommunicatio
ns mat-

ters, is beginning to make his pe
rsonal

*views known. Some of those vi
ews dif-

fer so sharply from those that have

been expressed by administration

spokesmen as to indicate that basic
 re-

visions in policy may be in the wind.

For instance:

On CATV, the President is know
n to

be professing concern about cable
 sys-

tems proliferating to the point that
 they

might threaten the viability of televi-

sion stations, those in sec-

:n.4=7 )rt- also is worried

On domestic communications
-satellite

policy—in a time when all admin
istra-

tion road signs have pointed to an
 open-

aims appro-,̂ '1 to competition—the

President is 3diti to be backing toward

preference, if not-for a "chosen ins
tru-

ment," at least for a limited few mu
lti-

purpose systems. lie feels that natio
nal

policy permitting a multiplicity of
 sys-

tems could result in ruinous com
peti-

tion, and has drawn an analogy to 
the

fiscal hardships experienced by air
lines

on some routes that two or more 
of

them have been permitted to share.

In still another area of concern to

broadcasters, Mr. Nixon has said he

favors complete repeal of Section 315,

the political-broadcasting provision of

the Communications Act. Section 315

requires equal treatment for all politi-

cal candidates, no matter how obscure,

and contains the only legislative recog-

nition of the FCC's fairness doctrine.

The President's present thinking

about cable television is bound to be

Welcomed by broadcasters who feel

personally threatened by cable develop-

ment. His advocacy of repeal of Sec-

tion 315 is similarly expected to arous
e

a warm response, if only as a sign of

relief from the trend toward tighter a
nd

tighter goveinment control that has p
er-

sisted in recent years, including the t
wo

• .

. • •

that have passed since Mr. Nixon
 took

office.
Mr. Nixon's opting for a more l

imit-

ed domestic sp.iellite-communication

systems approach rnay evoke a le
ss en-

thusiastic reaction. Broadcasters 
at the

moment see the opportunity of bec
om-

ing buyers in a buyers' market, 
with a

number of applicants for domesti
c sys-

tems competing for their business. 
There

are now eight proposals for satellite 
sys-

tems before the FCC (see page 126)
.

The reports of Mr. Nixon's desire to

conserve the present broadcast struct
ure

and to avoid excessive competition on

the frontiers of onmestic telecommuni-

cations emerr.--!, •-•iriously, at Ili--

„I..; . .
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time his \Ice P:csiclent was revivin
l

attacks on broadcast journalism.
 In ;

Speech in Boston last Thursday nigh

Spiro T. Agnew berated the "nationa

news media” for distorting th
e news

CBS was singled out for explicit cr
iti

cism. There was no external indica
tio

of coordination between the Vice
 Pres

dent's latest outburst and the gathe
rin

of presidential thoughts on CAT
V, d

mestic satellites and Section 315
.

The President's thinking presum
abl

has been discussed during his rccc

meetings with top executives of 
AB

(BROMKASTING, Feb. 1) and C

(BROAD.:,...Z.TIN:., ::_rch 15). The Pre_

-1=1. 7 • . • the issucc wi

• • •
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Never same time

or same station

Not only has Richard M. Nixo
n been

considering basic policies of govern-

mental regulation of broadcasti
ng; he

has also been experimenting
 with per-

sonal appearances on radio and 
TV.

Last Monday 45 minutes of an 
ex-

clusive interview with Barbara Wa
lters

(see photo) were carried on NBC-
TV's

Today show. And at 9:30-10:30 ton
ight

the President is scheduled to b
e in

viewed live by Iloward K. Smi
th

ABC Radio and ABC-TV. 
White H

sources indicated similar one-on-

interviews in prime time will
 be g

to CBS and NBC an
chormen. Se%

weeks ago the President 
chose 11

as the time for a radio
-network add

The diversity in tim
es, media and

mats is part of a plan
 intended to

the President before a 
wide varier

audiences in a wide 
variety of cir

stances ("Closed Ci
rcuit," -Feb. 15



linwe-ve-r-expressed,

• these views on CATV and domestic-
. .••• saiaafita policy ate in apparent conflict

-with 111•C iirocompetitive, nonprotection-

.. ist philosophy that has been consistent-

ly expressed by other administration
figures.

• The Justice Depe-tmcnt, in a number
:• of filings with the pe:C, has backed an

- • encouragement of CATV growth and

• has urged a light regulatory hand. The
. department even has gone so far as to
▪ file 
• .

a separate brief in a case in which
• the commission's rules requiring pro-
; ▪ •

. tram origination were being challenged;

:•••• it did not, technically, oppose the corn-

111••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
. •

• .... Nixon opposes
televised trials

,s• • When it comes to the issue of cameras
$: '• in the courtroom, that Wall Street law-. •-.
• yer, Richard Nixon, lines up with Chief
. ▪ Justice Warren E. I3urger—in opposi-
... lion to the cameras.

President Nixon, speaking at the Na-
tional Conference on the Judiciary, in

:7 :Williamsburg, Va., managed to work
•"..• his thoughts on the subject into a speech

on the need for speeding up and im-
--,...proving the administration of justice.

• • Asserting that the right of the ac-
cused to a fair rein! ";e eroded by prej-
udicial •,. said he agrees

r  

• inrning of judicial proceedings, or the
introduction of live television to the

...courtroom, would be a mistake. The
• solerrin business of justice cannot be
-'subject to the coe—nand of 'lights,
e camera, action.' •-

•••
"The white light of4t.iblicity can be

• a cruel glare, often damaging to the in-
• nocent bystanders thrust into it, and
▪ doubly damaging to the innocent vic-

tims of violence," the President con-
tinued."Here again a balance must be

• struck; the right of a free press must
be weighed carefully against an individ-
ual's right to privacy."

- •

• ..: •

▪ -

• mission's position, but it made clear its
▪ view that the commission has gone "too

far" in the restrictions it has imposed. ••
•••••,„*.:' on pay-TV distributed by cable (BRoAD-
.4.r".,.• CASTING, Ian. 1S).
. .The Office of Telecommunications

.• Policy in the executive branch has not• ,
yet formally adopted a position on

- CATV, but its director, Clay T. White7
,:•..11ead, in a speech before the National
. Cable Television Association last year,
predicted that, if cable offered diverse
soutces of programing, the FCC would

:7- not "arbitrarily foster marginal UHF
stations, or protect the revenues of any

. TV station" (13RoADcAsTING, May 4,
" 1970 .

administratice. spokesman- -he speaks
for an independent agency. But he is
a presidential appointee, and he has
acquired a reputation as an advocate
of liberalized regulation of cable. Chair-
man Burch told the NCTA last June
that "the time is ripe for a breakthrough
for your indll.S"7" (BRoAucAsTING,
June 15, I.;70). 111 the same month,
at an ITT Public Affairs Seminar, he
criticized past commission policies that,
he said, were passed off as answers to
regulatory problems but resulted mere-
ly in "freezing" the cable industry. The
chairman has, however, referred to the
need to protect television broadcast
service in secondary markets. He raised
that point again last week in question-
ing during the FCC's.CATV seminars
being held before :hc agency reaches
decisions on cable rulemaking (see
story, page 60).
The President's reported position on

domestic satellites represents an even
sharper departure from what up to
now has passed as the administration's
policy. In January 1970 a White House
report recommended that the FCC per-
mit wide-open competition; that, sub-
ject to technical limi!ations, it permit
any operator with the necessary financ-
ing and skills to establish a domestic
satellite system (BROADCASTING, Jan.
26, 1970).
Dr. Whitehead, ....no as a WhH

principal author, said in a speech be-
fore the Electronic Industries Associ-
ation two weeks ago (BROADCASTING,
March 15), that nothing had changed.
The original positien, he said, "remains
the policy of OTP anti of this adminis-
tration."
How—and whether—the President's

reported views will be translated into
the revolution in administration policy
they seem to call for was not clear last
week. But knowledgeable sources ex-
pect Chairman Burch and Dr. White-
head to be invited to a White House
meeting on telecommunications policy
matters soon. The President would be
expected to attend, along with White
House aide Peter Flanigan, whose area
of responsibility includes communica-
tions matters. .New directions in the
nation's telecommunications policy
would be almost certain to emerge from
such a meeting.
Any marked change in policy, espe-

cially in the domestic communications-
satellite field, would probably be taken
as a blow to the prestige of Dr. White-
head, who is, by law, the President's
adviser and spokesman on telecommu-
nications policy—as Dr. Whitehead has
repeatedly made clear in his public

' addresses. There are those in the com-
munications community who would rip-
laud such an undercuttine; to some,

garcled as brash and overly ambilious.
There is, however, no sign that the

President lacks confidence. in Dr.
Whitehead. Indeed, there is said to be
high-level talk at the White House of
enlarging Dr. Whitchead's staff. One
recent White House visitor came away
with the fecig Dr. Whitehead is
regarded by the erpsident as "a fair-
haired boy."
- If the President's recent remarks
about Section 315 may be taken at face
value, he would like to see the whole
section, fairness doctrine and all,
scrapped in its applieation to candidates
everywhere. That would take him be-
yond the chairman of the Republican
National Committee, Senator Robert
Dole (R-Kan.), who has called for re-
peal only of the equal-time provision
and only as it applies to candidates for
federal oflice (BRoAocAsTING, March 8).

Repeal of the rection's application
to candidates for the Presidency and
Vice Presidency was part of the cam-
paign-reform bill that the President
vetoed near the close of the last session
of Congress. In various degrees of
change it figures in several measures
now before the Senate Commerce Com-
mittee, which is attempting to work out
a new campaign-reform bill (see story,
page 57).

" • • r

t! s i•nrir
• - •

on way to President
President Nixon will soon re,ceive the
final draft of 1970 White House Con-
fetence on Children It will contain
recommendations at radical
changes in TV programing.

In the draft section on "Child De-
velopment and the Mass Media," .a
number of recommendations have been
added that spell out distinct actions to
be taken by the FCC, the networks
and broadcasters.
Among its new suggestions, the mass

media panel now suggests among other
things that the FCC and the Federal
Trade Commission notify TV broad-
casters and advertisers that the use of
public airwaves for the broadcasting of
programs intended to influence children
"is a privilege that must be earned and
re-earned by a strong emphasis on ac-
curate presentation and by the mainte-
nance of acceptable standards for ap-
peals to so vulnerable an audience."

It also calls on advertisers and net-
works to undertake next fall "meaning-
ful innovations in the current TV ad-
vertising structure, including tests of
clustering commercials" to assure un-
interrupted programs. And, further, it

recommends that advertisers and net-

works test the elimination of all corn-

mc-rcials, except for credit lines, in chit-



THE WHITE HOUSE

WA SH I"r7-TON

April 9, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT

FROM: PETER M. FLANIGAN

SUBJECT: Office of Telecommunications

Policy

Bob Haldeman advised me that a short memorandum setting forth

the principal responsibilities and activities of your new Office of

Telecommunications Policy might be helpful. This new office

resulted from a review of federal government communications policy

undertaken by Bob Ellsworth's staff and continued by my office after

his departure. Our study as well as ones such as the Rostow Report

undertak-.— in the prior administraticn showed that there was no

centrz....1 point or thc vI c,,f. communications pulley wiLliiii Cue

Executive Branch. A somewhat similar condition existed in the

transportation field prior to the establishment of DOT. Thus communica-

tions policy to date had developed through the ad hoc piecemeal effort

of the Congress, the FCC, and the various Executive Departments

having substantial specific missions in the communications field.

As you know, contact between the Executive Branch, particularly the
White House, and the various regulatory agencies has been historically

a highly sensitive issue. While such agencies as the Anti-Trust

Division have never been criticized for active intervention in a regulatory

proceeding, the Congress has always been highly suspicious of any effort

by the White House to provide policy direction even in a general way to

the regulatory agencies. Of course intervention in pending adjudicatory

proceedings has always been off limits to the White House. The net

result of this condition has been that the communications, transportation,

and energy regulatory agencies have been left free by the White House and

usually by the Congress to exercise enormous power and make decisions

greatly affecting the future without any central guidance or control. You

are, of course, familiar with the highly uneven results produced by such

a scheme.
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Your new Office of Telecommunications Policy has two principal
missions: first, it will seek to make more efficient the vast array
of telecommunications systems already employed by the federal
establishment. These include the massive Department of Defense
world-wide networks and the civil defense emergency alert systems,
as well as the Federal Aviation Authority communications systems,
and many others. Second, and of more current importance to the
White House, the office will provide a means by which the Executive
Branch can express in a way acceptable to the Congress its views
on major policy issues in the telecommunications field. Such issues,
of course, include currently the development of community antenna
television (CATV), the FCC limit of prime time network programming
to three hours, and the development of a domestic communications
satellite system. In the past, the White House was dependent upon
ad hoc interventions by such agencies as the Anti-Trust Division to
express a view to a regulatory agency such as the FCC. Or else an

inforiAlal iw could be expressed by White House to a regulatory

avencv chairman. However, the ariency chairmen ntten find themclelves

reinforced if the views of the Executive Branch can be expressed openly
in a manner acceptable to the Congress. The OTP office now provides
such a vehicle in the field of communications, and I believe it would
be most useful and prudent for us to use it.



MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

June 20, 1972

THE PRESIDENT

CLAY T. WHITEHEAD 4/1

SUBJECT: Current Broadcasting Issues

DIRECTOR

License Renewal Protection: WHDH case in 1968 created a risk that an
incumbent licensee's performance could be outweighed by a renewal
challenger's promises. Broadcasters sought legislative relief, but
the Senate lost interest in face of charges that license protection
was racist. Since dissident and minority groups use renewal
uncertainty to gain concessions, broadcasters will continue to
press for legislation. POSITION: Administration recognizes need
for legislation, but OTP has cooled off broadcasters until after
election.

Program Content Control: The effort to exercise program control
includes:

(1) FCC restrictions on the amount of network programming a
station can carry during prime time. POSITION: The objective
of this rule is the same as the goal of the network anti-trust
suits. OTP has questioned the mechanics of the rule, but
supports the objective of lessening the networks' dominance.

(2) Proposed restrictions on violent content of TV programs and
affirmative controls on children's programs. HEW is studying
both problems and the FCC may act shortly. POSITION: Support
the need for limitations on excesses in these program areas.
Industry self-regulation should in general be the enforcement
tool, but some special rules may be needed for children's
programming.

(3) FCC proposals setting detailed guidelines on amounts and types
of programs to be carried. POSITION: OTP has strongly opposed
such guidelines.
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Fairness Doctrine and Access: Court and FCC decisions on the Fairness

Doctrine (requiring the provision of time for contrasting views on

controversial issues), and the demands of interest groups for direct

access to airtime have steadily increased the detail of Federal

regulation and have caused an unhealthy Government intervention in the

media editorial process. The Fairness Doctrine is becoming a genuine

economic burden on the broadcaster. POSITION: Monopolization of the

airwaves by broadcasters' and networks' own views should be prevented,

but reasonable private enterprise discretion should be preserved.

Perhaps legislation is needed to control the more expansive court

applications of the Fairness Doctrine. It cannot be eliminated

entirely, however, as long as the networks continue to permit their

news departments to indulge their biases.

Counteradvertising: FTC and some consumer groups have proposed a right of

free reply to TV ads, to point out inaccuracies and discuss negative

aspects of products. This could scare off advertisers and erode broad-

casting's economic base. POSITION: OTP, on behalf of the Administration,

has sharply attacked this proposal and has urged the FCC to reject it.

Cable TV/Pay TV: Recent FCC rules dealing with cable importation of

broadcast signals from other markets ("distant signals") may affect the

growth of broadcaster profits. An Administration-sponsored compromise

among cable, broadcasting, and motion picture companies underlies the

rules. Broadcasters want quick enactment of new copyright legislation

(referred to in the compromise) and restrictions on cable use of "free"
TV programs as a basis for pay TV. POSITION: The Administration

supports the compromise, including the agreement on copyright legisla-

tion, and the FCC "distant signal" rules. The "long range" aspects
of cable regulation, including the pay TV issue, will be the subject of

recommendations by the Cabinet committee appointed last summer.

Newspaper-broadcasting Ownership: FCC and Justice have proposed general

restrictions on cross-ownership of newspaper and broadcasting holdings
in the same city. POSITION: OTP has stated that effects of such cross-

ownership should be dealt with on a case-by-case basis rather than by

general rule.

CC: DO Records

DO Chron

Mr. Whitehead - 2

Eva

GC Subj

GC Chron

Copies hand delivered to: Mr. Flanigan

Mr. Ehrlichman

Mr. Klein

Mr. Colson

Mr. Snyder

Orig. and 2 copies went to David Parker

AScalia/IIGoldberg:hmy - 6/20/72



MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

June 19, 1972

4:30 p.m.

CLAY T. WHITEHEAD 17

I

HERBERT G. KLEIN .1

You are invited to meet with
 key multiple TV and radio

station executives over cockt
ails and dinner at Blair House

this Thursday, June 22, begin
ning at 6:00 p.m. Prior to this

the group will have attended a fo
reign policy and economic

briefing in the Cabinet Room fo
llowed by a discussion with

the President.

The dinner is planned as a work
ing session with you and

a few other selected guests for
 the occasion who will participate

in an open discussion with the broad
casters.-

I strongly urge you to join us b
ecause of the importance

of this meeting. Please have your
 office reply to Al Snyder on

extension 2682.



COPY

MEMORANDUM TO MR. WHITEHEAD FROM BOB MILLER

I am attaching a copy of the memorandum from David Parker to Herb
Klein concerning the June 22 affair for the broadcast executives
who have multiple station holdings. Herb Klein is to work with Chuck
Colson, John Ehrlichman, and Peter Flanigan in "setting up necessary

arrangements and briefing papers for the session."

Additionally, Herb Klein is to make appropriate arrangements for
key staff people to'brief these individuals prior to the President's
meetings with them at 5:00 p.m. on the 22nd of June.

Would you please let me know what, in your opinion, we should do to
assure Flanigan participation in this session, and if you want to carry
the ball, I'll be glad to have you do so.

_

The President and Mr. Flanigan want you to do this. They would
like you to be available on the 22nd from 3:30-6:00. The meeting
will be in the Cabinet Room starting at 4:00. You and the other
"key staff people" would meet with the broadcast executives from
4:00-5:00. The President would join the meeting from 5:00-6:00.

7 2._



Juno 12., 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR: 1-17:22 Es KLEIN

Fa OM: DAVID N. PLRIKER

The hz.s yoLl Lei; ‘,.? rnectir..7, with various

boadct executivewo 1--ave ota.tion hol6in;2).3 (lir.t atc:)

In the Cabinc,t 22 at 5:00 p. rn.

You should make aaezi or key Ct people to

brief to arrival at 5:00

Tine President willparici?:..,.te .4:-.•4:::eting, for pro':.--thly 20 o:33-

ri-.1:tutez. At the concli.--:;io:-. of e yc.-iu. Ga. ould c.,c.ljourr. and

take thcce individu_als to the Lia' -..-z:l'or an evening dinner.

.....e 1.1..i, ..-...o.ze dine r nhoulcl b::: ati.-.:.--,ded by con-le Cabinet#20Off.icers.

i ;1„
1 1 sVos.....d you 7,-,1cAzie work wit:: C:-.,:.-icl..< Col3on, joan Ehrlichan c.iiki

ii 1'-i-lanif,-.:-..n in cettir.13 up tlle rec:c..-_::::-a.ry arrangernentz and 1-.)rieflag pa?ers
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NST.OF POSSI= PARTI
CIPANTS 

Jack Harris

President

KPRC and KPRC-TV

Box 2222

1.10uston, Texas 77001

Arch L. Madsen

Prqsident

Bonneville International Corp.

145 Social Hall Avenue

Salt Lake City, Utah 94111

• John E. Fetzer

President

Fetzer Broadcasting Co.

590 W. Maple St'ceet

Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001

Rex G. Howell

Chairman

XYZ TV Inc.

Box 789

Grand Junction, Colorado 81501

J. Ballard Morton, Jr.

President

Orian Broadcasting Co.

725 S. Floyd Street

Louisville, Kentucky 40203

Thomas S. Murphy

Chairman and President

Capital Cities Broadcasting Corp.

24 East 51st Street

New York, New York 10022

C. Wrede Petersmeyer

Chairman and President

Corinthian Broadcasting Corp.

280 Park Ave.

New York, New York 10017



LIST OF POSSIDLE PA=Cin=

John W. Kluge
Chairman and President
Metromedia Inc.
277 Park Avenue

New York, New York 10017

Peter Storer

Executive Vice President
Storer Broadcasting co.
.1177 Kane Concourse

,Miami, Florida 33154

Ward L. Quaal

President -*

WGN Continential Broadcasting Co.
2501 Bradley Pace
Chicago, Illinois 60618

Donald H. McGannon
President and Chairman
Westinghouse Broadcasting Stations
90 Park Avenue
New York, New York .10016

Leonard Reinsch
President
Cox Broadcasting Station
1601 W. Peachtree St., NE.
Atlanta, Georgia 30309



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 29504

June 20, 1972

DIRECTOR

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

THE PRESIDENT

CLAY T. WHITEHEAD

SUBJECT: Current Broadcasting Issues

License Renewal Protection: WHDH case in 1968 created a risk that an
incumbent licensee's performance could be outweighed by a renewal
challenger's promises. Broadcasters sought legislative relief, but
the Senate lost interest in face of charges that license protection
was racist. Since dissident and minority groups use renewal
uncertainty to gain concessions, broadcasters will continue to
press for legislation. POSITION: Administration recognizes need
for legislation, but OTP has cooled off broadcasters until after
election.

Prozram Content Control: The effort to exercise program control
includes:

(1) FCC restrictions on the amount of network programming a
station can carry during prime time. POSITION: The objective
of this rule is the same as the goal of the network anti-trust
suits. OTP has questioned the mechanics of the rule, but
supports the objective of lessening the networks' dominance.

(2) Proposed restrictions on violent content of TV programs and
affirmative controls on children's programs. HEW is studying
both problems and the FCC may act shortly. POSITION: Support
the need for limitations on excesses in these program areas.
Industry self-regulation should in general be the enforcement
tool, but some special rules may be needed for children's
programming.

FCC proposals setting detailed guidelines on amounts and types
of programs to be carried; POSITION: OTP has strongly opposed
such guidelines.



Fairness Doctrine and Access: Court and FCC decisions on the Fairness

Doctrine (requiring the provision of time for contrasting views on

controversial issues), and the demands of interest groups for direct

access to airtime have steadily increased the detail of Federal

regulation and have caused an unhealthy Government intervention in the

media editorial process. The Fairness Doctrine is becoming a genuine

economic burden on the broadcaster. POSITION: Monopolization of the

airwaves by broadcasters' and networks' own views should be prevented,

but reasonable private enterprise discretion should be preserved.

Perhaps legislation is needed to control the more expansive court

applications of the Fairness Doctrine. It cannot be eliminated

entirely, however, as long as the networks continue to permit their

news departments to indulge their biases.

Counteradvertising: FTC and some consumer groups have proposed a right of

free reply to TV ads, to point out inaccuracies and discuss negative

aspects of products. This could scare off advertisers and erode broad-

casting's economic base. POSITION: OTP, on behalf of the Administration,

has sharply attacked this proposal and has urged the FCC to reject it.

Cable TV/Pay TV: Recent FCC rules dealing with cable importation of

broadcast signals from other markets ("distant signals") may affect the

growth of broadcaster profits. An Administration-sponsored compromise

among cable, broadcasting, and motion picture companies underlies the

rules. Broadcasters want quick enactment of new copyright legislation

(referred to in the compromise) and restrictions on cable use of "free"

TV programs as a basis for pay TV. POSITION: The Administration

supports the compromise, including the agreement on copyright legisla-

tion, and the FCC "distant signal" rules. The "long range" aspects

of cable regulation, including the pay TV issue, will be the subject of

recommendations by the Cabinet committee appointed last summer.

EfEEnp-:12122._d_: FCC and Justice have proposed general

restrictions on cross-ownership of newspaper and broadcasting holdings

in the same city. POSITION: OTT has stated that effects of such cross-

ownership should be dealt with on a case-by-case basis rather than by

general rule.



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504
DIRECTOR

June 26, 1972

To: Peter Flanigan

From: Tom Whitehead

Attached is a memorandum for the President reviewing

our efforts in the public broadcasting field and the

recently passed legislation for funding the Corporation

for Public Broadcasting. We conclude that the President

should veto the legislation. The option of a Pocket Veto

is not an.attractive option since a veto on grounds of

principle will have more impact and provide us with more

initiative.

John Mitchell sees no problem with this course of action,

and Cap Weinberger poses no objection. I have sent

copies to Colson, Ehrlichman, and MacGregor. I urge

that this be handled urgently to permit the President's

statement to go forward before I leave Friday morning.

Whichever course of action the President chooses, it

is very important that the substance of our draft signing

and veto statements be retained. Any major changes

should be checked with us.

Attachment

P.S. Pat Buchanen and Max Friedersdorf also concur

in this decision.

cc: DO Records

DO Chron
Mr. Whitehead

Mr. Scalia
Mr. Lamb

Mr. Flanigan (Orig. and 1)

Mr. Ehrlichman
Mr. Colson
Mr. MacGregor
Mr. Friedersdorf



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

June 26, 1972
DIRECTOR

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM: CLAY T. WHITEHEAD/90301

SUBJECT: Public Broadcasting

Background 

The Congress has just passed legislation authorizing funding of
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) for $65 million
and $90 million in FY73 and FY74 respectively. The current
authorization expires June 30 this year. Funding for FY72
was $35 million, and your budget recommended a one-year
authorization for FY73 of $45 million. The legislation also
contains other provisions, the most important of which are the
establishment of a permanent Public Broadcasting Fund, and the
requirement that five of the fifteen CPB board members be managers
of public TV stations.

The Senate has appropriated the full $65 million for the
coming year, but the House has made no appropriation. The
conference this week is likely to approve something over
$45 million.

The legislation is essentially that proposed by Torbet Macdonald,
Chairman of the House Communications Subcommittee. It was
actively and effectively supported by CPB and most of the
public TV stations around the country. I opposed the Macdonald
bill in the House hearings, and OTP introduced an Administration
bill in support of our position. The vote on our funding
position lost 183-166 in the House and 58-26 in the Senate.
We succeeded in generating active debate and dissension in
both the House and the Senate over the direction of CPB and
public broadcasting generally.

Our five recent appointments to the CPB Board have been confirmed
and will attend the July meeting. Both John Macy and Frank Pace
are expected to leave this year. We expect that Macy will be
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replaced with Henry Loomis or Neal Freeman and that our
appointment to the Whitney vacancy will be elected to replace

Pace.

You will recall that your decision to support an increase of

CPB funds from $35 million to'$45 million was based on the
expectation that a substantial reduction in politically
controversial news and public affairs programming would
ensue. That has not occurred, and there is no sign that
the professional public broadcasting community intends any
such action. It will require active control by the new CPB
Board and management under real funding constraints to make
progress in this area.

Options 

You must decide whether to sign or veto the CPB authorization.
(Draft signing and veto statements are attached at Tab A.)
The major objectives are (1) containing the growth of Federal
funding, (2) showing CPB and Congress the seriousness of your
concern, (3) achieving answerability on the part of CPB and the
local stations in their use of tax dollars, and (4) reducing
the use of Federal dollars for support of politically contro-
versial programming.

Whichever course you choose, I believe we should retract our
commitment to the early development of a plan for long-term,
insulated financing for CPB. While the goal of insulating
CPB from governmental pressures is sound, the public broad-
casting community has not yet demonstrated the responsibility
or maturity to justify such funding.

Option : Sign CPB bill 

Pro:

1. Avoids making an issue of the subject this year and
giving the appearance of hostility toward public broadcasting.

2. Easily relieves us of our commitment to develop
long-range financing for CPB by acknowledging that the two-
year authorization and annual appropriation pattern set by
Congress is the most appropriate approach for the present.
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Con:

1. Risks large increases in funding for CPB both this
year and next, and makes $90 million the floor for FY 75
authorizations.

2. Casts doubt on our desire and ability to restrain
public broadcasting, since CPB has pushed this legislation
through against our strong opposition and despite our criticism
of their performance and responsibility.

3. Places very heavy reliance on our CPB Board appoint-
ments to support positions that they may not be able to maintain.
It will be hard for them not to support appropriations up to the
full authorization, and extension of the authorization to three
or five years.

4. Because of the high funding levels and the doubt cast
on the seriousness of our concern, it will be more difficult for
the CPB Board to cut back funding of news and controversial
public affairs programming.

Option : Veto CPB bill 

Pro:

1. Keeps both authorization and appropriation at lower
levels.

2. Calls attention to the direction and performance of
public broadcasting.

3. Will help avoid the growth of CPB into a highly
centralized full-scale TV network instead of the experimental
and educational program production entity originally envisioned.

4. Limiting funds this year will assist CPB Board in
shifting priorities away from news and public affairs toward
educational programming.

Con:

1. Will produce some criticism that your Administration
is trying to intimidate the media and is unsympathetic to the
cultural and educational benefits of public TV.

2. Will cause short-run, and perhaps long-run, animosity
against us by professional public broadcasters.
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3. May antagonize Senators Magnuson and Pastore.

Recommendation:

There is not a large viewing audience for public TV, nor does the

public seem very aware of it. The professional public broadcasters

at CPB and in the local noncommercial stations, however, are

becoming an effective lobbying constituency in the Congress.

In the name of "public" broadcasting, they are seeking funds

and independence to create a TV network reflecting their

narrow conception of what the public ought to see and hear.

This should not be allowed to happen.

strongly recommend that you veto the CPB financing legislation.

Attachment



Signing Statement 

In forwarding for my signature the Public Broadcasting Act of

1972 (H.R. 13918), the Congress has presented me with a poor

approach to public broadcasting financing and a difficult

personal decision. I have decided to sign this legislation,

but I do so with serious reservation.

Congressional consideration of this legislation has brought

to the surface many fundamental disagreements, not only in the

Congress, but within the public broadcasting community itself,

concerning the directions which the enterprise has taken in the

past and should pursue in the future. Serious questions were

raised concerning lack of adequate support for the educational

programming that was the principal purpose of the Public Broad-

casting Act; concerning the establishment of a system of fixed

schedule, coast-to-coast networking, that as a practical matter

gives inadequate freedom to local stations in the selection of

programming; and concerning the fair distribution of programming

funds among local stations in various regions of the country.
Most important of all, there was expressed serious and widespread

concern that an organization originally intended only to serve
the local stations was becoming instead the center of power and
the focal point of control for the public broadcasting system.

The present legislation does little or nothing to resolve these

problems, while at the same time purporting to establish a
framework for long-range, insulated funding. The one cannot
responsibly be done without the other. Nor is it responsible,
in the face of such fundamental and unresolved disagreement
over past and future directions, to increase the Corporation's
authorization by some 200 per cent over the next two years--
at a time when the public treasury is under heavy pressure to
provide even essential services to our citizens.

The public and legislative record generated by the present bill

and the Congress' inability to resolve the basic issues which
it presented, have convinced me that the original reasons for
withholding high-level, long-range, insulated funding still
obtain. The Corporation for Public Broadcasting has not reached
sufficient maturity, and has not sufficiently fixed the course
of its future development, to enable the Congress to make the
necessary judgments concerning the conditions under which it
can be entrusted with large amounts of public money free of
the public control exercised through the budgetary process.
The Congress evidently felt the force of these considerations,
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because although this legislation prematurely establishes a
structure for long-term, insulated funding (namely, a separate
Public Broadcasting Fund in the Treasury), it makes no real
use of that structure and provides instead for annual appro-
priations.

Rather than jeopardize the future of public broadcasting,
especially the further contributions it can make in the area
of educational programs, I have chosen to sign this bill. In
so doing, I do not mean to approve either th level of funding
that it provides for the next two years or the structure that
it establishes for long-range, insulated funding in the future.
To the contrary, I would hope that the appropriations approved .
under this legislation will be no more than $45 million for
Fiscal 1973 and that consideration of genuine long-range,
insulated funding will be deferred until the structure of public
broadcasting is more firmly established and its performance
can be more intelligently evaluated. I urge the Corporation's
Board of Directors to exercise restraint in the use of Federal
funds, to restore the Corporation to the path of compliance
with the statutory requirements for public broadcasting, and
to exceed substantially the minimum 30 per cent of the Federal
appropriation that H.R. 13918 requires the Corporation to
distribute to local educational radio and television stations.



Veto Message 

I find it necessary to veto H.R. 13918, which is intended to

provide improved financing for the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting and to modify the Public Broadcasting Act of

1967 by making various changes in the structure of the

noncommercial, educational broadcasting system. Educational

and public broadcasting can offer many benefits to the public,

especially high-quality, educational and cultural programs

reflecting diversity and excellence. Educational children's

programs such as "Sesame Street" and "The Electric Company"

have begun to repay the investment America made in the 1950's

when channels were reserved for educational purposes. Because

of public broadcasting's potential, as well as its accomplish-

ments, I feel that a thorough explanation of my action today is

in order.

The Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 made localism the motivating

force for the educational broadcasting system. Consistent with

the philosophy reflected in the very structure of our Federal

Government, localism, places the principal public interest

responsibility on the individual educational radio and tele-

vision stations licensed to serve the needs and interests of

their own communities. It was widely recognized when the
Corporation was established that-it would be undesirable for

the Government to influence or control a broadcast network.
Such influence or control should be avoided, whether it springs

from intimidation by the Government or the desire of the
broadcast entity to assist an Administration with which it
agrees. In 1967, the Congress had no clear idea of how the
various parts of the system it created would work, and it
therefore deferred consideration of a plan to insulate the
system by providing Federal financial assistance on a long-
range basis without regular Congressional review. The Congress
realized that until the system matured sufficiently it would
be unwise to entrust the Corporation with such financing.

Prior to the Congressional deliberations on H.R. 13918, I was
concerned about the priorities and directions of the Corporation,
especially its apparent desire to become a centralized, fixed-
schedule network operation controlled in Washington. This
simply undermines the statutory imperatives of localism and
structural checks and balances. I was, however, confident

that these issues could be resolved if the Congress explored
them fully and in the interim funded the Corporation for an
additional year at a reasonable increase in appropriations.
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Instead, the Congress rushed through legislation that glosses

over fundamental problems. This bill was passed in the Senate

without comprehensive hearings. The floor debate on amendments

designed to correct deficiencies in the House bill was cut

short on a number of occasions. The Congress must be sensitive

to the implications of proceeding in this manner, without

careful consideration of the problem of excessive centraliza-

tion of the public broadcast system and the risk inherent in

government establishment of a broadcast network.

The legislative record of the bill shows that there are many

in the Congress who share my concerns about present trends in

public broadcasting. In my opinion, their views did not receive

sufficient consideration. The Congress has. adopted a plan which

changes the statutory framework for public broadcasting without

solving the genuine problems, prematurely establishes a structure

for long-range insulated funding, and fixes a level of appro-

priations that is excessive in view of the uncertainties
regarding the Corporation's future direction.

I cannot approve such action and therefore cannot sign this bill.

The public and legislative debate regarding passage of H.R. 13918

has convinced me that the problems posed by government financing

of a domestic broadcast system are much greater than originally

thought. They cannot be resolved until the structure of public

broadcasting has been firmly established, and we have a more •

extensive record of experience on which to evaluate it. I
therefore urge the continuation of carefully measured funding
for the Corporation, under the present statutory framework,
subject to regular budgetary oversight and review.

I request that the Congress take immediate action to enact a
one-year extension of the Corporation's authorization at the
$45 million level specified in my budget. This represents a
30 per cent increase for the Corporation, and in light of
past increases and the need to hold down expenditures in the
coming year is exceedingly generous.

The Board of Directors of the Corporation is made up of men
and women of intellectual stature and independence of mind.
I urge them to restore the Corporation to the path of compliance
with the original philosophies and statutory objectives for
public broadcasting. As they work to correct the short-comings
in the present system, we shall continue the long, difficult
process of reviewing the roles of the Corporation, the local
stations, and other entities involved in public broadcasting,
and determining what part Federal funding can appropriately
play.



June 28, 1972

To: Peter Flanigan

From: Torn Whitehead

Attached is a memorandum for the President as we

discussed on the status of the four major issues

raised by the broadcasters in their meeting with

the President last week.

Implicit in the discussion are several questions

regarding our future course of action that you may

wish to call to the President's attention. Alternatively,

I will be raising these for his consideration later in

tho summer.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Whitehead - 2
DO Records
DO Chron
Eva
GC Subject
GC Chron

c_r_!th
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

June 28,. 1972
DIRECTOR

MEMORANDUM FOR:

•

THE PRESIDENT

FROM: CLAY T. WHITEHEAD

SUBJECT: Status of Issues Discussed in Broadcasters' Meeting

Attached is a brief discussion of the status of the foui main issues raised

by the broadcasters in your meeting with them last week. In sumillary, they

are:

1. License Renewals: OTP drafting legislation for next year.

2. Broadcast Advertising: OTP opposing FTC counter-advertising proposal;
FCC and OTP are attempting to cooperate to exempt product ads from the
Fairness Doctrine. Legislation may be needed next year. •

3. Fairness Doctrine and Public Access: FCC inquiry not yet completed;
court challenges may follow completion. OTP studying legislative
solution, if needed.

4. Cable Television: FCC rules reflecting OTP comprobise on distant
signal issue among TV, cable, and movie interests are now in effect;
copyright liability yet to be resolved. Cabinet committee report
on 3ong-term cable television issues to be sent to you later this
summer or early fall.

In addition to these aspects of regulatory policy, OTP has been espousing a
general philosophy of private enterprise broadcasting free of burdensome .
regulation and bureaucratic control of broadcast content. The liberal members
of the FCC and D.C. Court of Appeals, in supporting anti-establishment groups
in fairness, access, and license renewal cases, have interpreted the First
Amendment's application to broadcasting as a right of the public to hear
various views. This inevitably rakes the government the arbiter of what the
public has a right to hear. If sustained by the Supreme Court in a case now
pending, this approach will be a disheartening and dangerous change in our
national policy of separation of government from the media.

At



• ATTACHMENT

STATUS OF ISSUES RAISED IN BROADCASTERS' MEETING

1. License Renewals.

Issue: The FCC, in part at the direction of the courts, has been placing

an increasing number of general and dbtailed program and operating require-

ments upon broadcasters. Compliance is subject to challenge--by the FCC and

third parties--when the license comes up for renewal every three years.

License challenges take two forms: (1) competing applications from groups

seeking to operate the station; and (2) complaints that the broadcaster has

violated FCC requirements and should not be renewed. In the competing appli-

cation proceeding, the burden is on the broadcaster to demonstrate that he is

the better applicant. In the complaint proceeding, the challenger has the

burden, but the broadcaster is subjected to extensive litigation to retain his

license. Even when the danger of losing a license is slight, many so-called

public interest groups use the broadcaster's vulnerability at renewal time to
exact concessions in programming, minority hiring, and the like, and the broad-
caster may have to pay all legal fees. The FCC has tried to solve the problem
itself but the courts have disallowed this, and legislation will be necessary.

Status: We have indicated we would support appropriate legislation next
year. OTP is drafting legislation that would lengthen the license term, place
the burden of proof on challengers, and keep the FCC out of detailed program
regulation. But some firmer assurance may be required before the election,
since the FCC is likely to deny renewal to one or two major TV stations this
year. This would panic broadcasters and stimulate challengers, as did the
recent loss of the WHDH-TV license in Boston to a competing group.

Finally, as you requested, we are preparing a report on use of tax-free
funds to assist license challengers. We know that it is extensive and involves
the Ford Foundation, Stern Foundation, the United Church of Christ, and others.
These groups are also active in the field of cable television, urging the FCC
and local governments to adopt extensive regulation and to impose substantial
"public interest" requirements on cable operators.

2. Broadcast Advertising.

Issue: In 1967 the FCC held that the Fairness Doctrine (requiring free
response time if necessary) applies to controversial issues implicitly raised
in cigarette advertising. The ruling was recently expanded to automobile and
tasoline ads (i.e., the pollution issue), and it has since become apparent
that almost any commercial could raise some controversial issue subject to the
Fairness Doctrine. The FTC recently recommended that, even when no controversial
issues are raised, free time should be made available to groups who wish to call
attention to the negative aspects of products advertised or to dispute adver-
tising claims.
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Status: OT? has strongly criticized both the extension of the Fairness

Docttine to product ads and the FTC's proposal. It is likely that the FCC

will reject the FTC's proposals. The new FCC majority probably would like

to go further and exempt "implicit issues" raised by ads from the Fairness

Doctrine, but the courts are not likely to permit this. OTP has suggested

.that such an exemption be required by ,statute. To facilitate passage, this

should be tied to a requirement that broadcaters not discriminate in the

sale of advertising time. Such advertising legislation could be tied to a

license renewal bill.

3. Fairness Doctrine and Public Access in General.

Issue: Broadcasters' concern about the Fairness Doctrine goes beyond its
application to advertising. Even as applied to programming, Fairness enforce-
ment on a case-by-case, issue-by-issue basis rather than by a review of
performance at renewal time imposes a burden on broadcasters and makes them
subject to harrassment by the FCC staff and public interest groups. In the
overwhelming majority of cases, Fairness complaints are made by anti-establish-
ment groups--since free time can be obtained only when the contrasting view
has received insignificant coverage. Most responsible views do receive such
coverage, so the Fairness Doctrine has not proved useful for moderate and
conservative groups. In the political issue area, the Doctrine has been used
far more effectively by Democrats than by Republicans.

Further, the case-by-case application of the Fairness Doctrine by the
FCC and the courts has injected the government into programming in a continuing
and unhealthy way. In requires the government to decide what issues are of
public importance, what points of view deserve and have received adequate
coverage, and who are acceptable spokesmen for the contrasting points of view.
Charges of censorship aside, the outcome is typically a deadening influence on
both programming and the national debate.

Status: The FCC is now concluding its Fairness Doctrine inquiry. Dean
Burch agrees that the Doctrine has become a quagmire, but it is probably not
feasible politically for the FCC to change its basically case-by-case enforce-
ment of the Doctrine without some legislative mandate. The courts might even
prevent it. Some of your staff feel that a change in enforcement procedures
would eliminate one of the few levers we have over the TV networks; others feel
that there are equally effective tools to use against the networks, and the
value of the Fairness lever is minimal and is more than counterbalanced by the
dangerous precedent of government control of media content. If the FCC does
not or cannot deal with the problem, OTP is prepared to propose legislation
for your consideration. This too could be done in conjunction with license
renewal legislation.

4. Cable Television.

Issue: Two issues of immediate concern to broadcasters are: (1) cable
"importation" of TV programs from distant cities without copyright liability,
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thereby competing unfairly with local
 broadcast stations, and (2) cable u

se of

free broadcasting's programs as 
the basis for pay-TV. Ultimately more important

than the broadcasters' concerns is 
the issue of the regulatory framewor

k to

be established for cable as a ne
w medium in its own right. The recent FCC

rules create a framework that would a
llow the Federal bureaucracy to exclude

state and local governments from cable 
regulation and to extend broadcast-type

control over programming to cable, where 
there is little legal or economic

justification.

Status: OTP brought about a compromise among broa
dcast, cable, and program

production interests on the program importat
ion issue, which allowed the FCC

to proceed with cable rules. Broadcasters and the programming industry will

feel betrayed unless we assure compliance with
 the compromise and obtain

agreement on new legislation establishing cable
's copyright liability. This

may require the FCC to agree to delay cable au
thorizations under the new rules,

until the cable industry supports specific copyri
ght legislation.

The issue of cable pay-TV is one of the many problem
s connected with the

longer-run development of cable television. All of these problems--including

the issues of broadcaster ownership of cable systems, s
tate vs. Federal

jurisdiction, program content regulation, etc.--are und
er consideration by the

Cabinet committee on cable television you established in June
 1971. Its

report will be submitted to you later this year.
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To: Peter Flanigan

From: Tom Whitehead

Attached is a memorandum for the President as we
discussed on the status of the four major issues
raised by the broadcasters in their meeting with
the President last week.

Implicit in the discussion are several questions
regarding our future course of action that you may
wish to call to the President's attention. Alternatively,
I will be raising these for his consideration later in
the summer.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Whitehead -
DO Records
DO Chron
Eva
GC Subject
GC Chron
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CTWhitelleadhColdberg:hmy - 6-28-72

SUBJECT! Status of issues 'Ascussed In !moadcasters' Ifeeting

Attached is a brief discussior of the status of the four main issues raised
Sy the broadcasters in your necting with thr last week. In suemary, they
are;

1. License l‘enewals: OTP drafting legislation for next year.

2. Broadcast :.-..vertisinz: ()TP opposing YITC counter-advertising, proposal:
FCC and OTP ore etteeptint to cooperate to exerpt product ads from the
Fairness octriee. Leeislation nay be needed next year.

3. fairness T.extrine and Public Access: FCC inquiry not yet completed.• •
court challenges may follow completion. (Yr) studying legislative
solution, if needed.

Cable Television: FCC rules reflecting OTP compromise on distant
signal issue among TV, cable, and eovie interests are now in effect:
copyright liability yet to be resolved. Cabinet committee report
on loin-tem cable television issues to be sent to you later this
3uneer or early fall.

it addition to the.. aspects of reFulatory policy, OTP has been espousing a
seneral philosophy of private enterprise broadcasting free of burdensome
regulation and bureaucratic control of broadcast content. The liberal rambers
of the !ICC and :?.C. court of Appeals. in nnppoeting anti-establisheent groups
in fairness, access, and license retewal cameo, have interpreted the First
Aaendnent's application to broadcastine as a right of the public to heqw
various views. This inevitably mazes the govertment the arbiter of what the
public has a right to hear. If sustained by the Supreme court in a case now
pending, this approach will be a disheartenine and dangerous change in our
national policy of separation of goverement from the roadie.

Atachnent
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STATUS, OF ISSUES rAISFD TN BROADCASTERS' rEETINC

1. _License Renewals.

Teruo: The FCC, in part at the direction of the courts, has been placing
an increasing number of general and detailed progra= and operating require-
r.ents upon broadcasters. Compliance is subject to challenge—by the FCC and
third parties—when thn license comae up for renewal every three years.
License challenges take two forms: (1) competing applications from groups
seeking to operate the station: and (2) complaints that the broadcaster has
violated FCC requirements and should not be renewed. In the competing appli-
cation proceeding, the burden Is on the broadcaster to demonstrate that he is
the better applicant. In the co:Iplaint proceed ins', the challenger has the
burden, but the broadcaster is subjected to extensive litigation to retain his
license. Even when the danger of losing a license is slight, many so-called
public interest groups use the broadcaster's vulnerability at renewal time to
exact concessions in programing, minority hiring, and the like, and the broad-
caster may have to pay ell legal fees. The FCC has tried to solve the problem
itself but the courts have disallowed this, and legislation will be necessary.

Status: We have indicated we would support appropriate legislation next
year. ow is drafting legislation that would lengthen the license tern, place
the burden of proof on challengers, and keep the FCC out of detailed program
reRulation. But sone firner assurance may be required before the election,
since the FCC is likely to deny renewal to one or two major TV stations this
year. This would panic broadcasters and stimulate challergers as did the
recent loos of the WIA-TV license in Boston to a cometine group.

Finally, as you requested, we are preparing a report on use of tax-free
funds to assist license challengers. We know that it is extensive and involves
the Ford Foundation, Stern Foundation, the ruited Church of Christ, and others.
These groups are also active in the field of cable television, urging the FCC
and local governments to adopt extensive regulation and to 1.7pose substantial
'public interest" requireeents on cable operators.

2.Broadcast AdvertikLIE.

Josue; In 1967 the FCC held that the Fairness Doctrine (requiring free
response time if necessary) applies to controversial issues implicitly raised
in cigarette advertising. The ruling was recently expended to automobile and
gasoline ads the pollution issue), and it has since becove apparent
that almost any commercial could raise sore controversial issue subject to the
Fairness Doctrine. The FTC recently recommended that, even when no controversial
issues are raised, free time should be made available to groups who wish to call
attention to the negative aspects of products advertised or to dispute adver-
tising claims.



Status: OTP has strongly criticized both the extension of the Fairness
Doctrine to product ads and the FTC's proposal. It is likely that the FCC
will reject the FTC's proposals. The new FCC majority probably would like
to go further and exempt "implicit issues" raised by ads from the Fairness
Doctrine, but the courts are not likely to permit this. OTP has suggested
that such an exemption be required by statute. To facilitate passage, this
should be tied to a requirement that broadcasters not discriminate in the
sale of advertising time. Such advertising legislation could be tied to a
license renewal bill.

3. Fairness Doctrine and Public Access in General.

Issue: Broadcasters' concern about the Fairness Doctrine goes beyond its
application to advertising. Even as applied to programming, Fairness enforce-
ment on a case-by-case, issue-by-issue basis rather than by a review of
performance at renewal time imposes a burden on broadcasters and makes them
subject to harrassment by the FCC staff and public interest groups. In the
overwhelming majority of cases, Fairness complaints are made by anti-establish-
ment groups--since free time can be obtained only when the contrasting view
has received insignificant coverage. Most responsible views do receive such
coverage, so the Fairness Doctrine has not proved useful for moderate and
conservative groups. In the political issue area, the Doctrine has been used
far more effectively by Democrats than by Republicans.

Further, the case-by-case application of the Fairness Doctrine by the
FCC and the courts has injected the government into programming in a continuing
and unhealthy way. In requires the government to decide what issues are of
public importance, what points of view deserve and have received adequate
coverage, and who are acceptable spokesmen for the contrasting points of view.
Charges of censorship aside, the outcome is typically a deadening influence on
both programming and the national debate.

Status: The FCC is now concluding its Fairness Doctrine inquiry. Dean
Burch agrees that the Doctrine has become a quagmire, but it is probably not
feasible politicaliy for the FCC to change its basically case-by-case enforce-ment of the Doctrine without some legislative mandate. The courts might even
prevent it. Some of your staff feel that a change in enforcement procedures
would eliminate one of the few levers we have over the TV networks; others feelthat there are equally effective tools to use against the networks, and the
value of the Fairness lever is minimal and is more than counterbalanced by thedangerous precedent of government control of media content. If the FCC does
not or cannot deal with the problem, OTP is prepared to propose legislation
for your consideration. This too could be done in conjunction with license
renewal legislation.

4. Cable Television.

Issue: Two issues of immediate concern to broadcasters are: (1) cable
"importation" of TV programs from distant cities without copyright liability,
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thereby competing unfairly with local broadcast stations, and (2) cable use of

free broadcasting's programs as the basis for pay-TV. Ultimately more important

than the broadcasters' concerns is the issue of the regulatory framework to

be established for cable as a new medium in its own right. The recent FCC

rules create a framework that would allow the Federal bureaucracy to exclude

state and local governments from cable regulation and to extend broadcast-type

control over programming to cable, where there is little legal or economic

justification.

Status: OTP brought about a compromise among broadcast, cable, and program

production interests on the program importation issue, which allowed the FCC

to proceed with cable rules. Broadcasters and the programming industry will

feel betrayed unless we assure compliance with the compromise and obtain

agreement on new legislation establishing cable's copyright liability. This

may require the FCC to agree to delay cable authorizations under the new rules,

until the cable industry supports specific copyright legislation.

The issue of cable pay-TV is one of the many problems connected with the

longer-run development of cable television. All of these problems--including

the issues of broadcaster ownership of cable systems, state vs. Federal

jurisdiction, program content regulation, etc.--are under consideration by the

Cabinet committee on cable television you established in June 1971. Its

report will be submitted to you later this year.
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

•

Subject: Status of Issues Raised in Broadcasters' Meeting

1. License Renewals. ou will recall that the broadcasters considered
t‘

this their most important problem. The FCC, imp-faa.r.4—at...t.lioeiwier

c..witti
igiwie4ellre.errtl in part at the direction of   iosta, is placing increasingly

detailed requirements on broadcasters.,

"g;a11.41141

L441
public interest groups, ceorvre legitimate and eertirfe self-styled, are

Many
VAAA,

using the FCC's procedures to try to wrest licences away from existing

broadcasters to extract concessions in programming, hiring, and the like

)h
soi.41wo.papi.oe for not petitioning the FCC to deny the stations' licenses.

40°We have worked with the FCC minisorkto find a way to rectify the

problem with the FCC's own authority, but the courts have struck down.444

attempts it

generally concluded that legislation will be necessary. Wie4rtamireft

he FCC may deny renewal of

one or two big television station licenses this year. the recent

loss of the WHDH-TV license in Boston to a public interest group, such

action would infuriate broadcasters and encourage the public interest
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challengers. e have indicated that the Administration would support 
orogg.'

shaltot
legislation tilaiis year, but it may be necessary to give a more firm

commitment before the election.

OTP is drafting license renewal legislation that would lengthen

#.1141a0•14,..144.)

the license term, place e.gapea.a.,twaa burden of proofs 
and make clear that

the FCC is not to inject itself into detailed regulation of broadcaster

programming.

We will have a report for you shortly on tax-free foundation support

of groups that challenge for petition to denyAlicenses. Lak3Pft-44e-FC,G-r.

It is clearly extensive/'è involving the Ford Foundation, the Stern

Foundation, the United Church of Christ, and others.

Al+e
44%....4,61444,6-Aja..these

groupsere becoming very active in the field of cable television

earraL
iogaisekimm., urging the FCC and local governments to 4ereir-remstrictio.e.

legh+6.1..1444444, and levy significant public interest requirements on cable

franchisees.

2. Broadcast Advertising

Issue: There is a growing movement apaiimostr-re.614r.iviii..e.Peoldaid4o6

to extend the FCC's

Fairness Doctrine into advertising. The Federal Trade Commission

recently recommended that free time be made available to groups who

wish to call attention to the negative aspects of products advertised or

advertising claims.
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Status: OTP has strongly criticized both the extension of the Fairness

Doctrine
A 
and the Federal Trade Commission's proposal ern-tref.reif f-

rytkrefri
t4?:5104relizaizal.044-1.tip We 1,444.e.pe that the FCC will iadet extend the Doctrine

-r
nor adopt the FAG' s proposals.

Issue: Many public interest groups, minorities, and activist groups

are also using the Fairness Doctrine to gain free time to present their

point of view on "controversialfrissues of public importance raised in

commercials.

As the Fairness Doctrine has Co e to be applied by the FCC

.a.rr"4'
and the Courts, almost anyttaickl. raisesitcontroversial issue4

preiaiiiiiep-irrrrytrrtita for example, automobile add9sCre held to

promote highway building et/ mass transitit., gasoline adtraise pollution

issues, etc. Indeed, some groups have sorrered that advertising in

general promotes a materialistic lifestyle and are 44.t.sairepipiovig -o claimL'

time under the Fairness Doctrine to present an opposite point of view.

While the new majority on the FCC would like to correct these problems,

it is not clear that the courts will permit the FCC to exempt advertising

even
time fromthe Fairness Doctrine/if it wants to do so.

a)
Status: OTP has saa444441,44).4--tirre suggest iebb that vrerrthi-iTrstri-n+

rriji,e A-ite---K*" .4 41(40.40
advertising time om the e44494444~41 Fairness Doctrine'erisez

0 d
1.00M ite toll .46.‘6,6044.00.0.4641.c.a.,44.4.6kimitir4. ...1 ipe...riimertimmiett+ruet

4robably wouldke ,

requirement that broadcasters not discriminate in the sale of their
ore.4.A 60-04.40 42.411141 ,4*'4*0c 7:4

advertisingt

11,--X;#.1 •AA- r4-A",44(14i41 0...v.4.4.4:4 sA•1~1,........7t--,44,
•
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4. Fairness Doctrine and Public Access in General 

...WtoVe
Issue: As %e discussion fi.Q.aaaii.iaaaaaiPievr. moiloillthe broadcasters indicated,

their concern about the Fairness Doctrine goes much beyond its application

by

to advertising. As currently interpreted aetemerrferreePdithe FCC and

the courts, it can be used very effectively to liere.lei.e broadcasters into

providing free time or 44eapdillir other concessions. In the overwhelming_..

majority of cases, these moves are made by anti-establishment

trA

groupsA since the criteriti for getting free time is that the point of view

to be articulated has not received significant coveragej .

and most responsible views loolfeceive such coverage. latife"ert,

the Fairness Doctrin.e
A
i* responsible moderate and conservative

MEN

groups. 4a.a40-49e.erm-saaaa.11. Similarly, iel-the-vreftee-seri-igerrbiiipe

the Fairness Doctrine has been used quite effectively by the Democratic

Party butalmost not at all by the Republican Party. Further, the case-

4 TZ c4-40.•X
by-case adjudication of the Fairness Doctrine by the FCCAidieshhimiiN 

..

11A44144014,4%404Wilys has injected these two arms of government

•,„,A 1".r.414.0-v

in a fundamentally unhealthy way. The FCCRincreasinglypeing forced

to decide what issues are of significant public importance, what

points of view cleserveohave have received sufficient coverage, and who
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is an acceptable spokesman for the poirts of view to be recognized. As

you pointed out in the meeting, this is unhealthy in our system of

government and there becomes an increasingly fine line between

adjudication and censorship.Status: The FCC has conducted a broad inquiry into the Fairness

Doctrine and is now considering what action it can take. Dean Burch

agrees that the Doctrine has become a quagmire, but there is little

likelihood that the courts will allow the FCC to walk away from the

hearing and adjudication requirements of the 1934 Communications Act

or from the precedents that have evolved over the years of FCC and

court decisions. Some in this Administration feel that the elimination

of the Fairness Doctrine would eliminate one of the few levers irlip■i 4•4°-4-

14'14.

4644;aisa444,pertiiierrirers over the television networks; other feel that the

Avalue of this lever is minimal and is counterbalanced by the dangerdPa

Di

d

ofIftwAkihroairier4midwiromposmeire' government controlof media content.

is—aachlaltiomoial€4.11464ax4edikea.a.c.imidadsl Should the FCC not be capable of

be

dealing with the problem or not/allowed by the courts to --litew4siirttit

re
will propose legislationil We may

o recommend a revision of the fairness obligation to coincide with

nse renewal legislation.



5. Cable Television 

Issue: Cable

-6-

SlArty, 

Vk

w't
evision presents a

/..1 a • ete‘l. odi r"

deov#4.g;j• ,

host of complex, interrelated

problems of co petition for the broadcaster and policy issues for the

Government. f In general, the two issues of immediate concern to
broadcasters are: (1) The threat that cable systems will import, without

cop ight liability, television signals from distant cities to compete

unfairly wit ocal broadcast stations, and (2) he fear that cable will

4;efund0641•••••;*#
become an importa medium in its own righti Y

licar (‘-.40:•-• 415&i
OTP brought about a compromise on

the distant signal im othtion issue irfconjunction with recent FCC rules

that threatened a

• •

between broadcast, cable

Qmilimodibriand program prod-uceirombit Broadcasters and movie peepl. will

•
41'011 •

feel betrayed unless we see that the terms of the compromise are

complied with; this may require FCC delay of cable authorization under

the new rules until the cable industry support s, as agreed, specific

copyright legislation. The longer-run development of cable television,

involving pay television, rules of ownership, access, Fairness Doctrine,

and the like, are subjects of the Cabinet committee on cable television

you established last summer. That report will be submitted to you

later this summer.
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INSERT

Beyond thelppervirowsw economic concern of the broadcasters is irlaww.rommielmis

atthe regulatory framework or cable likoei k as a medium in its own right,

eferelt..wrivr•vr.,•wips=esposek.noimemeirroolswpwareaserib* If the regulatory structure 1

etvie**1'
staiwortreviaffy therecent FCC rules is allowed

we will have handed over to the federal bur

--

to become firmly established,

eaucracy an industry 141

•4••• 
•

sfar-Atsammosiaremoaaa..-siive• mil • sups • • ski, Aormis. • •

could be left much more free than broadcastin

F.4•14.1•1

" 1,t.4.44-e-er•t-A-7 •
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°EMORANDU" FOR IR. FLANIGAN

Our posture on the Fairness Doctrine should be broken down into
three areas.

I. The keeping or scrapping of the Fairness Doctrine itself.
You will ekirT-71 maaT—a—package—df-proposaTs reliIIii4-5—broadcast
regulation for purposes of discussion, including among them the
elimination of the Fdrness :octrine. Colson was upset that this
would eliminate the only lever that could be used directly against
the networks on coverage of political issues. 'Based on his reactions
and other considerations, I agreed that I would refrain from espousing
that aspect of the proposals.

2. The detailed workin9 of the Fairness Doctrine. OTP has no
particular- expeFfTse, nor does the Administration have any serious
policy concern, with the myriad details and complexities of the
Doctrine as it has evolved. Dean Burch has enough trouble in the
Commission's current Fairness Doctrine inouiry without the
Administration second-guessing him. I have, therefore, refrained
from any recommendations or criticisms on particular details of
the Fairness Doctrine and intend to continue that. ry comments
en the workings of the Doctrine itself have been confined to what
Dean Burch has said and what every serious observer of broadcast
regulation realizes--that the Doctrine has gotten nut of hand and
needs serious attention to limit and clarify it, preferably by the
Commission itself if the Courts will allow it.

3. The extension of the Fairness r)octrine into product
advertising, the use 0  the Doctrine to require counter-advertising
as proOosed- by We FederiT-17idetomFron, thi ITTiiii19 of 
Fariliess Doctrine into a mec-Eanism for free accessbv various
radical groups to get W6TF—iiiiViiiiThts 06—the aTiT—i.1-E7--In the
case of counter-adifert, we agreed to put the niilinistration
in the opposition to the irrrsponsible FTC proposal that the
Fairness Doctrine be extt:Ilded to product ads. In other areas,
we have not taken any firm Administration positions, but have
cautioned against unnecessary and undesirable extension of
this kind of regulatory control over the broadcast and advertising
businesses and its extcnsion into the print media. License
renewal policies, channel limitations, ownership restrictions,

SENSITIVE
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SENSITIVE

access demands, advertising, and the like have been entangled by
the FCC and the courts with the Doctrine, all growing basically out
of the spectrum limitation. It is one of the key areas for policy
resolution in cable. It is impossible to deal with broad or
specific policy without touching on the fairness obligation and
the Doctrine.

In summary, I have gone out of my way to make clear that this
Administration does not endorse removal of the Fairness Doctrine:
I have avoided any detailed comment on the Doctrine itself; and
have confined public statements to drastic extensions of the Doctrine
beyond the areas to which it is traditionally applied, and to the
relation of the broader fairness obligation to such important policy
questions as license renewal criteria, cross-ownership, cable
television, and the like. The comments you saw in the news summary
were directed at extensions of the Doctrine into advertising, the
increasing tendency of the courts to ignore the spectrum scarcity
rationale, and the desire by many activists to extend the Doctrine
into the print media; I did not touch on the current workings of
the Doctrine and specifically acknowledged that the broadcasters
(Colson: read as "networks") have a fairness obligation that cannot
be removed as long as we have Federal licensing of the airwaves. You
will recall that Chuck Colson and I discussed this in preparation
for my testimony before the Ervin Committee and agreed the only
area he was upset about was the removal of the Doctrine as it relates
to the networks. My public positions in this area have been low
key and consistent with my understanding of our agreements.

CTWhitehead:sr/jrn

cc: Mr. 7itehead
Eva

Clay T. Whitehead

SENSITIVE
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report has been made "virtually invisible. " A spin said "if there were

a conscious conspiracy to prevent public scrutiny of the impact state-

m'ent, it couldn't be accomplished much more effectively than this.

The Senate Labor Comm. approved a $9 billion anti-poverty

bill after altering a key provision that would transfer the Legal.

Services program out of 0E0 to an independent corrnration. Javits

sponsored the change that would give RN control, saying he felt it

essential to prevent another veto.

Leon Jarworski, Pres. of the American Bar Assoc., said "the

legal profession has the responsibility to provide legal services not

just for a part -- but for the whole of our nation's society. Jarwor ski

again voiced the ABA's backing of the federally-funded Legal Services

program and criticized the VP, without naming him, for the VP's

alleged interference with it.

A three-judge Federal panel ruled (2-1) that a New York law

under which State funds have been used to aid parochial and other

non-public schools violates the Constitution. While the majority

cited the First Amendment, the dissenting judge said he refused

"to participate" in destroying the act by judicial. action, saying

"a majority of the legislature and the governor have determined

that this...statute is a legitimate area of state concern and action.
It

Bobby Baker was granted parole effective June 1....A 10-2

approved House Ethics proposal designed to force Dowdy to relin-

quish his Hill voting rights, but not his seat, may never make it to

the Floor. Rules Chmn. Coln-ier indicated his Comm. may not send

it to the Floor. In an interview, Colmer, who helped set up the

Et} cs Comm., said he didn't see how Congress could pass such

solution, that it would look "kind of silly" for him to judge a

an guilty -before the final court order.
# '

Clay Whitehead warned newspaper publishers that the Fairness

Doctrine is a "runaway theory" that might sonleday be a ied to

them as well as broadcasters.... The FCC' mpic e,t -ion of the

Fairnes Doctri e has "ch. ling" of ect roadca t journalism

saithexec.f,Mficcr oLJf Post-N stations.
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TV:eciia Ho;Ice s over structure, funds

rf:cture fuzzy by Brute E. Thorp

734 1 be folks ss ho gave the nation The

1,11, 1,11

11'. ....‘1

Great American Drew?? Machine are
in trouble ssith an important %lesser.
The viesser is President Nixon, and

ss mat he does not like is the %%ay public
broadcasting's ossn dream machine
has des eloped since passage of the
Public It Act of 1967 ts
Stat 363).

Mr. Nixon has not spoken person-
ally on the issue; his viesss are relayed
through Clay T. \\ hitchead. director
of the M bite !louse Office of Telecom-
munications Policy. For a report on
OTP, ace rot 3. No. 7, p. 338.1

Whitehead. %%Imo is charged ss ith
drafting legislation for !king-tenni fi-
nancing of public programs. has not
dune so because, he says. publie broad-
casting is too centralited.
Too much authority for funding, and

programming is concentrated in the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
a pri% ate, nonprofit company set up by
the 1967 act, says 1\ hitehead. and too
little control has been left to indisidual
stations, sshich %ter,: supposed to be
the heart of the sy stein.

Shosss offered by the Public Broad-
casting Sets cc -the r ,to:ic stations'
netssork -dominate the system, ac-
cording to \1 hitehead. and public-

-

;_.

affairs shot s_ in turn, 'dominate P US
scheduling.

\\ hitt:head said in A recent inter-
lest. "The %% ant to he .something dif-

ferent front ss hat any oral: thought thc:k

%sere going to he.-
Industry leaders dispute 1‘ hite-

head's charges. 1 he Itay they have
follossed the intent kit!' the Carnegie
Commission on Fducalitional Televi-
sion, ss hich recommended federal
funding of public broadcasting in 1967,

and of Congress.
‘‘hatever imbalance. :there may he

in the system. they .argue. conies
mainly from inadectuene federal fi-
nancing.

With less money thon they antici-
pated. CPB officials thlive used it to

deselop their nets % ork first, putting the
money %,% here it %% ill do, rale most good.
As federal funds merearse, they say, so
still des elopment of locatil stations and
local programming.
The larger philosophic controversy

has been focused on al financial eon•
filet user long-term funding for public
broadcasting.
The Carnegie Commi*,sion originally

proposed that the instastry be given
federal funds outside the annual ap-
propriations process.

•

14:- ‘-i't

Scene [ruin "Scsame strcet.- the att arki-o
cliildren's shoo on public teletision

t
-s

t
"

a1

1

But the 1967 Congress left it to fit-
lure CorigrCN,CS and Administrations
to desist: sii,h a plan, and it has not
yet been done.
‘Vlutehead says that unless the in-

dustry. structure is made to conform to
IA hat 5515 en% isnoned. -permanent fi-
nancing still alssays he sonless here off
in the distant future.-

Stymied in its effort to obtain long-
term funding. the industry is putting
its energies into support of a Itt 0-year
authoritation initiated t) Rep. Tor-
bert II. lacdonakl. D- Mass., chair-
man of the House Interstate and For-
eign Commerce Subcommittee on
Communications and Poster.
The bill. Ilk 1391S, has cleared the

full Commerce Committee ssith only
t%so dissents and it could he approsed
early in May.

In the meantime, both the industry
and the Administration have been
moving quietly tottard changes that
may resolve the controversy.
The industry has taken steps to gise

local stations a greater voice in system
funding and progranuning. sshich
could co far kissand smi,fying the Ad-
ministration's complaint!..

Ike Administration has been pre-
paring a list of lise persons to he ap-
pointed soon by the President to the
IS-member CPU board of directors.
Assuming confirmation hy Con-

gress. Mr. Nixon %% mild hate his first
real majority on the board. %% Inch pre-
sumably vsOuld begin to reflect his
vioss.

Funding and politics

The Carnegie Commission proposed
that public broadcasting reedit e its
federal money front a special trust
fund.
1 he fund could he fed hy an excise

tax on nett teles ision sets, the commis-
sion said, estimating that a 5-per cent
levy. %timid produce million a sear
at a cost of not more than S2.50 a year
per set during the useful life of esen
the most expensite receit cr.
1 he commission argued for perma-

nent funding to insulate public pro-
gramming from gosernment ntis ohs c.
merit.
-The commission cannot fat inthc

ordinary budgetirv and appropriati„ns
proeedure lollosked by the gosernrient
in pros iding support front general
koids.- it said -"X‘c hcbc.c th..c pr„.
cedures are not L'otl,o11,111I %\ oh the de-
gree of independence essential to rub.

li1/4.tek%% cl%::l‘r":: i.I l) n creating the corpora.



lion. Congress purposely omitted a

permanent or eien lon
g-range funding

plan. saying that it ne
eded more study.

Sinee then, the industr
y has depended

On annual appropri.
itions.

The result ha, been 
les, money than

tin.emtimk‘t„„ cs kioned and a
 „ittia.

lion that the commission ex pre,*

hoped to as oid: political w Tangling

eller pulihe broadc
asting,

White !louse: V hitehead 
said in an in-

terview that once the curr
ent disagree-

ment over industry struc
ture Is settled.

consideration should he gk
en to fund-

ing for at least three yea
rs but no more

than five.

"But it's not just a que
stion of how

many yeats the author
i/ation is for."

he said. "You want to ht
oe some kind

of a scheme so that. if it
's a three-year

plan, every three years yo
u don't base

to re-fight the battle."

The authori/ation coul
d be renewed

almost automatically, 1
1 hit died said.

it should present no p
roblem, what-

soever, assuming hat they 're doing

what is reasonahly expected."

But. Whitehead empliasiied. it is

vital to address the impor
tant. long-

range questions - such as 
those 01 P

has f:11,LII jhout indUstry structure -

before a long-range plan is ad
opted.

Whitehead. speaking for t
he Admin-

istratton. said that he opp
oses perma-

nent funding as "bad publi
c policy."

"I think an institution lik
e the cor-

poration ought to he answera
ble to the

Congress." he said. ''They 
ought not

to he harassed and hara
ngued every

year: they ought not to he harasse
d.

and harangued. period. if 
they're 'do-

ing a reasonably Filth] job.
-

"But I think that being answ
erable

Me( a period of time for 
their general

performance is good. There ought 
to

be an opportunity to review their

broad. over-all performance. Ilow

much of what kind,. of 
programs have

they had llow useful are they!

**Those kind, of ques
tions are legiti-

mate questinns. and 
the corporation.

as long as they're u
sing public funds,

ought to has e to aii
•wer those ques-

tions from time to ti
me."

Industry: Members of the public

hroad...asting industry are torn be-

tween the kind of 
funtliii.,.• rlin they

would like to see and the ki;4,1 they

think is politically leasihl
e.

Macy-CPI; president John V.

\la;y fr. said that e..en a Ike•year

plan probably ...mild require annual

aopropri.eions from C. 'mere'.'.. and

then:tore would be no 1110
re than -all

interim appro.t...h.-

t ,
i

, N

_I L.__ .A
Clay T. ‘S hirchead John " • Mac) Jr-

"I'm still hoping that 
we can make

an effeetke case fur som
e form of in-

come that is going to b
e independent

of the annual appropriat
ions process."

he said.
Macy said it is an exceutive-br

anch

responsibility to find the 
right plan

"The Coneress has been
 looking to

the Administration fro
nt the time the

act was passed in 1967 -both the

Johnson and the Nixon Administra-

tions- for a plan for long-range fi-

nancing." he said. "Wi
thout a plan.

were just half of what 
was intended,"

Barley- William G. Ha
rley, presi-

dent of the National Association of

Educational Broadcasters (NA Eli).

said few local station executiv
es be-

lieve they ever will get permanent

funding.
"Three year, I think we

 may he able

to get," he said. "And
 Ent not alto-

gether sure that) that wo
uld be so bad.

The Congress feels it must have an

oversight responsibility f
or the expend-

iture of public funds, a
nd if the com-

mittees invoked behave responsibly

and do not attempt to 
del% e into oper-

ational matters and indkidual pro-

grams. the general-a
ccountability fac-

tor is one that we should be
 perfectly

willing to face up to."

laverner- Donald V. Taverner,

president and general man
ager of sta-

tion WET.A•TV. the puh
lic station in

Washington. D.C.. said 
there is no

way to insulate the industry 
from gov-

ernment when it must apply for funds

annually.
The ideal. he said, wou

ld he dedi-

cated funds. independent
 of the ap-

propriatnin. proeess. But crier.

who was president of the National

Cable 1 clesision .As,oc
iation in 14)-1)

and WI. said he douh
ted that pub.

he broadcasting Cie,. would escape

dependency on C,m;ress
.

•'I happen to think that insulation

illians C. Harley

from the government is almos
t impos-

sihle," he said. (For a repo
rt on Tav-

erner and the AVIA. see Vol. 3, AO.

33. p. 706.1

Philosophic battle

The argument between the
 Admin•

istration and the industry is over the

balance of funding, programmi
ng and

content control between the public

network and local public stations
.

It built up privately for nearly a

year. during which time Whitehea
d's

01P and the directors of
 the corpora-

tion tried --and failed -to
 agree on a

hill to be submitted to Congres
s.

On Oct. 20. 1971. Whitehead

made public OTP's complaints
 about

public broad-
thespinedeucshi -r) le told 

casters who had gathered in Miami

for an annual convention or t he

NAEB that the 1./dit i,ni:In 
des

istriniteilnopti op. 

posedthe 
central;a 

'
in 

.t.l.rieoinudsu.sttrhyere is evidence that you
.

are becoming affiliates of a central-

lied. national network," he said.

Ile said that programming was

dominated by the CPB and the PBS.

instead of by loeal stations, as in-

tended by the commission and Con-

gress.
lk said that public stations were

playing the same rating game that

commereial broadcasters play.

"Once you're in the rating game.

you 4A :till to win." Whitehead said.

"You become a supplement to the

commercial net and do their

thing, a bit better in order to attract

the audience that wants more quahrs

in program content."

I he corporation. he said_ was icor.

ardi/ing the ahility of 10,..11 stations to

serve eommunity needs \% pr.,.

gramming by aiming for national

impact and putting the goal to
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manent financing above all others.

"Do any of you honestly knoo

\\holier public broadcasting —,1.1.1.1e.

hired as it is today and musing in the

dI rection it seems to he headed —ean

ever fulfill the promise ens isioned tor

it of conform to the policy set for it?"

he asked. "If it can't. then permanent

financing oil! ;Assays be soinCA here

off in the distant future.—
titers/Joon memo —John P. With-

erspoon. CHI director of television

actisitics. sent station managers a

meinorand UM Nov. 5 in ohich he ac-

cused Whitehead of having injected

politics into public broadcasting.

Quoting Whitehead's comment

about permanent financing. Wither-

spoon said:
"That statement, coming from Dr.

Whitehead—a man oho has been

charged by the President to come up

\skit a long-range financing plan for

public broadcasting. and oho speaks

for the Administration in telecom-

munications matters—says in straight-

foro a rd langtiage that until public

broadcasting shoos signs of becominn

ohat this Administration ss ants it to
he, this Administration \sill oppose

permanent financing....

"Until Miami. CPU could honestly

say that our relations onh gosernment

had been free ()I political influence in

the affairs of public broadcasting."

Goldberg —In a March inters toy,

Henry Goldberg, senior attorney in

the CYTP general counsel's offiee.said

the Miami speech — A 1)16 Goldberg

said he helped draft — "ss as not an ul-

timatum—not at all. If it liad not been

so oidely misunderstood. it %% mild he

funny."
I Ire OTP complaint ss as that the

local public broadcasting stations did

not km) \% in ss hal direction their sys-

tem oas heading and the language in

Whitehead's speech meant that they

could not espect to get permanent

funding until their direction ss is

better knoon, Goldberg said.
lotehead "ss :is not saying anY-

thing rico," Goldberg said. " \‘ hat

Cl'lI slid o as to er 'political foul•

and that. to me, oas a copout."

Funding balance: One of the Adminis•

tration's complaints about pu blic

hroadeasting is that a small percent•

are of (TB funds has nine Li local

stations and the hulk to national

pon!rimminr

In fiscal 1971. ss hen CPB rcsources

totaled S27.8 million (including S23

miii)on iesicial

lion used 14 1 per con or cuuiimui-

The Quarrel Over Public Affairs
Should federal moiley be used to pay for public-Arai N programming on

public television?
I hat question was raised by Cl.i 1 Whitehead. director of the Office

of Telecommunications Policy, in an inn:I-ties% broadcast by National

Public Radio on Jan. 12 and the subject has been dehated es er since.

N‘hitehead: "There is a real question." V% hitehead said, "as to ‘% h
oller

public television, particularly I guess really the national belier Its unded

part of puhhe telesision. should be carrying public affairs and nesss com-

mentary, and that kind of thing. for so eral reasons.

"One is the fact that the commercial net‘korks, hy and large. do. I think.

quite it good job in that area ....

"Another consideration is that oe have a very strong tradition in this

country that the press and the government stay at arm's length. that they

keep apart from cacti other. So that ohen you're talking about using fed-

eral funds to support a journalism activity, its abs ti s going tu be a subject

of scrutiny."
Broadcaster response: 1hose remarks by an official oho speaks for the

President on telecommunications matters. m.ere enough to disturb 
public

broadcasters inure than an thing W. lutehead a! reads had said
 about them.

Day — Ja rites president of the Edueational Broadcasting Corp.

to lunch includes 555E1) in scs% York Cit). told a meeting of fellm% public

broadcasters in San Francisco on Feb. 28 that "if oe permit
 Dr. 55 hitt:-

head to operate on the body of public telesision and remme
 its vital or-

gans of floss and Current affairs and opinion, it still not he
 oorth our time

to keep the body alive....

"I find his recommendation that public television not compete oith

commercial idles ision in the area of nests and public at so patently

ridiculous that it virtuaily ansssers itself. When one realites that eontmer-

cial Ides ision devotes u scant 2 per cent of its prime ti
me to nets s and

public affairs in a country o here self-gosernment is de
pendent upon an in-

formed electorate— ss hose people o hen polled cite 
Ides ision as their prin-

cipal source of information —the only %% tinder is that the present Adminis-

tration svould permit itself to be identified 11 nil suchla ridiculous and
 self-

serving position.—
Mary — John 1 V. Macy Jr., president of the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting. said in an inters jest: "We hase the obligat
ion to deal oith

the issues of our time in public broadcasting. This should be done in a

form of video and audio journalism that is different and distinctive
 from

that offered by the vommercial bioadeaster....

"I feel that it stas elearl intended that there be public-affairs program

ming ....I feel that this is part of our mission."

Harley —55 Ilarle!.. president of the National .Association of

Educational Broadcasters. said. "‘1e simply must !lase (public-affairs

programming). It is very important that public broadcasting address itself

to matters of real public concern. ‘‘e're bound to get criticism, hut this is

the constant price of freedom in a democracy."

Whitchead rebuttal: In an intervio‘. Whitehead said that his remarks

ss ch.! misinterpreted.

"I neser questioned ohether public alThirs ought to he carried on pahhi:

Re questioned %%as the e\ tent totele% ision." he stud. "1 he thing I h:

ohieh federal funds ought to he used for public alto N ort pt hi tele% ision.

nd I 55 .is reills thinking omuls about the contrmerstal politicil t:q,c of

— I !rase Just siiiiIit taiscd the point that to the estent you're using leder-

al funds to prodixe programming that is 11101 ,:ontrosersial

then you's e rot to cwo..1 dim you're going to reeme :mention in the

media and that Scnators, and so forth. Ore rowg ii' touus
Jticntion on the tbing
"I think that the on to put it is simply that the public tele•,sii

peoplo shouldn't be surprised if they find them‘els es III ilICuiutlullt 01 con.

trot.e.r.!. ‘, hen ihe, do u,iun lot Cr \IA prtiLINIMIIIII4!...
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nits -service grants to local stations.

It used 64 per cent for national
 pro-

p mining.

In tical 1972, w hen resources 
hat C

Clillthed to S39.7 million (including S
35

million in federal funds), CP11 is
 send -

trig 15 per cent to the local station
s

and is using 71.6 per cent for na
tional

prograntining.
President Macy pledged a year ap

o

that in the future the corporation

would give at least 30 per cent 
of its

federal funds to local stations. The

CPB's proposed budget for fiscal

1973, when the corporation hopes 
for

total resources of 570 million (with

$(i5 million from the federal gorern-

ment), provides that 28.6 per cent 
of

the total money (and 30.8 per cent 
of

the federal money) will go to local

stations and 60 per cent to natio
nal

programming.

Scalia -Antonin Scalia. penerol

counsel of the OTP, said in an inter
-

view that thc 1971 and 1972 ligure
s

show the "disproportionate ins est-

ment in national facilities- that has

been made since the CPB began.

Ile said that when he began stud
ies

for the 01 P a year ago, it was appar
-

ent that the trend in public broadcast
-

inp was more and more toward 
na-

tional development at the espense 
of

local stations.
"At least it was time to sound the

alarm,- he said.
Scalia acknowledged that the cor-

poration now seemed to be planni
ng

to pros ide increasing amounts to

local stations, hut said, "I %souk!

think that the emphasis should hare

come sooner...
To ensure that local stations are

giren an adequate share of federal

funds, he said, the Administration

has been trying to include a fused

formula in its proposed funding leg-

islation.
'All we're trying to do is vire 

them

a hare minimum,- he said.

Ile noted that Mocy's pledge was

for an a!!gregate amount and that

there was no guarantee that Cief!,

slat ion M, OtIM !1:1 IMMO) Int)ne!
..

SCalia said he is 
a

flied pCreellta.,"C 
rot st,ition...

As total funds gin up, the percen
tage

should go up. he said. because n
ational

espenses shonld 'ere, oil urn the

number ot local stations should in-

crease
Rebut ral - ..141 that the dis-

pioportionate spending ot th
e past has

reoilted PIC• !vying to get

the most for its limited m
oney.

A Growing Audience for Public TV

POOic tele\ sion is beciiming 
!mire r sihie cret.

During fiscal 1971, %Ouch ended 
lost June 30, the number of regula

r

weekly rierrers rose from 33 millio
n to 39 million. .1 he number of we

eklr

viewers-those who tune in to a p
ublic station at least onk:e a 

week - was

24 million two yeors earlier.

PBS: .A major reason for increas
ed riewing has been the national 

pro-

gramming uttered since 19
70 by the Public Broodeasting Sen r ice. PBS

now sures 219 noncommercial tele iron stations with programs pro-

duced by local slit ions and 
national produetion centers. most of

 which

are affiliated with local 
stations.

Radio: There are in than 500 public radio stations in t
he United States,

mostly on the I NI hand. Only about one-fourth o
f them, how es em. qualify

as "full•serriee- stations, carryin
g a complete broadcast schedule.

 Nlost of

the others offer limited sen Ices 
to unirersit campuses.

On April 20, 1971. Nationa
l Public Radio began operating

 as the first

live national network of public ra
dio stations. At the moment, 1

35 stations

are sure(' hy NPR.

CPB: Public radio and televis
ion stotions are funded by gorernments,

schools and nonprofit organiiat
ions at the national, state and lo

cal ler els.

The federal gmernment share 
of funding is channeled primari

ly through

the Corporation for Public B
roadcasting. is rich was establi

shed In Con-

gress in 1967 to assist in the 
development of public broadcas

ting in the

l'nited States.

The corporation also provide
s money to the PBS and N

PR networks.

The corporation this year has a
 budget of nearly 5-10 trmmh

lion. is hich in-

cludes S35 million from federa
l appropriations. By the e

nd of the fiscal

ear. CPI-1 espeets to have spent 525 
million for the production and 

distri-

bution (through PBS) of nati
onal telerision programs. $3 

million for the

production and distiihution (
through NPR) of national ra

dio programs,

and $S million for der elopment 
and support of local radio an

d ides ision

stations.
The remaining S3 million will he used for administratire esp

enses for

CPB itself, for planning. re
search and er Amnion prog

rams.

Nest year's budget loci still is unknown because Con
gress has not

acted on CPB appropriations, 
hut the corporation espects to inc

rease its

support of loeal stations by sere
ral million dollars.

Contimers: lire Ni son Administ
ratiOn does not a ppro% e of the way

 CPB

has been ehonneling funds. a
nd would like to sec much mor

e money -

as much as one-half of the CI)
11 budget -going to local station

s.

So far the Administration complaints have be
en ihreeted primarily

toward the funding of public 
teles ision, where, of course. the

 rktst ma-

jority Ill the dollars go.

••‘‘e have not been able to gire the

stations as time?) finkincial suppo
rt Is

we would hare liked.- he said. "It 
is a,

our belief that the increased (local)

funding had to be deferred
 until sic

hod met the mandate of having the

interconnection and pros iding a

broader range of quality prog
rammaig

thon hod esisted prior to the estab.

lishment of the corporation.-

Protrani balance: .1 .\dministration

also is eritieal oi the balonce
 between

nationally ori..,!inated and losally origi•

11.001 rro;r-iins seen
 on lieu l stations

Orr - In an inters mess. hitchead

amplified the cit -iii ot i Miami

speech:
'1 in re got to hare the netw

ork."

he said. "But pnthinth lort:,:m

in fact, the legislature history makes it

ser clear that it %%as not intended

th;it time - ss hat is called a fi‘ed-

schedule network."

Ile sok' the emit:ill...ion and ('ti
n.

ares' suggested connecting it 
so

that national programs eoulkl he fed

to anr1 eschanged among local it

11011% lOr List: as tires tss to.

Vs hitelie.id said that lost 'ear the

CI'll and l'Itti spent $2 millio
n on pro.

motion, much id it to ,idrertise a 11,1.-

1.1011AL Ilied-lIllle rtoCralll sjledik

I hot "puts tremendou
s pressure on the

local station tin ‘.114`, lite \t‘.?1,,

01%0.- \\ hill:hi:J(1 said "1 bat lust

isis iterer the intent. It %%.1i nc%a in
.

tended that there be a
nct%%ork.''



Industry response — Public h road-
ea.ter. defend their present practices
on two grounds: lack of sufficient
funds to use the network differently
and the importonee of national pro•
gramming to loeal stations and to the
sy stein.

Hartford N. Gunn Jr.. president of
the Public Broadcasting Service. said
Oat two•thirds of the public television
stations on the now ork have neither
equipment nor staff to record PBS
programs for later showing. One-third
hase no color•recortimg machines,
he said.
Those local stations. he said. must

broadcast national programs live or
not at all.
Chalmers H. Marquis. executive

vice president of the NALB, said that
stations would need three SI00,000
color videotape machines to use the
system Whitehead's way —one to re-
cord network and local programs, one
to play them back for broadcast, and
one for backup.
The NALB's Harky. said that na-

tional programs hate enriched local
schedules and helped draw attention
to and support for public stations.
"We neter really got into the pub-

lic consciousness until we got into an
interconnected system." Harley said.

Marquis defended advertising as an
important device in gaining an audi-
ence for local as well as national pro-
grams.

"livery program has an intended
audience," he said. "Unless people
know it's on, its a total waste.
"Getting the word out is the biggest

single problem the stations have. aside
from just stay ing alit e.—

Public-telesision promotion, he said.
is not the same search for a mass audi-
ence that is made by commercial tele-
vision, hut an attempt to "hit most of
the people in a community once each
week."
A 50-per cent "weekly circulation"

— in which one-half of the television
sets in a market %% mild be tuned at
least once to the public station user a
week's time— w mild he very. good for
most local stations.
1 he most outspoken defender of

the PBS network has been James Day,
pis..sident of tit,: I ducational It
casting Corp. in Ness York ( its. In
that job, he heads station %\ NI 1 -1 V
and its affiliated national production
center.

Before the PBS was formed. Day's
National I dueational Ides isiou
(NUJ) 51..is the prime producer and

distributor of national programs for
the public teles ism)) industry .

Day Ireely admits that the PUS is
a centrali/ed network and argues that
it shouid he
"Originally conceited as a distribu-

Lion meehanism for pro.zrrams. it has
esolted into a fourth net%%ork: ‘se
shouldn't he ashamed of that fact,—
he told the 1‘estern I:ducational Soci-
ety for Telecommunications in San
Francisco on I -eb. 28.
"lt is absurd to attempt to carry

decentralization into that part of the
publie-teletision equation that is na-
tional Nogramming." he said.
Control: Administration officials say
that too much control is exercised by.
the corporation in funding programs
and by the NIS in deciding what
shows go on the network.

Publie broadcasters deny the charge.
They argue that the. CPB is not in-
volved in programming and that the
PBS is controlled by station mana-
gers so that the stations decide what
the rICI,AOrk oilers.

Administration —Scalia, addressing
the telecommunications conference in
San Francisco on March I, com-
plained that last year more than 90
per cent of prime-time programming
on public teles istout came from six
national production centers.
"And even more distressing than

the small number of production
sources is the apparently growing
tendency toward centralization of
program decision making by CPB,"
he said.

In a- later interview. Scalia said that
corporation and PBS of play an
actitc role in initiating programs sup-
posedly produced by independent
production centers.
"Ask around how often the initia-

tive comes from CPB itself," he sug-
gested. "I loss often du they say, '1\ hat

1,

1

Ne need is a program on thus and
so'r

Hem!. Goldberg of Scalia's office
supported the charge.
"I don't think its fair to say that

these are sr\ independent .producers
and CP It is just giving them money,"
he said. The s stem, he said, is "one
production entity with NI St LAOS:.

Industry response — Hartford (iii nn
agreed that the PBS plays an active
role in coordinating the ssork of more
than 20 producers ss ho supply shom,s
for the network. "It's Our ph to pull
together the program schedule for the
stations." he said.
Gunn also admitted that CPB ap-

proval of programming is necessary
for approval of financing. "They in
fact have the purse strings." he said.
"PBS decides ss hat should go into the
schedule, but the man with the money
has the final word."

However, Gunn said, he could not
recall a major series that had been
turned down by the CPU. "Generally,
they approte the programs which sue
say are required to meet the needs of
the s stem,— he said.
Gunn said the PBS is responsive to

the ideas of local station pet simnel.
"I he PBS hoard of directors is domi-
nated by station managers, he said,
and he has constantly tried to give
managers more say in what the net-
work does.
John Macy disagreed with Ole Oil'

charge that program initiatite conies
from the top. "Nlost of the program
ideas have been generated by the pro-
duction centers," he said.

Ile said that program ideas gen-
erally flow up to the corporation for
funding and. OnCe produced, go out to
the 1)13S for national distribution.
"In no sense is there a national pro-

gram determination at a central
point," Macy. said. "The ideas ale

James Day John P. 11 ithcrspon

-.•

s L......

.11uniiin Scalia
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coming in front many dillerent

points."
James Day holds a view on net

t4.4.4rk

program vontrol that Ill- outside

those of both major adtersaries.

Day's complaint is not that nati
onal

programming is too centrally con-

trolled but that the control comes

front station managers- who are 
pro-

fessional hroadeasters- rather than

from true public representatit es.

Ile told the San Francisco confer
-

ence that some way should be 
found

to "place the control and pohey of

PBS in public hands.-

Once that is done. network con
trol

over prog.ramming should increase,

he said.
Local stations, represented by 

the

NA LB, have inked feelings on the

general issue of centrali/ation. Ha
rley

said that some views espressed hy

Whitehead in Miami had Ion been

held by. local broadcasters.

"I suppose. in a kind of a si
mplis-

tic ss a, the stations feel that the cor-

poration and any spin-off agencies

that it creates arc to be sets ice agen-

cies for the stations,- he said.

"Some of the conflict has come

with those who have been in charge of

these agencies who tend to look at 
it

from the other stay around, as though

they were an end to themselves. so
 to

speak. and that the stations stere a

part of this centralited strueture."

1 larley said he remembered a -press

release from either CPI( or PBS re-

fetring to local stations as "outlets."
 a

term that local public stations detest.

Ile said that the term "affiliates is

hardly better. Stations, whieh reeard

themselt es as the heart of the system
.

do not like the term "network." ei-

ther, Harley said, and prefer to call

the station hookup an "intercon-

nection."
But Harley took c‘ception also 

to

the way the OTP has critieiied the

system and brought the issues out into

the public.
"The thing that Mr. Scilia and 'sir

Whitehead hate refused to reeogniie

is that this is a whole brand-new en-

terprisi..." he said. "1\ e're just puttin
g

the pieces tol:ether, and thougn we

may be tritteal and ste•re eon.„cr
ned.

we're not about to tear the thin::

dots n."

Accommodations

‘•;ocral 4:haw:es in the •t rod Me o
f

puhihic ht been

or promised in recent weeks. I he

ehanges could terse to 0)0
1 \dooms-

White House Motives

1\ hen the Office of Telecommunication
s Polley . is a spokesman for the

Nison Administration, began its open craii..isni it public broadcasting

last fall. unattrihuted references
 began to appear both in the general 

and

trade press assigning sinister mo
tites to the 11 kite I louse.

I he attaeks came. the stories said,
 because the President and his stall

react strongly against the view
s of Sander Vanocur, a former NBC 

tele-

vision newsman. who was hired last
 September as a senior coriespond

em

for the National Public .Allairs Cen
ter for Television SI \C

Or. they said, it was becaus
e public broadcasting stat beginnin

g to si-

phon off viewers from commerci
al stations, ss Ilia depend so

 he:it ib on

mass audiences for ad% ertising 
ret enues.

Finally. some Administration critics said that the OTP attack
s were

aimed at protecting the President's ch
ance for reelection in Novemb

ei.

which could be hurt by national, prime-time cot ewe 01 pol
itical issues

on public stations to an intent not es en approached by commerci
al

broadcasters.

Industry denial: During estensite interviews
 Liter the past two months.

howeter. no public broadcaster wou
ld make such an accusation. esen

 on

a not-for-artribution basis. John W. Macy Jr.. president of the Corpo-

ration for Public Broadcasting, wen
t out of his stay to as old making

 this

kind of allegation.

Macy was read the following quotation attributed to an unnamed

"prominent public broadcasting fig
ure- in the Feb. 17 issue of .Veicsdo

r

"I am convinced that the 1\ bite I
 louse is determined to eliminate all

 news

and public affairs broadcasting
 in public TV. • ..They belies e tha

t nation-

al nests and public affairs on pu
blic teletision are too independent

 and

too critical to be a:Listed to conti
nue unmolested."

Macy responded with a laug
h and said: "You're not going to get 

any

confirmation of that from me. Th
ey'se not said that to me, and I don't

take what I read in the paper ve
ry seriously.-

Ile said that he takes OTP 
criticism "at lace value- and just

 tries to

ansv.er each individual cha
rge as it comes up.

William E. Duke. CPB public 
affairs director. was asked if h

e thought

the Ni‘on Administration w
a's out to destroy public 

broadcasting.

"sometimes it seems that w
ay to me:. he said, laughi

ng. "But I cant

beliete it.- Ile said the 
situation is aggrat med, how e

ser. by the indust rt "s

"phenomenal success- and 
"When ttia'rc not very succe,s

ful. sou have an easier t
ime of it,- he said.

OTP denials: 1\ hen the ques
tion of political motivati

on was raised with

Administration officials. they 
sehemently denied any such pu

rpose.

l'anocur issue-i he thought 
that Administration criticism is based

partly on NPACT's hiring of
 1 anocur at SS.5,000 a year 

is "hogwash."

said \ monin Scalia„ OTP genera
l counsel. "We mere at loggerhe

ads (with

the industry) before I esen heard of Valocur.-

Commercial competition - Scalia
 also denied that his 

office's criticism

was based ;it all on fears that publi
k: broadeasting was taking awa

y audi-

ences from the commercial sys
tem. The audience shares of 

public stations

still are small, he said, and may 
he comprised mostly of people sshtu

would not be watching any tele
tision if it were not for the public

 stations.

"I don't think they're a thr
eat at all to :idtertising-supported televis-

ion.- Scalia said. "It's foolish 
to think tli.it our position has anything to

do with a threat to commerc
ial broadcasting. l'se neer hail 

.1 comilicr

broadcaster espress to me a tear 
4)1' any threat .-

Reelection drive - P director Clay T. \\ hoehead 
ss is asked to re.

spond to suggestions that the 
\dministration opposes ruhlic broatLasting

because a .ielite and highly sisible public idles loon system 
,ould

be detriment to Proadzrit Nison's r
eelection

"I think the be.t 14,1!, Iii FCT0114.1 10 dial Inc Nall', -Is to

that it's riot true. anti, wiottil. to
 otter m personal obsertatiou th,ir

don't thin. prihbk leioi.ion is t
yoiiig to dc,l or nit ;:!•..%1 rite Pieshfcio in

'72... iloit•1 think it's that big a lador."



Ration criticism. although industry
oflieials deny that was its purpose.

Generally, Ow ehanges will git e sta-
tions more control in the operation of
the system. or in other ways further
decentralize decision making and
authority.
CPB: The corporation's board of di-
rectors. meeting in Anaheim. Calif..
March 17 and 18. ordered a series of
actions that a CPI! information mem-
orandum said was "designed to
strengthen and improve the working
relationships between noncommercial
broadcasting licensees and the board
and staff of the corporation,"

Budget preparation —The board
adopted a formal procedure to assure
station managers a voice in preparing
the CPB budget and disseminating
funds to stations,
A panel of station managers. still

to be named. will make budget rec-
ornmendationr: to the CPIS staff and
will review budget proposals before
they are submitted to the federal gov-
ernment. After Congress appropri-
ates funds, the panel will ret iew the
adopted budget before any funds
actually are distributed.
The panel will have an even greater

voice in recommending corporation
community-service grants to stations.

More meetings—The board also
promised that board members would
visit local stations more often in the
future, would hold two formal meet-
ings a year with station manacers and
that station managers would attend
regular hoard meetings more often.
PBS: The Public Broadcasting Ser-
vice, headed by Gunn, also took steps
last month to broaden participation
in its operations.

Expanded hoard —The PBS board
of directors voted to increase its own
membership from II to 19. The new
hoard, whose date of formation still
is undecided, will have 12 station rep-
resentatives (compared with sis now )
and Nis public members (compared
with two now). Two present members.
the president of CPB -and the presi-
dent of the I:ducational Broadcasting
Corp. in New York City. no longer
will he on the board.

Evaluation panel —The hoard also
decided to establish a 12-member
evaluation panel to review the net-
work's over-all presentation of public.
affairs programming. lire review will
he made periodically. perhaps once a
year. of programs ;dreads sent to sta-
tions. '1 hey also still th;C:1,i1,Mill)

preview cor,:r.y.crsial rofsti:(4111•.

Ten members will he professional
journalists front across the country
and two will he public representatives
from the PBS hoard. They will look
at public-affairs programmiug
terms of adequacy. fairness, profes-
sionalism and similar qualities.

Coordinator — James C. Lehrer.
news director of puhlic television sta-
tion KLRA-TV in Dallas. was named
hy the hoard to the new position of
public-affairs coordinator. Ile will
seek to avoid duplication of public-
affairs programs by the many produc-
tion centers that offer shows to the
network. Ile also will screen public-
affairs programs before distribution.
Standards— Finally, the board

adopted a series of journalism stan-
dards and guidelines that had been
drawn last November by an advisory
board headed by Hie Abel, dean of
the Columbia University Graduate
School of Journalism.
The standards stress fairness. bal-

ance, objectivity, technical accuracy
and coverage of unorthodox as well
as accepted ideas.
Constitution: In a speech to public
television executives in Washington
on April 4, John Macy called for a
"constitutional convention" to help
guide the industry.
He saw it as a "series of sessions

which would gather the best minds
from within our industry to define
clearly the organizational structure,
forms of g.osernance and priority pur-
poses of public television to guide us.
though 1977 and beyond."
He said they could be coordinated

with Separate meetings of a special
industry. task force to formulate a
proposal for long-range financine.
"The need for a 'constitution' ...

has been well demonstrated in this
past year." Macy said. "when our
internal stresses and strains sometimes
reached painful proportions."

Planning., he said, is especially' im-
portant because of public broadcast-
ing's dependence on federal funds,
"As we receive more and more fed-

eral dollars— or maybe I should say
before we receive long-range federal
financing— we must build a complete
case justifying that expenditure of the
public's money." he said.
Assessment: Mae) 's statement sound-
ed much like those that have emanated
I rom the White Mouse in recent
months, and it is a sign that the ma-
jor adversaries in the public broad-
casting dispute are moving together,

Lam.: Brian P. Lamb, assistant to

the MT director, said, "We're think-
ing much more along the same lines
than we were six months ago," But he
said the Oil' still does not feel that
the major issues have been resolved.
Macy— Nlacy maintained that the

recent changes had been planned for a
long time. and that they are part of an
evolution in public broadcasting.

Furthermore. he said. "I think that
basically Mr. Whitehead is supportive
of public broadcasting. I think the
areas of difference are far less than
has generally been publicized."
Gunn —The PlIS's Gunn said also

that his board's recent changes had
long been planned and stere designed
to put controls in the ss stern.
"The public and the Administra-

tion have a right to know how the
system operates," he said,

Referring to the evaluation panel,
he said, "There have got to be people
reviewing our activities. We prefer to
have it done by professionals rather
than by politicians."

Harley —The NAEB's Harley said
that the power and importance of
local stations had become more appre-
ciated by Congress and the corpora-
tion in recent weeks.
"I think this has all been very

healthy," he said.

Legislation

Several public broadcast funding
bills are before Congress, one of them
already headed for the House floor.
The two most important bills were

introduced by Democrats shortly after
Whitehead's Miami declaration that
the Nixon Administration would not
soon ask for long-ranee financing.
Magnuson-Pastore: 1 he first funding
bill, S 2765, was introduced on Oct.
28 by Sens. Warren G. Magnuson,
E)-Wash,, and John 0, Pastore, D-
R.!. Magnuson is chairman of the
Senate Commerce Committee, to
which the bill was referred. Pastore is
chairman of its Communications
Subcommittee.
The bill merely would extend for

one year the present authorization for
the corporation. which totals S.33 mil-
lion in federal funds. An aide to
Pastore said the hill was introduced
to force some response from Congress
and the Administration.

Without such a bill. the corpora-
tion would be left without any spend-
inc authority after June 30.
Macdonald hill: A much more ambi-
tious hill was introduced Nov. lb by
Rep. Macdonald.
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Public Broadcasting and Congress' Intent
In des eloping his arg.uments that

public broatkasting has become
too eentraliied at the e‘pense of
station autonomy. C. lay T. \\ bite-
head. director of the Administra-
tion's Office of Telecommunica-
tions Policy. relied heasily on the
legislatise history of the Public
Broadcasting Act of 1967 (8I Slat
365).

Three documents pros ide most
of this history —the final report of
the Carnegie Commission on Edu-
cational Tele% ision. released Jan.
25, 1967: Senate Report 222. issued
May I I, 1967; and House Report
572. issued Aug. 21, 1967.

Although these documents stress
a need for national leadership and
services in public broadcasting.
they emphasi‘e more than anything
a need for strone local stations.
They encourage the deselopment
of interconnections to link all sta-
tions together. hut they. call for a
network much different from those
now operated by commercial
broadcasters.
There still is strong disagreement

between Whitehead and public
broadcasters about whether the
intent of the study commission and
of Congress actually is being fol-
lowed, hut the e‘cerpts quoted be-
low show what that intent was in
the areas of station autonomy. in-
terconnection and public at fat

Station autonomy

"The local stations must he the
bedrock upon which public tele-
vision is erected, and the instru-
ments to which all its actisities are
referred."

— Carnegie report
. . . It should he remembered

that local stations are the bedrock

or dos s!,stem and as such must be
responsise to the needs and desires
of the public si hieh they ser‘e. It is
not intended. therviore, that these
stations he mete kamduits for the
productions of other ,Lo ion, or

other mit -ode solaces."
ish to ,tale in the strongest

terms possible that it is our inten-
tion that local stations he .01,0.

lutel tree to di.lcrinine los thcm•
sel‘ es is hat ihc should or should
1101 (roadcast."

—Senate report

"... Local stations shall retain
both the opportunity and respon-
sibility for broadcasting programs
ihe feel best serse their communi-
ties. Similarly. the local station
alone will make the decision wheth-
er or not to participate in any inter-
connection arrangements. he it
state. regional or national....
"In the same manner that the

hill strives to insulate the cor-
poration (Corporation for Public
Broadcasting) from gosernmental
control, the hill pros ides and the
committee intends to see to it that
the local educational broadcasting
stations conduct their operations
without corporation interfeienec
or control."

— House report

Interconnection

"Ordinary networking of taped
or filmed programs, inseparably
linked with the concept of the sin-
gle signal, appears to the commis-
sion to he incompatible in general
is oh the purposes of public wic-
k isiOn. It presupposes a single
audience is here public teles ision
seeks to serve differentiated audi-
ences. It minimi/es the role of the
local station where public televi-
sion, as we see it, is to be as decen-
traliied as the nature of television
permits....
"The commission consequentl!,

proposes that public television look
to interconnection primarily as a
des ice for the distribution of pro-
grams. ... There would be no CS-
pectation that the programs would
be immediately rebroadcast by the
local station (although of couNe
there is mild be nothing to prevent
such use). Instead, the local station
manager would he espected to re-
cord those programs he might later
use. ignoring the rest.
'\Ve is kh to make it clear that

what we recommend here is an
at toward in
and not a rigid sct of procedures.
Beyond any doubt, puhlie tele\ t-
sin 'oust he fully prepared to use
Ilse networking is hen the occasion
is aii ‘1 hat we recom-
mend Is that the iirdinar
use of ihe s stem he for distrIhU-
t1011 rather than tiet‘‘orking.••

Corne.cie report

"Although the fundamental con-
cept of the noncommercial educa-
tional broadcasting sy sten) ens i-
sions strong local stations and
hence de-emphasifes networking
as we know it in commercial broad-
casting, interconnection will play a
erueiat role. 1\ e, therefore. e‘peet

that the corporation is ill des clap a
policy on interconnection which
will reflect its primary purpose of
program distribution is bile also ree-
ogniiing that occasions will arke
is here live or simultaneous broad-
casting is ill he warranted."
"The corporation would use the

interconnection facilities to dis-
tribute and transmit programs at
all hours hut each station would he
required to make its own decision
as to what program it accepts and
broadcasts and at is hat time....
"Fears were eNpressed tin the

hearings) that if the corporation
was gisen this authority it would
tend to deselop a lised schedule,
network-type operation and thus
the local station Nould be placed in

difficult position to control effec.
tis ek its broadcast schedule.-

-Senate report

"Even with respect to Use simul-
taneous broadcasts, local stations
will have the absolute discretion
to decide if such programs is ill be
carried at the time the corporation
has arranged for their transmis-
sion. at some other time, or not at

House' report

Public affairs

" \lajor theatrical and in
productions, documentaries on
subjects of national concern or
is hidl require a national approach,
programs dealing on a national

scale isith public affairs or %kith
no%s cornmentar. are inimodiate-
1 appropriate Ifor national No-

duction centers)."
—Cantezie report

"Particularly in the area of pub-
lic .dlairs pur committee leek
that noncommeroal hroadLasong
is uniquely titled to otter in-depth
4:Os et..112C !0,11 is ill
lead to a better inlorincd and en-
lightened

—Senate report
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his original bill. DR 11807— which

hs ns'st his been modified substan-

tially by eommittee action and re-

introduced as Ilk 13918—would have

extended the .luirturiiation of the cor-

poration for five years. Spending

levels would have started at S65 mil-

lion in fiscal 1973 and ris.:n to as

much as S160 million by fiscal 1977.

Macdonald it his bill after

consultation with corporation offi-

cials, who considered it a major step

toward long-range funding.
1 he hill contained manv of the very'

features that NA hitehead had said the

Administration did not want.

Budf,tet request: On Jan. 24, President

Nixon committed himself to extending

the authorization of the corporation

for at least a year. In his budget re-

quest for fiscal 1973, he included S45
million for public broadcasting. a S10-

million increase over fiscal 1972.
Administration ollieials have point-

ed to that increase in requested funds

as proof that Mr. Nixon supports the
concept of public broadcasting.

I learings: The house Communications
Subcommittee held hearings on public
broadcasting on Feb. 1-3, Only White-
head opposed the Macdonald bill.

Killian An important witnzss, from

the industry's standpoint. was. James
R. Killian Jr.. who was the chairman
of the Carnegie Commission and who
now serves as vice chairman of the

CPB board of directors.
That experience made Killian

uniquely qualified to comment on the
Administration charge that public
broadcasting had developed in a man-
ner not intended by the commission.

Its testimony. delighted corporation
officials.
"In my view." Killian said. "public

broadcasting has moved ahead stead-

ily in the spirit of the Carnegie Com-

mission recommendations and in ac-

cord with the wise provisions of the

Public Broadcasting Act....
"At all times the corporation has

sought to honor the autonomy. inde-

pendence and diversity or local sta-

tions while evs,f,ing those guidelines

and leadership principles which are its

corporate responsibility under the Pub-

lic liroadcastmg Wt."
Killian, who is chairman or the cor-

poration for the Massaf.huseits Insti-

tute of lechns)logs. said he was disop-

pointed that ( ongress has neither

funded the corporation at the level Oro

iii tin sstsr 0 had sit tested nor estab-

lishes! o trust fund.

"It was the view oh the Carnegie

•111,

•••

James R. Killian Jr.

•

Dean Buret)

Commission—and I still strongly sup-

port this view — that the trust fund and

the corporation are jointly essential to

the insulation of public broadcasting

from the dangers of political control,"

he said.
Killian urged the committee to ap-

prove Ilk 11807.
In an interview after the hearings.

John Macy said that as long as Killian

and others approved of CPB's opera-

tions, he was not so concerned about

Administration disapproval.
Macy rorimony — also urgcd

eimetment of the Macdonald bill. Ile

said that while he still favk)red perma-

nent Iola:Long. the bill would he an

impro%ement 1,%cr the present annual

fund in
"I cannot stress enough the impor-

1•111‘v sit rubli% broaskasting•s nig

where its next year's dollar, will come

frOill." lie said.
In addition, he said. "if public

broadcasting is to rise to its full poten-

tial, it clearly needs to be freed of all
potential of outside interference. :Ind
this freedom cannot exist in an inse-
cure financial at

/lurch —Dc.in Burch. chairman of
the Federal Communications Cotomis-

sion, said his agency does not consider
itself expert on the funding of public

broadcasting.
Ile said that FCC jurisdiction over

the industry does not cover financing

but is limited to the sante areas as in
commercial broadcasting, including
licensing of stations and enforcement

of the fairness doctrine.
Burch did call for long-term financ-

ing for public broadcasting, however.

and said the commission supported

Ilk 11807.
Asked by Macdonald whether he or

Whitehead spoke for the Nixon Ad-
ministration on the bill. Burch said

that Whitehead was the spokesman.
11'hitelwrid testimony —1\ hitchcad

told the subcommittee that the Admin-
istration opposed all CPR hills being
considered. In specific reference to !IR

11807, he complained that the funding

was too high and that there was no
guarantee that a certain amount of

money would pass through the CPB

untouched on its way to local stations.

— It Vtould heighten the local sta-

tions' sense of autonomy and inde-
pendence if they had available a stable

source of funds of a known quantity,

as a matter of statutory' right and not

CPB discretion," he said.
Whitehead said the Administration

favored a one-year extension of CPU's
authorization. A bill to achieve that,

Ilk 13007, was introduced Feb. 7 as

the Administration bill.
It provides for up to S45 million if)

funds for fiscal 1973. but requires that

SI5 million be passed on to local sta-

tions by the CI' It in accordance with a

formula set out by the hill. Loch local
television station would receive a mini-

mum grant or about s5(i.ouo.
position: Spokesmen or the pub-

lic broadcasting industry, noting the
strong bipartisan support given the
Macdonald hill so far. said they do not
expect the Administration to fight the

bill very hard.
"The Administration has more ito-

puirtanit things to do than lool around
With this &lion too." smo I T

laverner. "I don't think they're going
to 'mike in °t en cirort to oppose this
bill."

But industry leaders are not taking
the bill's passage for granted. !hey
have been urging .4.1lion Managers
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and even public broadcasting
 riewers

and listeners to lobh) for the
 bill.

Committee action

The Nlacilonald subcommittee
 and

then the full committee approred a

bill soon after the hearings end
ed.

R I 39 is pledges dollaN

or cr fewer )ear, than the original

Macdonald bill, it still was a rictor)

for the broadcasters and it defeat for

the Administration.

Pr(ivisions: Ilk 13915 authorties

spending b) the corporation 
or up to

S(15 million in fiscal 1973 an
d $90 mil-

lion in fiscal 1974.

The original Macdonald bill, Ilk

11507, would liar e a uthorited C P11

spending for fire )ears, with 
the first

two )ears at the same levels as 
those in

Ilk 13918.
Both versions called for app

ropria-

tions to be placed in a new. Puhhe

Broadcasting Fund before tra
nsfer to

the CPB. lhe fund would har
e little

effect at first. but it could be a step

toward the Carnegie Commission's

trust fund.
Both versions also contained a 

re-

quirement that the corporation pa
ss on

to local stations at least .30 per 
cent of

the money it receires from the fund.

There is no formula, as there is in
 the

Administration bill.

The final committee bill called fo
r a

change in the makeup of the CPB

board so that five of the 15 me
mbers

would represent stations. All present

members are public represent:air
 es.'

'Hie final version also called f
or up.

to $25 million for facilit) grants
 to sta-

tions in fiscal 1973— an increase
 of SIO

million over present law. Facilities

grants are distributed b) the 111.W

Department.
Revisions: Almost all of the revi

sions

of Macdonald's original bill came in

subcommittee evecutir e sessions
.

"We went in there rer) elos
el) di-

vided." Macdonald said. "Il
orrerer. 1

accepted some amendments f
rom the

Repuhhean side sr hieh I think didn't

do an) injustice to the bill."

Asked whi.•ther the changes were

made to accommodate 
the A ihmnis.

tration, Macdonald said:

"The (int) compromise was 
on the

period of fundin:,:. I had put f
ire )ears

in the first bill ber.ause that 
is what the

corporation wanted. Rut I told them 1

wasn't going to hold our 
for lire. I held

out for three—as strongl) ;is 
I could "

Because he was concerned tha
t Re-

pubhcan 
rt!, ige the

bill, he said, he settled fo
r two )ears.

But that's the onl) real compr
o-

mise," he said. "There was (10
 com-

promise in the amount of funding.

1 here was no eompromise. either,

about the composition of the bo
ard. It

Just see iris to 111C t1111 soll1COrle 
NI1OLIki

hare thought of that a long t
ime ago."

Nlacdonald said Rep. Clarence J.

Brown, R-Ohio. first proposed the

change in board membership. (On

Feb. I, Brown had introduce
d a hill,

HR 12505, that ‘k ould hare cu
rtailed

the authorit) of the corporatio
n.)

Rep. Robert 0. Tiernan.

also endorsed the idea, Macdonald

said. (Tiernan, 11 horn public broad-

casters consider an all), had intro-

duced in April a tire-ear funding

plan, HR 7443.)

"Brown's amendment started it.

Tiernan polished it and. in modest), I

re-polished it and we came out with

the thing that )ou see now, which

Brown :igreed to," Macdonald 
said.

"That's a strengthening compro-

41.
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misc." he said. "It wasn't a com
pro-

mise to the Administration
. It wa, a

compromise to get in a good idea. 
I

just wish it had been in tni original

N'otes: The linal vote in the su
bcom-

mittee on March Irs was 5. I, with onl)

Rep. James NI, Collins, R•Te.
.. dis-

senting. Ser en of the eight (Rep.

Goodloe B)ron. 1)-rid., is the es-

ception) listed themselves :Is cospo
n-

sors of the reported bill. an indieation

or strong bipartisan support.

The full committee approred
 the bill

with just two minor amendments
.

One change. proposed b) Rep.

James T. Bro)hill, R-N.C., would

limit annual salaries of CPB ol
liceN

and staff to evectitive level

net rank — which now is $60.00
0. Pres-

ent officeholders would be evempt,

however. so that Nlaey's SO5.0
00 sal-

al-) —the onl) one at CPB abo
ve the

limit —could continue. Performers and

other personnel in the rest of tire
 in-

dustr) would not he affected.

1 he other amendment came 
from

Brown. It stipulates that none of the

mune) granted by CPB t
o local sta-

tions under the 30-per cent form
ula

could he used for facilities. Tha
t would

ensure its use for programming and

other operating evpenses.

Committee approval came on a

voice vote. Nlacdonald said he
 heard

onl) one dissent, but when t
he com-

mittee report was issued April 11,

Reps. Collins and John G. Sant
a',

R•Calif., included dissenting view
!s.

Legislative prospects

With such strong committee sup-

port, FIR 13918 has an eveellent

chance of passing the !louse.

"I'm sure there will he amendment
s

on the floor to weaken it Is) reducing

the moue) or keeping it to
 one >ear."

said William I . Duke, public affairs

director for (PB. "If I had to het,

though. I'd bet it would come out

prett) much :is it is now."

Jim kara)n, president and gene
ral

manager of the National Public Af-

fairs Center for lelerision

said that in the past "the

alwa)s been our difficult place to get

legislation — riot the Senate."

This )ear, he said. there seems 
to lie

a "backlash" to Administration en ti-

cism of public broadcasting that might

help the bill in both the House and

Sen tie.
Isara)n said he V. .1, more confident

of getting multi.)ear funding
 now than

he was l‘,0 months ago.
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Torbert II. Macdonald

Administration: The on Adminis-
tration still is against the Macdonald
bill. eien in its revised form.
—We think it ought to be one year,"

Whitehead said. "Two years would
just take :.1%t a any pressure to come up
silt,' a long-range financine plan."

N% hen asked where the pressure was
being applied, he said, "It's on Con-
gress. and it's on the Administration.
and it's on

Whitehead explained that his office
had two major complaints about the
first Macdonald bill that remain valid
with the revised version: the funding is
too high and there k no minimunt
guarantee for each indisidual station.
Macdonald: Rep. Macdonald said that
he found it ineredible that 1A hitehead -
still opposed the bill.
"Is he blind enough not to see that

he's in a lost cause'!" Maedonald asked.
"I don't think they can come out and
say they're for it after they've attacked
it all slier the Country. But if they've
got any sense—you know, they've had
two defeats. subcommittee and full
committee,h% should they r..k a

third on the floor!
"I personally. from Is years experi-

ence on the 11111. is inild he surprised at
their politixal judgment if they choose
to fi2ht this bill.
"I bait; no qualms in saying it ii ill

pass the House anyway, whether they
oppose it (ir not."
Senate: 1 here are no signs that public
broadcasting has much to worry ;snout
in the Senate.
"I base diseussed the committee bill

iiith key Members of the Senate. and

they haie raised no objections." Mac-
donald said.

If '-'"  dtC go user to the ';:nate

' I r

aft..
Donald V. Taterner

—and ei en if it does not —bearings are
certain to be held by the Senate Co-
merce Subcommittee on Communica-
tions. headed by Pastore.
An aide to Pastore, who did not

want to be identified, said he expected
the Senate committee to wait and see
what happens in the House„Although
Magnuson and Pastore have their oiin
hill, S 271,5. pending in committee,
they would prefer not to hold hearings
until the committee could consider a
louse-passed bill, the aide said.
"If the !louse fails to go ahead, you

may rind us mos ing very rapidly," he
said. "But right now, it's foolish for us

to go ahead isith ti hearipg on our bill
and the Administration bill, when the

'rouse has already cleared its own bill
throtrgh its committee."
lhe aide said that Magnuson and

Pastore "has e been chief proponents

of public broadcasting since its incep-
tion." and that they might very vi ell

favor the rwo-year and tidier provi-
sions of the House bill. Ile said they
would not take stand, hoiieser, until
the hill is before them.
Lobbying: Not is tinting to take any-
thing for granted. leaders ()I the public

broadcasting industry hase been ask-
ing their associates to contaet their
House and Senate Members to urge
passage or the legislation.
Donald I as erner said he has been

encouraging his station's board of ‘11-
rectors to 101)11 jor the hill. They base
unique opportunities to lb. sit hee.iue
ol their loeation in ‘1ashington, he
said.
"lie been tenni..., them. 1)011'1 write

Ii' these Senators. Hail: Cocktails with
them. ()xi to parties with them.• "

Jolia Mao told a. xons‘tnion of

,t•

•

William L. Duke

public television managers in Wash-
ington on April 4 that they also should
try to get more grass-roots support for
the industry.
"I continually hear the complaint

froni our often-tested friends on Capi-

tol Ilill that one of their most difficult
problems is that Members of Congress
rarely hear from the audiences of pub-

lic broadcasting."
"We must find ways to inform our

viewers that this is vital if public
broadcasting is ever going to receive
the level of federal support it needs,"

he said.
Ner effort—At a closing session of

the eons ention. those attending dis-
cussed the possibility of organiiing
representatiies of local-station boards
for a new lobbying effort.

Hartford Gunn of PBS said these
board members. mho usually are prom-
inent community leaders. could form
"a blue-chip effort" toss ard the indus-
try's funding goals.

There was sonic hesitation about es-
tablishing a new, formal organitation
isithin the industry. hut the station
representatives all seemed to agree
that their board members could be an
important nok resource for lohb.sing.

Macy said the idea would he pur-
sued l'arilicr with station hoard,.

Fortune coohie— In what In be-
come a traditional io.se .)ek(eett the
ow men, wittiont I kole.),, of the
NA I. it hduded a Chinese for-
tune cookie just before the conference
closed April 6.

Macy opened it and read its tines-

sage to the confeience:
"It is well to remember that a House

united guarantees notion,: in the semi.

ate."
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4 August 1, 1972

TO: Tom Whitehead

FROM: John Wells
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THE WHITE HOUSE

Aft.

WASHINGTON

July 19, 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

MR. PETER FLANIGAN

BRUCE KEHRLIC.---

Comments on Report of 

Broadcasters Meeting 

Your memorandum to the President of July 1, 1972, on the "Status

of Issues Discussed in Last Week's Broadcasters Meeting" has

been reviewed and the following comments were made:

1. Strong agreement was indicated with the third paragraph

of the first page.

2: Approval of the measures described in the first para-

graph of the second page was indicated.

3. The third paragraph of the secdnd page contains the

following note:

P.— But the FCC may find that the case-by-case 

pplication of the Doctrine cannot be chanced with-

out a new statutory mandate. If it proves necessary,

the OTP is prepared to draft such legislation for 

your consideration.

Referring to the underlined portion, it was noted that this tactic

is favored but at a later date.

cc: H.R. Haldeman

Alexander P. Butterfield

DETERMINED TO BE AN
ADMINISTRATIVE MARKING
NOT NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION



MEMORANDUM FOR

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

December 6, 1972

Honorable John Ehrlichman

The White House

DIRECTOR

Since its inception two years ago, OTP has enabled the

Administration to play a larger role in communications policy.

Many of our accomplishments have resulted from quick reaction

to immediate problems, such as the President's concern with

television reruns and the FCC's inability to deal with the

domestic satellite issues. Now OTP is prepared to advance

a series of affirmative initiatives that can be tied to the

President's program for next year.

I believe this package is consistent with the President's

programs, restructuring government to let the private sector

play its role, and enhance rather than erode our most

important traditions regarding government and the communica-

tions media. Almost no Federal expenditures are involved,

and some budget savings could be realized. A brief summary

of the most significant of these initiatives is attached at

Tab A. The first two (broadcasting and cable) have by far the

largest political implications.

During the past twenty years, the communications industry has

grown rapidly and undergone great technical change. It has

contributed greatly to GNP and had great impact on our national

life. The pace of both the economic and technical advance is

clearly going to continue to increase at even faster rates over

the next few years. Everyone -- particularly minority and

special interest groups -- wants some type of political

or ownership control over the media; and many business interests

want a share of the new communications markets. The FCC's

procedures (like those of most Federal regulatory agencies) ar
e

ill-suited to deal effectively with the rapid technical change

and the politically charged issues of communications.

There will, therefore, be both the opportunity and the need for

firm Administration leadership in establishing some basic

policy directions. Decisions made during the second Nixon term
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will largely determine the extent to which the benefits of
the communications revolution are realized by the public and
by industry -- and whether communications regulation by the
Federal Government will be locked into the same kind of morass
as transportation and power or whether a more competitive, free-
enterprise framework is created.

The OTP initiatives are intended to restructure government
regulation in an evolutionary way to guide the growth of
communications technology and services in keeping with two main
principles: (1) there should be more reliance on free enterprise
and competition in communications rather than monopoly and
government regulation, and (2) bureaucratic controls over the
content of the media should be minimized. If the OTP program
can be implemented in keeping with these principles, we can
encourage the growth of at least three new multi-billion dollar
industries: the broadband cable television industry, the computer
information services industry, and the mobile communications
industry. Such growth would contribute substantially to our
economy and could help relieve unemployment in such critical
sectors as the aerospace, electronics, and the film and tele-
vision production industries.

As a result of the public broadcasting issue and our key role
in the cable TV compromise, OTP is visible politically on the
Hill and therefore vulnerable if we do not advance a substantive
program of accomplishment. Similarly, the Administration's
image on communications matters has been colored by the network
news battle, and we need a more statesman like record of policy
deVelopment and advocacy to stand on.

I am sending this same package to Pete Flanigan, emphasizing
the international area, and have discussed the broadcasting
section with Chuck Colson. I believe the President should be
appraised of the overall effort, with special emphasis on
broadcasting and cable TV. If time permits, it would be highly
useful for me to discuss the most important aspects with you
and him. However, the most important thing is to get approval
to proceed so we can be ready to go early next year.

I would be happy to discuss this with you or to supply any
further information you need.

Attachment

Clay T. Whitehead

-



I. BROADCASTING 

Goal

Bring broadcast regulation more in line with our private enter-
prise media philosophy, stem the tide of demands by activist
groups for free broadcast time, and correct the anticompetitive
power of the TV networks.

Initiatives 

A. Support statutory extension of broadcast license terms
to five years; place burden of proof on renewal challengers;
prohibit FCC establishment of program standards.

B. Support eventual elimination of detailed case-by-case
enforcement of the Fairness Doctrine, but only when public
confidence in broadcasting warrants and Congressional passage
is feasible (not 1973).

C. Attempt to reduce obstacles blocking establishment of
new commercial TV networks by changes in AT&T tariffs, FCC

'networking rules, and possible antitrust actions.

Impact 

Initiatives A and B will be supported b most broadcasters,
although they would prefer a simple extension of the license
term. Minority and activist opposition would be mixed. There
is-likely to be little general public interest. Would require
some effort to get key Congressional support.

Initiative C would be opposed by all broadcasters but should
find some public and Congressional support if handled in the
positive tone of more programming diversity and competition.
Initiative A (and to a lesser extent B) is a prerequisite to
the success of C as well as to establish our credibility on
First Amendment issues.



II. CABLE TELEVISION

Goal

Create a new legislative framework for development of broad-
band cable television and the many entertainment, informational,

and educational services a new cable television industry could

provide (following Cabinet committee report).

Initiatives

Introduce legislation following recommendations of the Cabinet

committee to create a statutory policy framework (now lacking)

for the development and regulation of the cable television

industry. This would resolve such issues as programs and

channels for pay, networking competition with broadcasting,

cross-media ownership of cable systems, and division of juris-

diction between the Federal Government and the States.

The committee recommends a pilot program to evaulate the use

of cable to deliver government services more efficiently and

to shorten the lag in bringing the technology to the market-

place. The program will cost $25 million in FY74.

Impact 

Assuming a moderate level of Presidential impetus, there is a

good.chance that some influential Congressmen and Senators,

cable operators, broadcasters, and other media people would

support such legislation. Others in the cable and broadcast

industries will oppose it; but in the public's eye, they

could be depicted as protecting their narrow economic interests

by keeping'more program choice from the audience. The biggest

political issue would be "pay TV." The ability of customers

to buy programming directly by the program or by the channel

over cable is too important to allow it to be prohibited, but

it is unlikely that the Congress would pass cable legislation

that did not, in some way, retain certain program types (like

professional sports) on "free" TV. Privacy safeguards would

be built into the legislation to counteract "Big Brother" fears.

Cable is here (10% of homes) and growing rapidly (up to 50%

of homes by 1980). Hard-line broadcasters and theater owners

are the only opponents. This is a positive initiative--costing

no tax dollars—one the President can get behind and make the

growth of cable service a Nixon accomplishment. The pilot

program will help make this a more exciting initiative, convey

movement in bringing technology to bear on government programs,

and accelerate the marketability of the new technologies.
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III. DOMESTIC COMMON CARRIER INDUSTRY

Goal

Promote more efficiency and competition in the domestic
common carrier industry as new communications services arise.

Initiatives 

A. Legislation to promote competition:

1. To authorize bulk leasing, brokerage, and resale
of common carrier services;

2. .To require identification of the extent of cross-
subsidization among various common carrier
services and enterprises;

3. To include economic efficiency, as well as equity,
as a criterion for FCC approval of facilities
and rate structures;

4. To limit the scope of FCC jurisdiction over non-
monopoly services;

5. To extend domestic rates for telephone calls to
Hawaii and Alaska.

B. Create an interagency study group to analyze and
determine policy regarding the future role of the Bell Telephone
System in providing common carrier services in competition
with specialized competitive communications services.

Impact 

The major impact would be to increase competition to AT&T, a
move that would be vigorously opposed by that company and many
of its stockholders, but supported by major elements of the
electronics and communications industries. The public has
little love for the phone company, and the Congress would feel
little grassroots pressure to leap into the fray to protect
AT&T's monopoly services.

.11••••••••••••••••••• •••• 11.1,7
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IV. INTERNATIONAL COMMON CARRIER INDUSTRY 

Goal 

Restructure regulation of the U.S. international common carriercommunications industry to eliminate artificial distinctionsbetween voice and record (data) message carriers, to enhancethe private enterprise character of Comsat, and to introducemore competition into satellite and undersea cable construction.

Legislation Initiative  to Correct Deficiencies in the Inte/.national Common Carrier Industry 

A. Require the FCC to coordinate with the executive branchso that effective government-industry agreements with foreigngovernments regarding international communications facilitiescan be negotiated.

B. Terminate privileged common carrier ownership andparticipation in Comsat and eliminate Presidentially appointeddirectors from the Board.

C. Clarify statutory guidance to the FCC for regulatingU.S. international carriers to allow more competition, redefinethe classes of such carriers to reduce the obsolete distinctionbetween voice and data communications, and to put satellitesand undersea cables on a comparable basis under law.

Impact 

The Byzan.tine structure of the U.S. international communicationsindustry, as shaped by the FCC, is inefficient and not competi-tive. There is almost no public perception of the issue, andsince there are only a few companies in the internationalmarket (AT&T, RCA, ITT, Comsat, and Western Union International),the general press is likely tointerpret this mainly as aneconomic decision without political overtones. Industryopposition would probably not be uniform, and some companieswould support those parts of the initiative that benefitedthem. Provision A may be opposed by FCC which would viewit as a transfer of some FCC power to the executive branch.We have been under pressure from the Congress to submit ourpolicy since last year and have delayed as long as possible.We will really take heat if we do not now proceed.

w
,



V. GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS 

Goal

Improve the Federal Government's own use of communications
resources to achieve national security objectives. Minimize
overlapping responsibilities, improve performance of public
safety agencies, and realize government savings in the procure-
ment of communications facilities and services.

Initiatives 

A. Reorganize and streamline government communications
and computer systems management to achieve more effective mech-
anisms for Presidential guidance, and to cut present budget and
staff levels.

1. Short-term communications management improvements:

a. replace National Communications System staff
and responsibilities with formal coordination
by the Council for Government Communications
Policy and Planning.

b. streamline responsibilities and functions of
Defense Communications Agency.

C. eliminate non-essential Department of Commerce
communications functions and shift OTP support
functions to National Bureau of Standards or GSA.

Z. Combining communications/computer systems management.

a. assign OTP lead responsibility for computer/
communications area; to be coordinated with OMB
computer responsibilities.

b. establish arrangements for coordination of
Executive Office computer/communications systems.

c. Direct agencies to combine management of com-
puters and communications.

B. Establish executive branch policy for purchasing of
telecommunications services and equipment, including coordina-
tion of procedures for budgeting and frequency assignments.
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C. Coordination and consolidation of government radio
navigation systems and satellite communications systems.

D. Policy statement and experiment on the inclusion of
economic value in assignment of radio frequency to government
agencies.

E. Program to determine the environmental aspects of
electromagnetic radiation.

F. Review Federal department and agency funding of
programming (including public service announcements) intended
for broadcast to the general public or for schoolroom instruc-
tional purposes.

Impact 

With the exceptions of initiatives F and G, this package is
entirely an executive branch "housekeeping" matter, and, as

,much, will have little or no outside impact. The environmental
study initiatives (F) are noncontroversial and "pro-consumer."
Initiative G could generate public controversy, since it will
be seen in part as an attempt to cut back on the HEW efforts to
mold "child development" through TV programs. In view of a.
general public and congressional tolerance of HEW "social
engineering," the Administration could be painted as regressive
on this issue. However, the "Big Brother" fear works for us
here.

•



I. BROADCASTING 

Action 

Approve 

Disapprove 

Comment

II. CABLE TELEVISION 

Action 

Assuming the Cabinet committee report comes out with a responsible

policy, which can be reflected in legislation, the initiative should be

followed as discussed above.

Approve 

Disapprove 

Comment

III. DOMESTIC COMMON CARRIER 

Action 

The goal and the initiatives set out above should be approved as a

general approach, with OTP to-prepare the legislation outlined

above and process it through the OMB clearance process for final

Administration approval.

Approve 

Disapprove  

. Comment
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IV. INTERNATIONAL COMMON CARRIER INDUSTRY 

Action

The goal and the initiatives set out above should be approved as a

general approach, with OTP to prepare the legislation outlined

above and process it through the OMB clearance process for final

Administration approval.

Action

Approve

Disapprove

Comment

V. GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS 

Instruct OMB and OTP to develop a plan for reorganizing government

communications and computer systems management, as outlined in

Initiative A, for review and decisionly President.

Approve

Disapprove 

Comment  

Authorize OTP approach on Initiatives B through E, in coordination

with OMB, as appropriate.

Approve 

Disapprove 

• Comment 

Direct OTP to study nature and extent of government funding of

programs for broadcast to general public and for schoolroom

instruction, and report back on results and recommended action.

Approve

Disapprove

Comment



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

January 4, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
1.Aft:rs:

FROM: CLAY T. WHITEHEAD 
1/;(..cSer"

SUBJECT: FCC Prime Time Rule

ACTION

DIRECTOR

The FCC's prime time rule precludes TV stations from

carrying network programs between 7:30-8:00 P.M. The

rule was intended to break the networks' dominance

of prime time entertainment programming and to give

Hollywood producers an opportunity to reach directly

the mass audiences that have been the exclusive province

of the networks.

Contrary to the intent, the rule has hurt Hollywood and

has enhanced the networks' economic power. The rule

has hastened Hollywood's decline by reducing union

employment and studio revenues. It has strengthened the

networks by relieving them of three and a half hours each

week of costly program production, but has not affected

their revenues. They have simply raised their advertis-

ing rates to offset the reduced time available for sale.

Although the rule has been in effect only two years, the

FCC is already considering its recision. Hollywood is

virtually unanimous for recision of the rule. The

networks have not taken such a uniform view. ABC has

been consistent in favoring the rule, since it has

benefited from it the most. NBC and CBS have cooled

significantly in opposing the rule, privately preferring

that it not be repealed by March 1, in time to affect

the fall TV season. Still, many broadcasters, including

NBC and CBS, would like to see the rule rescinded as a

matter of principle.

Discussion:

Favoring repeal of the rule, it has: (1) hurt the

Hollywood unions and production industry; (2) resulted

in lower quality programs for the viewers; (3) failed

to break the dominance of the networks over entertain-

ment programming; and (4) intruded the FCC into station

programming judgments.
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Opposing considerations are that: (1) the general
pre:.:: and the public may view this as a pro-network
step, indicatinu that: the Administration is backing
off from its concern with network power; and (2) with
the prime time rule out of the way, it may be diffi-
cult to keep alive, in Hollywood and elsewhere, the
decprx issue of network power and anticompetitive
behavior.

Both opposing considerations could be overcome by
having the FCC institute a further proceeding on net-
work dominance at the same time it repeals the prime
time rule. This could dovetail with the Justice
Department's pending network antitrust suits, by pro-
posing new regulation to deal with network power in
an -effective manner. Proposals to be considered could
inciLde mandatory access by non-network program
suppliers to network interconnection facilities, non-
exclusive affiliation agreements between networks and
local TV stations, and an even stronger prime time rule.

The Hollywood unions and producers, together, care
more about the repeal of this rule than about limita-
tionL. on network reruns, although the unions alone
prob:!Dly feel more strongly about reruns. But neither
the vlions nor the producers support our underlying
con:7crns about network power to.mold opinion with their
news an.:. information programs. If we fail to convince
the ICC to repeal the rule soon, we will lose a measure
of credibility and support in Hollywood, and the networks
will see it as the Administration's inability to deliver
.for Hollywood on this issue.

Reccrmendation: •

On bzIlance, I recommend that we actively urge the FCC
to rescind the prime time rule, on the grounds that it
has been ineffective in dealing with network power and
has harmed the industry and public it was to have helped.
But this should be done only if coupled with strong FCC
action on the deep.er..problem of network power.

APPROVE' DISAPPROVE

•

*Colson, Flaniydri—and Cole concur.
•
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 2n504

February 17, 1973

DIRECTOR

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM: Clay T. Whitehead

SUBJECT: Reruns and the Prime-Time Rule 

In your September letter to John Gavin of the Screen
Actors Guild, you agreed that something should be done
about the increase of network reruns in prime time.
You asked me to study the rerun problem and to seek a
voluntary solution from the networks before exploring
regulatory remedies. A copy of our report is at Tab A.

The study shows reruns and the unemployment they produce
to be merely symptomatic of the root problem facing the
program industry: the great economic power of the net-
works. CBS and NBC refused voluntary action; ABC was
more polite, but no more forthcoming.

We have concluded that regulatory restrictions on per-
centages would simply lead the networks to lower program
quality or to turn to foreign production. To be effective,
such direct restrictions probably would require government
rules on program quality, which we should not encourage.
Our study also showed the prime-time rule to be as large
a factor in Hollywood unemployment as reruns; my earlier
memo on that rule, which you approved, is at TAB B.

I believe we should consider the following options:

1. Make the rerun report public, with no call
for FCC action. Take no public position on
repeal of the prime-time rule.

2. Send the rerun report to FCC for appropriate
review, but make no recommendations as to
their action. Take a low-key public posture
that the prime-time rule should be repealed
for this fall's TV season.

3. Send the rerun report to FCC, with a high
visibility call for action on the rerun
problem. Call for repeal of the prime-time
rule at the same time.

DETERMINED TO BE AN
ADMINISTRATIVE MARKING
NOT NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION
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Discussion:

Option 1 has the advantage of burying the rerun issue,
when we cannot come out forcefully for percentage re-
strictions, and avoids the image of meddling in the
FCC's prime-time proceeding. However, there is a risk
of jeopardizing Administration credibility on these
issues, given your personal commitment to Gavin, the
networks' recalcitrance on the rerun issue, the impor-
tance of prime-time rule repeal to Hollywood, and my
public criticism of the prime-time rule following your
approval of our position on this matter.

Option 2 defers the rerun issue by having the FCC study
it, while still keeping the spirit of your commitment to
Hollywood. The publicity of an FCC review would keep the
pressure on the networks at least to avoid future rerun
increases. Hollywood would be pleased by our taking a
public position in favor of the prime-time rule's repeal.
However, the unions want more vigorous action on reruns, and
this option seems to duck somewhat our rerun commitments.
The press will see this as Administration economic pressure
to achieve political ends.

Option 3 has the same advantages of Option 2, but the
higher visibility exacerbates the negative side of that
option. Even though CBS and NBC are on record for repeal
of the prime-time rule, calling attention to our involve-
ment in both issues could lead the press to see this as a
serious intrusion into network program content. While
this would keep the pressure on the networks, it could
unnecessarily fuel the criticism of the Administration as
being anti-First Amendment.

Recommendation:

On balance, I recommend that we follow the low-key, public
position approach of Option 2, which keeps the heat on the
networks. We must, however, take this position no later
than February 20, since reply comments in the FCC's prime-
time proceeding are due on February 26, and any later
announcement by us would cause a delay. Such a delay would
effectively preclude FCC recision of the prime-time rule
in time for next fall's TV season. My February 20 "over-
sight" hearing before Senator Pastore offers a good forum
for us to take this type of public position, since it would
be submerged in the overall hearings.

APPROVE DISAPPROVE OTHER



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASH I NGTON

January 18, 19 73

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT

.•

FROM: CHARLES COLSON ,

SUBJECT: Attached Drummond Column

There has been a great deal of press attention on the so-called
Whitehead Bill and the Whitehead speech. Most of it generated
by the networks has been quite negative. The most perceptive
supporting analysis was written by Roscoe Drummond. It is
really a brilliantly simple explanation of the problem and points
out the complete failure of the logic of the network position.
In view of the controversy that the Whitehead speech has generated,
you might be interested in reading our side of the case as
Drummond has presented it.
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RELEASE DATE: Friday, January 19, 1973
1

YON TV PROTESTETH TOO MUCH

by Roscoe Drummond

•0.N.
WASHINGTON--It is hard to understand why the

)
network TV news people fly into such a tizzy when anybody in

government criticizes their product.

Why should TV broadcasting executives, whose

networks dispense so much dissenting opinion, yelp as if the

sky was falling whenever somebody in government counters withl

a dissenting opinion?

And when the TV spokesmen reply, they usually do so

not with reasoned argument but by accusing critics of being

creeping repressionists who want to wipe out freedom of the

press.

They protesteth too much. Such extreme

sensitivity suggests a degree of guilt which makes them

worried that the TV public might think too much about balance

and fairness in TV news brbadcasting.

Isn't it a pretty healthy thing for the public to

think about these things? They are the consumers. In the end

they can do much to compel more balance in network news.

Perhaps they need their own .Ralph Nader—outside of

government critics such Vice President .Spiro Agnew and Clay

Whitehad. -more-
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The latest develop
ment, which threw the n

etwork

spokesmen into a rage
 of protest, concern

s amendments to the

Communications Act prop
osed by the White Hou

se.

They like two of them 
and are furiously again

st the

third. One extends station l
icenses from three to 

five . years.

They like that.

Another stipulates that
 no applicant for an 

existing

station license will be 
heard by the FCC unless the 

license

has already been remo
ved. They like that.

The third proposal s
tates that any station whi

ch

uses network news must 
be responsible for wha

t it uses. The

networks don't like it.
 

(Y1.1.L.

For the life of me I c
an't see why such a pro

vision

is not entirely reasona
ble. It parallels print media

 law.

Network news is like the 
Associated Press and the UP

I.

Newspapers which print 
AP or UPI news are respo

nsible for what

they print. They can be sued for 
libel and it's no defense to

say that the papers are 
only printing what the press 

association:)!

sena them.

Furthermore, the proposed leg
islation on station

responsibility duplicates ex
isting FCC powers.' If the Wh

ite

House aide who drafted the 
amendment had consulted with the
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But the fact that the Administr
ation proposal

neither adds nor subtracts from the FCC's authority does
 not

keep the TV media from calling i
t a "threat" and an attempt

to make station licensing a "po
litical football."

The evidence is quite the contrary. The law which

makes individual stations responsible 
for the network

broadcasting they use has been operative
 since 1934 when the

present Communications Act was passed by
 Congress.

Question: How many times has the FCC revoked or

refused to renew a station license becau
se it wanted to censor

the news?

Answer: Zero; never in the history of the commission
.

4

The same applies to the ye.ars when Nixon appoin
tees comprised k

ii

the majority of the commission.

Should government officials criticize netw
ork news,

calling some of it "ideological plugola"? 
Why not? There

plenty of criticism of government officials
 by network

newscasters. Can't the broadcasters take it as well as

dish it out? It's healthy and good for both.

s

If there was any attempt to censor broadcast ne
ws

1 would fight it as vigorously as JT would fight icnsorshii) of

the press. But the public has a right. to balance and fairness

in comment and reporting.

Con h t 1973 L o s Art t7J e 1. e s T e s
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THE WHITE HOUSE

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

WASH I NGTON

January 18, 19 73

THE PRESIDENT

CHARLES COLSON

Attached Drummond Column

There has been a great deal of press attention on the so-called

Whitehead Bill and the Whitehead speech. Most of it generated

by the networks has been quite negative. The most perceptive

supporting analysis was written by Roscoe Drummond. It is

really a brilliantly simple explanation of the problem and points

out the complete failure of the logic of the network position.

In view of the controversy that the Whitehead speech has generated,

you might be interested in reading our side of the case as

Drummond has presented it.
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YON TV PROTESTETH TOO MUCH

by Roscoe Drummond

WASHINGTON--It is hard to unde
rstand why the

• )

network TV news people fly into 
such a tizzy when anybody 4

government criticizes their pro
duct.

Why should TV broadcasting executi
ves, whose

networks dispense so much dissenti
ng opinion, yelp as if the

sky was falling whenever somebody 
in government counters withi

dissenting opinion?

And when the TV spokesmen repl
y, they usually do so

not with reasoned argument but by accu
sing critics of being

creeping

press.

repressionists who want to wipeo
ut freedom of the

They protesteth too much. Such extreme

sensitivity suggests a degree of guilt
 which makes them LI;

worried that the TV public might think t
oo much about balance,

and fairness in TV news brbadcasting.

Isn't it a pretty healthy thing for the p
ublic to

'think about these thing? They are the consumers. In the end

they can do much to compel more balanc
e in network news.

•

Perhaps they need their own Ralph Nader--outside
 of

government critics such a:s Vice President Spiro Agnew and Clay

Whitehead. -more-
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 network
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o a rage of p
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House.

They like two 
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from three to 
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They like that
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 will be heard
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 which
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For the life of
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is not entirely
 reasonable. It parallels 

print media law.

Network news is
 like the Ass

ociated Press an
d the UPI.

Newspapers which
 print AP or U

PI news are res
ponsible for what ktr

they print. They can be su
ed for libel and

 it's no defense to

say that the p
apers are only

 printing what th
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send them.

Furthermore, the
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duplicates existi
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 .proposing it.

•

But the fact that the Ad
ministration proposal

neither adds nor subtracts from the FCC's authori
ty does not

keep the TV media from 
calling it a "threat" and an attem

pt

to make station licens
ing a "political football."

The, evidence is quite the 
contrary. The law which ,)

makes individual stations r
esponsible for the network

broadcasting they use has been
 operative since 1934 when the

present Communications Act was
 passed by Congress.

x.

Question: How many times, has the FCC r
evoked or

. refused to renew a station li
dense because it wanted to cens

or

the news?

Answer: Zero; never in the history of 
the commission.

The same applies to the years when Ni
xon appointees comprised 1

the majority of the commission.

Should government officials critici
ze network news,

calling some of it "ideological plugo
la"? Why not? There's

plenty of criticism of government
 officials by network

newscasters. Can't the broadcasters take it as wel
l as

dish it out? It's healthy. and good for both.

If there was any attempt to censo
r broadcast news

I would fight it as vigorously as 
bI would fight C:enorshik. o!

the Press. But the public has a right, to balanc
e and fairness

in comment and reporting.

1



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504 ACTION

January 4, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM: CLAY T. WHITEHEAD

SUBJECT: FCC Prime Time Rule

DIRECTOR

The FCC's prime time rule precludes TV stations from

carrying network programs between 7:30-8:00 P.M. The

rule was intended to break the networks' dominance

of prime time entertainment programming and to give

Hollywood producers an opportunity to reach directly

the mass audiences that have been the exclusive province

of the networks.

Contrary to the intent, the rule has hurt Hollywood and

has enhanced the networks' economic power. The rule

has hastened Hollywood's decline by reducing union

employment and studio revenues. It has strengthened the

networks by relieving them of three and a half hours each

week of costly program production, but has not affected

their revenues. They have simply raised their advertis-

ing rates to offset the reduced time available for sale.

Although the rule has been in effect only two years, the

FCC is already considering its recision. Hollywood is

virtually unanimous for recision of the rule. The

networks have not taken such a uniform view. ABC has

been consistent in favoring the rule, since it has

benefited from it the most. NBC and CBS have cooled

significantly in opposing the rule, privately preferring

that it not be repealed by March 1, in time to affect

the fall TV season. Still, many broadcasters, including

NBC and CBS, would like to see the rule rescinded as a

matter of principle.

Discussion:

Favoring repeal of the rule, it has: (1) hurt the

Hollywood unions and production industry; (2) resulted

in lower quality programs for the viewers; (3) failed

to break the dominance of the networks over entertain-

• ment programming; and (4) intruded the FCC into station

programming judgments.



Opposing considerations are that: (1) the general
prer; and the public may view this as a pro-network
stop, indicatin(j thzIt the Administration is backing
off from its concern with network power; and (2) with
the prime time rule out of the way, it may be diffi-
cult to keep alive, in Hollywood and elsewhere, the
decp-x issue of network power and anticompetitive
behvior.

Both opposing conrdderations could be overcome by
havin.j the FCC institute a further proceeding on net-
work dominance at the same time it repeals the prime
time rule. This could dovetail with the Justice
Department's pending network antitrust suits, by pro-
posing new regulation to deal with network power in
an -effective manner. Proposals to be considered could
include mandatory access by non-network program
suppliers to network interconnection facilities, non-
exclusive affiliation agreements between networks and
loc:11 TV stations, and an even stronger prime time rule.

.The Hollywood unions and producers, together, care
more about the repeal of this rule than about limita-tion!: on network rerun, although the unions alone
prolly feel more strongly about reruns. But neither
the vlions nor the producers support our underlying
con:!c.rns about network power to.mold opinion with theirnews an: information programs. If we fail to convince
the ICC to repeal the rule soon, we will lose a measure
of cxedibility and support in Hollywood, and the networkswill see it as the Administration's inability to deliver.for Hollywood on this issue.

Reccl mendation:

On balance, I recommend that we actively urge the FCCto rescind the prime time rule, on the grounds that ithas been ineffective in dealing with network power and
has harmed the industry and public it was to have helped.But this should be done only if coupled with strong FCCaction on the dcep_r_ problem of network power.

APPROVE/ DISAPPROVE

••
*Colson, Flaniyan—and Cole concur.
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MEMORANDUM FOR:
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SUBJECT:
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THE PRESIDENT

CHARLES COLSON ,

Attached Drummond Column

There has been a great deal of press attention on the so-called

Whitehead Bill and the Whitehead speech. Most of it generated

by the networks has been quite negative. The most perceptive

supporting analysis was written by Roscoe Drummond. It is

really a brilliantly simple explanation of the problem and points

out the complete failure of the logic of the network position.

In view of the controversy that the Whitehead speech has generated,

you might be interested in reading our side of the case as

Drummond has presented it.
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YON TV PROTESTETH TOO MUCH

by Roscoe Drummond 't

WASHINGTON--It is hard to und
erstand why' the

- )

network TV news people fly in
to such a tizzy when anybody in

1.

•

government criticizes their 
product.

Why should TV broadcasting exe
cutives, whose

networks dispense so much dis
senting opinion, yelp as if the

sky was falling whenever someb
ody in government counters withl.

dissenting opinion?

And when the TV spokesmen reply,
 they usually do so

not with reasoned argument but by 
accusing critics of being

creeping repressionists who want to 
wipe out freedom of the

press.

They protesteth too much. Such extreme

sensitivity suggests a degree of guil
t which makes them

4

worried that the TV public might think
 too much about balance

and fairness in TV news brhadcasting.

Isn't it a pretty healthy thing for th
e public to

think about these things? They are the consumers. In the end

they can do much to compel more bal
ance in network news.

• •

. Perhaps they need their own Ralph Nader—out
side of

government critics such ai; Vice President Spiro Agnew and Clay

Whitehead. -more-
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But the fact that the 
Administration proposal. •

neither adds nor subtracts from the FCC's authori
ty does not

keep the TV media from 
calling it a "threat" and an att

empt

to make station licensi
ng a "political football."

The evidence is quite the 
contrary. The law which ,)

makes individual stations 
responsible for the network

broadcasting they use has bee
n operative since 1934 when the

present Communications Act was
 passed by Congress.

Question: How many times. has the FCC rev
oked or

•

. refused to renew a station l
iCense because it wanted to cens

or

the news?

Answer: Zero; never in the history of t
he commission.

The same applies to the years when
 Nixon appointees comprised 1

the majority of the commission.

Should government officials cr
iticize network news,

calling some of it "ideological 
plugola"? Why not? There's

plenty of criticism of government 
officials by network

newscasters. Can't the broadcasters' take it as
 well as

dish it out? It's healthy. and good for both
.

If there was any attempt to censor
 broadcast news

I would figh it as vigorously as .I would fight C'enor
shij) of

the jiress. But the public has a right to balance and fairnes
s

in comment and reporting.



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

MEMORANDUM FOR

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASIIINGTON. D.C. TO504

January 25, 1973

Honorable Ken Dam
Assistant Director

Office of Management and Budget

DIRECTOR

Attached is a copy of my memorandum to John Ehrlichman

outlining OTP initiatives. As you can see, aside

from direct responsibility for the Government's

'own communications and certain politically sensitive

policy initiatives, the bulk of the substantive

material falls principally in the economics line.

Also attached is a possible division of coordinating

responsibilities.

As we discussed on the phone, I think we should

get together to talk about this before any irreversible

decisions get made.

Attachments

CC: DO Records
DO Chron
Whitehead (2)

BME Subject
BME Chron

Clay T. Whitehead

4.9

I.
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Shultz

DIVISION OF COORDINATING RESPO4SIBILITIES

- legislation or rgulatory practices

affecting communications generally

- radio spectrum allocation

- cable television development

- the television program production

industry

- nIgulation of the dotic coronon

carrier industry

growth of competitive communications

services

- domestic communication satellite systems

- international communications industry

structure

Flanigan/ - INTELSAT and other international com-

Kissinger munication issues

Others

- foreign relations aspects of such matters

an the sale of communications equipment

to China and Iron Curtain countries

- international ne,7otiations on communica-

tions policy and facilities

- broadcast regulatory policy

broadcast license renewal

- public broadcasting

- government communications

• emergency communications

legislation

systems



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

MEMORANDUM FOR

January 25, 1973

Honorable Ken Dam
Assistant Director
Office of Management and Budget

DIRECTOR

Attached is a copy of my memorandum to John Ehrlichman
outlining OTP initiatives. As you can see, aside
from direct responsibility for the Government's
own communications and certain politically sensitive
policy initiatives, the bulk of the substantive
material falls principally in the economics line.
Also attached is a possible division of coordinating
responsibilities.

As we discussed on the phone, I think we should
get together to talk about this before any irreversible
decisions get made.

Clay T. Whitehead

Attachments

CC: DO Records
DO Chron
Whitehead (2)
BME Subject .
BME Chron
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DIVISION or COORDIUATING RESPOASIBILITIES

- legislation or regulatory practices
affecting communications generally

radio spectrum allocation

cable television development

- the television
industry

drogram production

- regulation of the domestic common
carrier industry

- growth of competitive communications
services

- domestic communication satellite systems

- international communications industry
structure

Flanigan/ - INTELSAT and other international corn-
Kissinger munication issues

Others

- foreign relations aspects of such matters
as the sale of communications equipment
to China and Iron Curtain countries

international negotiations on
tions policy and facilities

- broadcast regulatory policy

communica-

broadcast license renewal legislation

public broadcasting

government communications systems

- emergency communications
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WAS ItimGT014. D.C. zo5o4

MEMORANDUM FOR

January 25, 1973

Honorable Ken Dam
Assistant Director
Office of Management and Budget

DIRECTOR

Attached is a copy of my memorandum to John Ehrlichman

outlining OTP initiatives. As you can see, aside

from direct responsibility for the Government's

'own communications and certain politically sensitive

policy initiatives, the bulk of the substantive

material falls principally in the economics line.

Also attached is a posible division of coordinating

responsibilities. ••

As we discussed on the phone, I think we should

get together to talk about this before any irreversible

decisions get made.

Attachments

CC: DO Records
DO Chron
Whitehead (2)

BME Subject
BME Chron

Clay T. Whitehead

• •

a •
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DIVISION OF COORIMATING RESPCOSIBILITIES

Shultz

Flanigan/
Kissinger

Others

- legislation or regulatory practices

affecting communications generally

- radio spectrum allocation

- cable television development

- the television program production

industry

- regulation of the domestic common

carrier industry

- growth of competitive communications

services

- domestic communication satellite systems

- international communications industry

structure

- INTELSAT and other international com-

munication issues

- foreign relations aspects of such matter3

an the sale of communications equipment

to China and Iron Curtain countries

- international necTotiations on communica-

tions policy and facilities

- broadcast regulatory policy

- broadcast license renewal legislation

- public broadcasting

- government communications systems

- amorgency communications



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 205D4

January 28, 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR BRAD PATTERSON

As discussed.

Again, I would urge that the President take

no position at this time on the Cabinet

Committee's recommendations, nor in any way

make any statement, positive or negative,

with regard to the report or the future of

cable. The appropriate time for the President

to take such a position is when legislation

is actually submitted to the Congress.

If there is any pressure to go beyond the

attached, please let me know. -

Attachment

cc: Ray Price

Ken Cole

Clay T. Whitehead

DIRECTOR
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For Inclusion in the President's State of the Union Message

I have received and am reviewing the Cabinet Committee's
Report on Cable Communications. The Committee was formed
at my request in June 1971 to develop proposals for a
comprehensive, national policy on cable communications.
I have asked the Director of Telecommunications Policy
to prepare legislation to move toward the adoption and
implementation of a national cable policy. I expect to
forward such legislation to the Congress in the near future
in order to encourage the Congress to review carefully the
issues cable presents the Nation and to further encourage
the widespread national debate on these issues that the
Cabinet Committee thought so important.



THE WHITE HOUSE

WA SHINGTO IN

January 31, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR: CLAY WHITEHEAD

FROM: W. RICHARD HOWARD

Chuck Colson asked me to send you the attached for your
action. As you can see the President has approved your
recommendation.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

January 26, 1973

V.

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

MR. CHUCK COLSON

BRUCE KEHRLI

FCC Prime Time Rule 

The attached memo to the President from 
Clay Whitehead has

been reviewed and his recommendation wa
s approved.

Please follow up with the appropriate 
notifications.

Thank you.

cc: H.R. Haldeman

Peter Flanigan

Ken Cole

DETERMINED TO BE AN
ADMINISTRATIVE MARKING
NOT NATIONABECURININFORMATION
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- OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OrFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

January 4, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

,0404.

CLAY T. WHITEHEAD

SUBJECT: FCC Prime Time Rule

ACTION

DIRECTOR

The FCC's prime time rule precludes TV stations from

carrying network programs between 7:30-8:00 P.M. The

rule was intended to break the networks' dominance

of prime time entertainment programming and to giv
e

Hollywood producers an opportunity to reach dir
ectly

the mass audiences that have been the exclusive prov
ince

of the networks.

Contrary to the intent, the rule has hurt Hollywo
od and

has enhanced the networks' economic power. The rule

has hastened Hollywood's decline by reducing uni
on

employment and studio revenues. It has strengthened the

networks by relieving them of three and a half ho
urs each

week of costly program production, but has not af
fected

their revenues. They have simply raised their advertis-

ing rates to offset the reduced time available for sal
e.

Although the rule has been in effect only two year
s, the

FCC is already considering its recision. Hollywood is

virtually unanimous for recision of the rule. The

networks have not taken such a uniform view. ABC has

been consistent in favoring the rule, since it 
has

benefited from it the most. NBC and CBS have cooled

significantly in opposing the rule, privately pre
ferring

that it not be repealed by March 1, in time to af
fect

the fall TV season. Still, many broadcasters, including

NBC and CBS, would like to see the rule rescinded
 as a

matter of principle.

Discussion:

Favoring repeal of the rule, it has: (1) hurt the

Hollywood unions and production industry; (2) resu
lted

in lower quality programs for the viewers; (3) 
failed

to break the dominance of the networks over ent
ertain-

merit programming; and (4) intruded the FCC into 
station

programming judgments.
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Oppof;ing considerations are that: (1) the general
prer.s and the public may view this as a pro-network
step, indicating that the Administration is backing
off from its conccrn with network power; and (2) with

thL prime Limc: rule out of the way, it may be diffi-

cult Lo keep anve, in Hollywood and elsew:1=e, the

isue of netw:)rk power and anticompetitive

behvior.

Both opposing considerations could be overcome by

havin.j the FCC institute a further proceeding on net-

work dominance at the same time it repeals the prime

time rule. This could dovetail with the Justice

Department's pending network antitrust suits, by pro-

posing new regulation to deal with network power in

an effective manner. Proposals to be considered could

include mandatory access by non-network program

suppliers to network interconnection facilities, non-

exclusive affiliation agreements between networks and

local TV stations, and an even stronger prime time rule.

The Hollywood unions and producers, together, care.

more about the repeal of this rule than about limita-

tionv on network reruns, although the unions alone

prob:!Dly feel more strongly about reruns. But neither

the lions nor the producers support our underlying

con:7crns about network power to mold opinion with their

news an:. information programs. If we fail to convince

the ICC to repeal the rule soon, we will lose a measure

of credibility and support in Hollywood, and the networks

will see it as the Administration's inability to deliver

.for liollywood on this issue.

Reccl.mendation:

On balance, I recommend that we actively urge the FCC
to rescind the prime time rule, on the grounds that it
has been ineffective in dealing with network power and

has harmed the industry and public it was to have helped.

But this should be done only if coupled with strong FCC

actin on the deepqr. problem of network power.

APPROVE/ DISAPPROVE

*Colson, Flaniydn—and Cole concur.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASH IN GTON

January 31, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR: CLAY WHITEHEAD

FROM: . W. RICHARD HOWARD

Chuck Colson asked me to send you the 'attached for your
action. As you can see the President has approved your
recommendation.

•••••• y:••• • .i•,; • v•4 • .* .••. •
. . .
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MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

January 26, 1973

• P •

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

MR. CHUCK COLSON

BRUCE KEHRLIV>-..4.

FCC Prime Time Rule 

The attached memo to the Pres
ident from Clay Whitehea

d has

been reviewed and his recomm
endation was approved.

Please follow up with the appropr
iate notifications.

• Thank you. . • ..
.."-; • • 7 ••et. 4044.i. • :4:.; ;wail.. 4•• t*"...«..

. • • •
. .

• . • ...* • • • •• • . . ' •

cc: H.R. Haldeman

Peter Flanigan

Ken Cole

. --DETERMINED TO BE AN
ADMINISTRATIVE MARKING
NOT NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

January 4, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM: CLAY T. WHITEHEAD

SUBJECT: FCC FCC Prime Time Rule

11'.•

ACTION

DIRECTOR

The FCC's prime time rule precludes TV 
stations from

carrying network programs between 7:30-8:0
0 P.M. The

rule was intended to break the networks' dominan
ce

of prime time entertainment programming and to 
give

Hollywood producers an opportunity to reac
h directly

the mass audiences that have been the ex
clusive province

of the networks.

Contrary to the intent, the rule has hur
t Hollywood and

has enhanced the networks' economic power.
 The rule

has hastened Hollywood's decline by red
ucing union

employment and studio revenues. It has strengthened the

.networks by zelieving-them...0f.thr and a half_hours each

week of costly program. production, but has rioL afe
Cted

their revenues. They have simply raised their advertis
-

ing rates to offset the reduced time avail
able for sale.

Although the rule has been in effect only 
two years, the

FCC is already considering its recision. 
Hollywood is

virtually unanimous for recision of the 
rule. The

networks have not taken such a uniform v
iew. ABC has

been consistent in favoring the rule, 
since it has

benefited from it the most. NBC and CBS have cooled

significantly in opposing the rule, pri
vately preferring

that it not be repealed by March 1, in t
ime to affect

the fall TV season. Still, many broadcasters, including

NBC and CBS, would like to see the rule 
rescinded as a

matter of principle.

Discussion:

Favoring repeal of the rule, it has: (1) hurt the

liollywood unions and production industry;
 (2) resulted

in lower quality programs for the vi
ewers; (3) failed

to break the dominance of the netwo
rks over entertain-

ment programming; and (4) intruded 
the FCC into station

programming judgments.
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Opponing considerations are that: (1) the general

prenn and the public may view this as a pro-network

step, indicating thz_tt the Administration is backing

off from its conccrn with network power; and (2) with

thc prime i:imc rule out of the way, it may be diffi-

cult to keep alj.vc, in Hollywood and elsewhc!re, the

der issue of netw:irk power and anticompetitive

behavior.

Both opposing considerations could be overcome by

-hav3n•J the FCC institute a further proceeding on net-

work dominance at the same time it repeals the prime

time rule. This could dovetail with the Justice

Department's pending network antitrust suits, by pro-

posing new regulation to deal with network power in

an effective manner. Proposals to be considered could

include mandatory access by non-network program

suppliers to network interconnection facilities, non-

exclusive affiliation agreements between networks and

local TV stations, and an even stronger prime time rule.

The Hollywood unions and producers, together, care'

more about the repeal of this rule than about limita-

tion:: on network reruns, although the unions alone

more_strpngly about reruns, But . neither

thc-rlions nor the.produc.ers support our underlying"'

concerns about network power to mold opinion with their

news and. information programs. If we fail to convince

the FCC to repeal the rule soon, we will lose a measure

of credibility and support in Hollywood, and the networks

will see it as the Administration's inability to deliver

.for Hollywood on this issue.

Reccl  mendation:

On balance, I recommend that we actively urge the FCC

to rescind the prime time rule, on the grounds that it

has been ineffective in dealing with network power and

has harmed the industry and public it was to have helped.

But this should be done only if coupled with strong FCC

action on the deepr. problem of network power.

APPROVE] DISAPPROVE

*Colson, Flaniyan—and Cole concur.
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DRAFT
CTWhitehead:jm
2/8/73

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Meeting with the President, February 5, 1973,
H. R. Haldeman, Charles Colson, Clay T. Whitehead

The President opened the meeting saying how much he

admired and appreciated the efforts Mr. Whitehead had made in

recent months, particularly with respect to the problem of the

networks in broadcasting. He indicated that this was a most

serious problem that had to be pursued vigorously but one in

which we were up against formidable adversaries. He stated

that some in the White House did not share his view of the

priority of this problem but that he wanted a clear staffing

pattern established so that once decisions were made everyone

in the Administration would be on board in public statements

because we could not afford to appear indecisive.

The President requested Mr. Haldeman to hold an

immediate meeting with Messrs. Colson, Shultz, Ehrlichman,

and Whitehead to agree on coordination arrangements, to be
Messrs.

followed by a meeting including/Klein, Ziegler, Buchanan,

Moore, and Garment to discuss the directions being taken and

make sure everyone was on board.

v-cA,
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The OTP broadcasting license renewal bill was discussed,

and the President indicated he favored that general approach in

response to broadcaster problems with the current licensing

scheme. He agreed with Mr. Whitehead's strategy that we

should insist on broadcast industry support in improving network

news in return for our vigorous pursuit of this bill. He also

expressed agreement with the strategy of both seeking and

professing First Amendment goals in broadcasting while at the

same time working privately to get more exercise of local

broadcaster responsibility and a wider range of points of view

on TV news.

Cable television was discussed as the most likely long-run

solution to many of the problems brought about by the current

Messrs.

network dominance of broadcasting. /Whitehead, Colson, and

Haldeman all felt this should come as soon as possible, and the

President generally agreed. He asked that the report of the

Cabinet committee on cable television be forwarded as soon as

possible.

The prime-time rule was discussed briefly, and the

reasons behind the President's recent approval that we seek repeal
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of the rule were also discussed briefly. The President reaffirmed

his view that we should oppose the funding of controversial public

affairs programming with tax dollars. Mr. Whitehead expressed

concern that the various parts of the public television field were

tearing themselves apart and that because of the strong tendencies

to produce one-sided  political affairs programming

he felt that it may become necessary in the future to eliminate

the use of Federal tax monies to fund public television programming.

The President appreciated that such steps might become necessary.

The meeting closed with the President reaffirming his

concern that the Administration speak with one voice in these

areas and stressing the need to establish a coordination mechanism

to make sure that everyone in the White House "got the word" on

broadcasting matters and to assure that the rest of OTP's

communications programs received prompt staffing.



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

March 27, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

FROM: Clay T. Whitehead

We were advised by the White House today that

the President still sees serious dangers i
n the

existence of a Federally-funded broadcasti
ng

network. He is strongly opposed to control of the

interconnect and its scheduling anywher
e other than

with CPB since that is the entity responsibl
e to

the Congress by law for the use of Federal 
funds.

:The,eff9rtAr.„curtis.,i.s ma.k.ing,to se
ek more

involvemenf by ihe'bodrd'orlOcaI. pATIE- b-rbad''''

cast stations and a more active partnership 
with

them in funding programs has much good in it.

But the President would have to oppose that 
plan

and Mr. Curtis personally, both strongly and

openly, unless the principles of board re
sponsi-

bility and of safeguarding against excessive

control by private organizations are clearly

incorporated.

DIRECTOR

- • • •• • • # •



President sees serious danger in existence of Federally
funded network.

Is strongly opposed to control of interconnect scheduling
anywhere other than CPB as entity response by law.

This effort has much good in it, but he would have to
oppose it and you openly unless
41Gng—t4asa.—-04t 406

Best if you would pass over this in hearing as still
under discussion.

. -6 '4:*.• • -1•Y?;;$
• • . • .



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

March Z3, 197O

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. EFIRLICIIMAN

Subject: Memorandum for the President

re the postal strike

Attached is a draft: memorandum for the President

describing an option for dealing with the postal strike that

also would help us achieve longer-run postal reform. •

The memo asks whether the President: wtnts this option

developed in detail. You may wish to make that decision

yourself, but I would think it would help greatly in

developing such an option to have an expression of his

interest.

Paul McCracken agrees this is a good idea and will be

sending you a separate memo.

Atta.chrnent

cc: Mr. McCracken
Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Cashen
Mr. Whitehead*,'"
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed

Clay T. Whitehead

Special Assistant

to the President



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

INFORMATION 
Postal strike

DRAFT 3/23/70

• MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

The postal strike presents a unique opportunity to hasten postal

reform. On Wednesday, the Postmaster General permitted

competitive private mail carriers to operate in the strike areas.

You could extend this action nationwide indefinitely to. encourage

the development of orderly and efficient private mail operations,

although you might have to ask Congress to certify that authority.

Some of the advantages of such an action would be the following:

1) Competitive private carriers would at least partly

meet your pledge "to see to it that the mails will

go through." Additional private companies would

‘-':iiit',i-ii.o'rie.••ibur:ce.5-111:*.rikoVin'g .dtring: the •-• •

strike if they knew they would not become illegal

overnight.

2) Competitive private carriers will work to the•
advantage of most postal employees and most users

of the mail. Postal employees will gain new job

alternatives, some of them better than their present

opportunities.

3) Competitive private carriers will move a long way

toward putting the U. S. Post Office out of business.

4) Such action would probably receive widespread support

in view of the need to deal decisively with such a

major strike of public service employees and the

precedents that will inevitably be established.
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The major disadvantage appears to be that some postal
 union

leaders would be angry; they have already warned private

carriers not to attempt to break the strike.

Would you like such an option deyelopcd further?

John Ehrlichman

Assistant to the President

••'1.



11 FEB 1971

1.011.MORANLUM FOR MR. JOHN .EHRLICHM.AN

Comsat
WH Memos
Ehr11chman4../
Chron
Pres
NSC

This is the final draft of the President's report to the Congress
on the Nations' activities under the Communications Satellite
Act of 1962. This draft hag been reviewed and api.roved by
the Lepartrrxent of State and the National Security Council
Staff.

JMThornelliec/11.Feb,71

r

-

Clay sr. Whitehead

•• •



Thursday 2/11/71

3:35 Checked with Rose Ann Herold in Mr. Hopkins'
office. Since this is for submission for approval
(and not a final printed copy), they suggested we
send 5 copies over -- to Hopkins' office and they
would get it to John Campbell and Peter Flanigan.

Cbmsat
W. H. Memos
Ehrlichnaan
Pres.
NSC
State
Chron

5viv, • !*•.• • ›.•.0•4 1. r: • •I •• ..V :• • •I 4" • .•:.•••. • • • 4. v v.• ; • •
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MEMORANDUM FOR

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

December 6, 1972

Honorable John Ehrlichman
The White House

DIRECTOR

Since its inception two years ago, OTP has enabled the

Administration to play a larger role in communications policy.

Many of our accomplishments have resulted from quick reaction

to immediate problems, such as the President's concern with

television reruns and the FCC's inability to deal with the

domestic satellite issues. Now OTP is prepared to advance

a series of affirmative initiatives that can be tied to the

President's program for next year.

I believe this package is consistent with the President's

programs, restructuring government to let the private sector

play its role, and enhance rather than erode our most

important traditions regarding government and the communica-

tions media. .Almost no Federal expenditures are involved,

and some budget savings could be realized. A brief summary

of the most significant of these initiatives is attached at

Tab A. The first two (broadcasting and cable) have by far the

largest political implications.

During the past twenty years, the communications industry has

grown rapidly and undergone great technical change. It has

contributed greatly to GNP and had great impact on our national

life. The pace of both the economic and technical advance is

clearly going to continue to increase at even faster rates over

the next few years. Everyone -- particularly minority and

special interest groups -- wants some type of political

or ownership control over the media; and many business interests

want a share of the new communications markets. The FCC's

procedures (like those of most Federal regulatory agencies) are

ill-suited to deal effectively with the rapid technical change

and the politically charged issues of communications.

There will, therefore, be both the opportunity and the need for

firm Administration leadership in establishing some basic

policy directions. Decisions made during the second Nixon term
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will largely determine the extent to which the benefits of

the communications revolution are realized by the public and

by industry -- and whether communications regulation by the
Federal Government will be locked into the same kind of morass

as transportation and power or whether a more competitive, free-
enterprise framework is created.

The OTP initiatives are intended to restructure government
regulation in an evolutionary way to guide the growth of
communications technology and services in keeping with two main
principles: (1) there should be more reliance on free enterprise
and competition in communications rather than monopoly and
government regulation, and (2) bureaucratic controls over the
content of the media should be minimized. If the OTP program
can be implemented in keeping with these principles, we can
encourage the growth of at least three new multi-billion dollar
industries: the broadband cable television industry, the computer
information services industry, and the mobile communications
industry. Such growth would contribute substantially to our
economy and could help relieve unemployment in such critical

sectors as the aerospace, electronics, and the film and tele-
vision production industries.

As a result of the public broadcasting issue and our key role

in the cable TV compromise, OTP is visible politically on the
Hill and therefore vulnerable if we do not advance a substantive
program of accomplishment. Similarly, the Administration's
image on communications matters has been colored by the network

news battle, and we need a more statesman like record of policy

de‘relopment and advocacy to stand on.

I am sending this same package to Pete Flanigan, emphasizing

the international area, and have discussed the broadcasting
section with Chuck Colson. I believe the President should be

appraised of the overall effort, with special emphasis on
broadcasting and cable TV. .If time permits, it would be highly
useful for me to discuss the most important aspects with you

and him. However, the most important thing is to get approval

to proceed so we can be ready to go early next year.

I would be happy to discuss this with you or to supply any
further information you need.

Attachment

Clay T. Whitehead



I. BROADCASTING 

Goal

Bring broadcast regulation more in line with our private enter-
prise media philosophy, stem the tide of demands by activist
groups for free broadcast time, and correct the anticompetitive
power of the TV networks.

Initiatives 

A. Support statutory extension of broadcast license terms
to five years; place burden of proof on renewal challengers;
prohibit FCC establishment of program standards.

B. Support eventual elimination of detailed case-by-case
enforcement of the Fairness Doctrine, but only when public
confidence in broadcasting warrants and Congressional passage
is feasible (not 1973).

C. Attempt to reduce obstacles blocking establishment of
new commercial TV networks by changes in AT&T tariffs, FCC

'networking rules, and possible antitrust actions.

Impact 

Initiatives A and . B will be supported by most broadcasters,
although they would prefer a simple extension of the license
term. Minority and activist opposition would be mixed. There
is-likely to be little general public interest. Would require
some effort to get key Congressional support.

Initiative C would be opposed by all broadcasters but should
find some public and Congressional support if handled in the
positive tone of more programming diversity and competition.
Initiative A (and to a lesser extent B) is a prerequisite to
the success of C as well as to establish our credibility on
First Amendment issues.



II. CABLE TELEVISION

Goal

Create a new legislative framework for development of broad-

band cable television and the many entertair=nt, informational,

and educational services a new cable television industry could

provide (following Cabinet committee report).

Initiatives 

Introduce legislation following recommendations of the Cabinet

committee to create a statutory policy framework (now lacking)

for the development and regulation of the cable television

industry. This would resolve such issues as programs and

channels for pay, networking competition with broadcasting,

cross-media ownership of cable systems, and division of juris-

diction between the Federal Government and the States.

The committee recommends a pilot program to evaulate the use

of cable to deliver government services more efficiently and

to shorten the lag in bringing the technology to the market-

place. The program will cost $25 million in FY74.

Impact 

Assuming a moderate level of Presidential ketusi there is a

good chance that some influential Congressme4.and Senators,

cable operators, broadcasters, and other media people would

support such legislation. Others in the cable and broadcast

industries will oppose it; but in the public's eye, they

could be depicted as protecting their narrov economic interests

by keepinTmore program choice from the audience. The biggest

political issue would be "pay TV." The ability of customers

to buy programming directly by the program or by the channel

over cable is too important to allow it to be prohibited, but

it is unlikely that the Congress would pass cable legislation

that did not, in some way, retain certain program types (like

professional sports) on "free" TV. Privacy safeguards would

be built into the legislation to counteract "Big Brother" fears.

Cable is here (10% of homes) and growing rapidly (up to 50%

of homes by 1980). Hard-line broadcasters and theater owners

are the only opponents. This is a positive initiative--costing

no tax dollars—one the President can get behind and make the

growth of cable service a Nixon accomplishment. The pilot

program will help make this a more exciting initiative, convey

movement in bringing technology to bear on ,government programs,

and accelerate the marketability of the new technologies.

•••••• -TWPOP/PM.”..,T1.111..^141P11,1111.1111111*..



III. DOMESTIC COMMON CARRIER INDUSTRY 

Goal 

Promote more efficiency and competition in the domestic
common carrier industry as new communications services arise.

Initiatives 

A. Legislation to promote competition:

1. To authorize bulk leasing, brokerage, and resale
of common carrier services;

2. To require identification of the extent of cross-
subsidization among various common carrier
services and enterprises;

3. To include economic efficiency, as well as equity,
as a criterion for FCC approval of facilities
and rate structures;

4. To limit the scope of FCC jurisdiction over non-
monopoly services;

5. To extend domestic rates for telephone calls to
Hawaii and Alaska.

B. Create an interagency study gr,oup to analyze and
determine policy regarding the future role of the Bell Telephone
System in providing common carrier services in competition
with specialized competitive communications services.

Impact 

The major impact would be to increase competition to AT&T, a
move that would be vigorously opposed by that company and many
of its stockholders, but supported by major elements of the
electronics and communications industries. The public has
little love for the phone company, and the Congress would feel
little grassroots pressure to leap into the 'fray to protect
AT&T's monopoly services.

"'""'"""'""' ' ""-'","—Pcirrer•v•fi ---**ro•-r-1-*•"•19,"^"""'"'"'"'n-""41-ovirrP. rwrsourz



IV. INTERNATIONAL COMMON CARRIER INDUSTRY 

Goal 

Restructure regulation of the U.S. international common carriercommunications industry to eliminate artificial distinctionsbetween voice and record (data) message carriers, to enhancethe private enterprise character of Comsat, and to introducemore competition into satellite and undersea cable construction.

Legislation Initiative to Correct Deficiencies in the 
International Common Carrier Industry 

A. Require the FCC to coordinate with the executive branchso that effective government-industry agreements with foreigngovernments regarding international communications facilitiescan be negotiated.

B. Terminate privileged common carrier ownership andparticipation in Comsat and eliminate Presidentially appointeddirectors from the Board.

C. Clarify statutory guidance to the FCC for regulatingU.S. international carriers to allow more competition, redefinethe classes of such carriers to reduce the obsolete distinctionbetween voice and data communications, and to put satellitesand undersea cables on a comparable basis under law.

Impact 

The Byzantine structure of the U.S. international communicationsindustry, as shaped by the FCC, is inefficient and not competi-tive. There is almost no public perception of the issue, andsince there are only a few compan-ies in the internationalmarket (AT&T, RCA, ITT, Comsat, and Western Union International)the general press is likely -to interpret this mainly as aneconomic decision without political overtones. Industryopposition would probably not be uniform, and some companieswould support those parts of the initiative that benefitedthem. Provision A may be opposed by FCC which would viewit as a transfer of some FCC power to the executive branch.We have been under pressure from the Congress to submit ourpolicy since last year and have delayed as long as possible.We will really take heat if we do not now proceed.



V. GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS 

Goal

Improve the Federal Government's own use of communications
resources to achieve national security objectives. Minimize
overlapping responsibilities, improve performance of public
safety agencies, and realize government savings in the procure-
ment of communications facilities and services.

Initiatives 

A. Reorganize and streamline government communications
and computer systems management to achieve more effective mech-
anisms for Presidential guidance, and to cut present budget and
staff levels.

1. Short-term communications management improvements:

a. replace National Communications System staff
and responsibilities with formal coordination
by the Council for Government Communications
Policy and Planning.

b. streamline responsibilities and functions of
Defense Communications Agency.

• • 
c. eliminate non-essential Department of Commerce

communications functions and shift OTP support
functions to National Bureau of Standards or GSA.

2. Combining communications/computer systems management.

a. assign OTP lead responsibility for computer/
communications area; to be coordinated with OMB
computer responsibilities.

b. establish arrangements for coordination of
Executive Office computer/communications systems.

C. Direct agencies to combine management of com-
puters and communications.

B. Establish executive branch policy for purchasing of
telecommunications services and equipment, including coordina-
tion of procedures for budgeting and frequency assignments.

••••••• ••••11 •••M velpgres. . • .”:040,4friir.4i.... " •••• ,,••••—•"'"'""..""*"'"'" •
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C. Coordination and consolidation of government radio
navigation systems and satellite communications systems.

D. Policy statement and experiment on the inclusion of
economic value in assignment of radio frequency to government

agencies.

E. Program to determine the environmental aspects of
electromagnetic radiation.

F. Review Federal department and agency funding of
programming (including public service announcements) intended
for broadcast to the general public or for schoolroom instruc-
tional purposes.

Impact 

With the exceptions of initiatives F and G, this package is
entirely an executive branch "housekeeping" matter, and, as
much, will have little or no outside impact. The environmental
study initiatives (F) are noncontroversial and "pro-consumer."

Initiative G could generate public controversy, since it will

be seen in part as an attempt to cut back on the HEW efforts to
mold "child development" through TV programs. In view of a
general public and congressional tolerance of HEW "social

engineering," the Administration could be painted as regressive

on this issue. However, the "Big Brother" fear works for us

here.
•
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I. BROADCASTING 

Action 

Approve 

Disapprove 

Comment

U. CABLE TELEVISION

Action 

Assuming the Cabinet committee report comes out with a responsible

policy, which can be reflected in legislation, the initiative should be

followed as discussed above.

Action 

Approve

Disapprove

Comment

III, DOMESTIC COMMON CARRIER 

The goal and the initiatives set out above should be approved as a

general approach, with OTP to- prepare the legislation outlined

above and process it through the OMB clearance process for final

Administration approval.

Approve 

Disapprove

. Comment
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IV. INTERNATIONAL COMMON CARRIER INDUSTRY 

Action

The goal and the initiatives set out above should be approved as a

general approach, with OTP to prepare the legislation outlined

above and process it through the OMB clearance process for final

Administration approval.

Action

Approve

Disapprove

Comment

V. GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS 

Instruct OMB and OTP to develop a plan for reorganizing government

communications and computer systems management, as outlined in

Initiative A,, for review and decision_by_President.

Approve 

Disapprove 

Comment
• • •

Authorize OTP approach on Initiatives B through E, in coordination

with OMB, as appropriate.

Approve

Disapprove

Comment

Direct OTP to study nature and eN.-tent of government funding of

programs for broadcast to general public and for schoolroom

instruction, and report back on results and recommended action.

Approve

Disapprove

Comment
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March 2, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM: Clay T. Whitehead

SUEJLCT: P.roadcast License nonewal Bill

The llouse CorrunicLtions Subcoittee has scheduled hear-
ings on broaCcast liennse renewal lec;if;lation for March 13.
We should air, therefore, to suit the ACministration
bill sonetie before larch D.

You will recall the strategy Chuck Colson ana I develol:)ed,
which you approved in December, prior to ny Inedanapolis
speech. In the speech, we took the initiative, tying
support for a pro-broar3castcr renewal bill to a call for
the 2Jroadcastors to e;:ercise nore responsi3Ality and mre
local control over network procranz, srpecifically including
news. The initial prowi coverage wisinterpretecl the bill
as irposincj "censorship," but it is DOW being covered as a
pro-broadcasting "carrot" in return for which we expect
some greater balance in nctwork news.

Our posture of reev.zcing*J7CC controls over broadcast progra-
ring in strongly pro-First Tamnealent, evon thoull the public
does not perceive it as such at present. nroa(lcasters,
including network managerent, badly want renewal legislation
anC. realize they need our support to c;r.t it through te
Congress. lorcover, tl!re are signs that network executives
and key broadcaster are willing to take coi corrcctive
action, as long as they are not pushed too hard publicly on
the bias issue.

Our onponents find it difficult to box us in !731en we couple
argunt;;,for less radcral control of 1rocrIstint7 with a
call for (:;:ercise of yaore vo1untf7ry responility by broad.-
canters. Furtherrore, niany coneTressionnl sunporters, such
as r;c7.m Dcvinc and Lur3, Ixown of Ohio TI;ave their own concerns
acut network dcinarc. They see that the rere presence
of our bill in the Congress gives then, as roll as the
Adrinistration and local broadcasters, leverage over the
networks.



A sumnary of our propoFled bill is attached. at Tab A. Tile
mr clearance process drew FCC cements on the bill, which
were lartinly technic;11. Tlile we have incorporated ..:A7,ny
of thc chanc-es, tb.0 FCC will probably testify in favor of
retaininq. 1. ore control over programing than our bill
would allow.

Justice opposes our bill's approach. Justice prefers
stronger autllority for the FCC to set specific criteria
for broadcast prograx.Tning and. .3e.e.ks legislative endorse-
ment of FCC rules to break up nowspapor-brocast combina-
tions. !le bc:lieve such endorsements would be superfluous
in terms of oistinc: antitrust mech.F4nis7s. loreover,
promoting a heavy c.r,overontal rola in brorecast content,
incluOinc7 standards :For prograrning, is contrary to your
stated intent.

Unless you direct otherwis we are procec:c5ing to mc0:e final
arrangments to subnit our bill, takin(T a strong pro-First
endment stanec in thc puLlieity and testirony regarding

it. We should stres the retfiuction of governmental controls
over broacast procjramrqing and enphc!size local control. We
should also point out the concoritant need for rore responsi-
bility to be e:zercise(j by local broadcasters an(7, network
managerent, but further public pressure on the networks
concerning the bias issue should not be necessary.

This bill could be introduced with or without a Presidential
statement. The aCtvantaces of a stptemont (draft at Tab Pi)
are: (1) Our First 2\monement irgaqe would be enhanced by
the grooter visibility of the message, offsetting sce., of
the rece;It anti-press ip.age; (2) the aeneral public woulel
be receptive to yorr call for rore responsibility for pro-
grar, inci to be 0:.:ercisct(7 by the local Iror:dcaster and local
groups .nd (3) the Adninistration's initiativc in this
ratter would be firrly establisher.T.

On t:hc other hani.7,, ta!,:ing this visihlc an approac1-1 nia71it
reduce max flexibility in trading lcqinlzltive points for
broaCicastr s=port in other arerts. rorco=, there is
not that cic.ar a Prenidential di;renr.loal to this issue.
You vay wish to reserve your perronal involvement in
cmmunications for the snore affirative and conprehensive
position on cable TV, which we will have ready for you by
the and of this month.

i
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PLCOT:=17;ATIN

recoond t17:at w,7 introduce an Aclinistratio4 bill withoutan accorpanyincT Pridential 2tatcent, lyiat that OTT?
aggressively 1;.co1 thc lead on this if:isue. TIds approch
kecps the presurn on and %ecTs thc initic;tive with uc,
uhile prescxving no7,! roon to tY:a6r,). lr.; this and the ,rtny
other propod rencwal billo throull the hearing procenr;.
Wo would also be in a positioll 1:w.7 you to ni-We a statencnt
at a later tire, or to veto logislation jJ:. thing; get out of
hand, as was neeescr,ry in 121:a-dlie broadcasting.

APPROVE DISAPTY,7(0V2 ontrn
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TAB A

The Administration bill would change the present
practice and procedures with respect to license renewals
in the following four essential ways:

1. License terms for radio and television
stations would be extended from three
to five years. When the Communications
Act was prepared in 1934, the relatively
brief three-year license term was a
reasonable precaution in dealing with a
new and untested broadcast industry. A
five-year term, however, seems to be more
reasonable at this stage in broadcasting's
development. It would inject more stability
into broadcast operations and would allow
more time for the licensee to determine the
needs and interests of his local community,
and plan long-range programs of community
service.

2. The bill would eliminate the present re-
quirement for an automatic, lengthy, and
costly comparative hearing whenever a com-
peting application is filed for the same
broadcast service. The FCC would be able
to exercise its independent judgment as to
whether a comparative hearing is necessary.
The burden of proof as to the necessity for
such a hearing would be on the renewal
challenger and, if the incumbent licensee
had performed in the public interest, he
would be assured of renewal. A hearing would
be required only if the challenger were unable
to sustain that burden of proof and the Com-
mission were unable to conclude that the
broadcaster's performance warranted renewal.

3. Presently, the FCC can implement policies
relating to broadcast industry structure --
such as a policy restricting newspaper
ownership of broadcast stations -- through
the criteria it uses to decide renewal
hearings. This allows for the restructur-
ing of the broadcast industry in a haphazard,
highly subjective, and inconsistent manner.
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The bill, therefore, would preclude the
FCC from such restructuring through the
renewal process. If these industry-wide
policies affecting broadcast ownership
should be imposed or changed, it would
be done through the general rulemaking
procedures of the FCC, with full oppor-
tunities provided to the entire broadcast
industry and all interested members of
the public to participate in the proceed-
ing.

4. The last change in the license renewal
bill would make would be to forbid FCC
use of predetermined criteria, categories,
quotas, formats, and guidelines for evaluat-
ing the programming performance of the
license renewal applicant. There has been
an increasing trend for the FCC to dictate
to the broadcasters as to what "good" or
"favored" program performance is from the
government's point of view. The bill,
therefore, would halt this trend toward
quantification of the public interest in
broadcast programming and would remove
the government from the sensitive area of
making value judgments on the content of
broadcast programming. The bill would
make the local community the touchstone
of the public service concept embodied in
the Communications Act. Serving the local
communities' needs and interests instead
of the desires of government would become
the broadcasters' number one priority.

I
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TAB B

Statement by the President Upon Transmitting to the Congress 
Legislation to Amend the Communications Act of 1934 to 
Provide that Licenses for the Operations of Broadcast 
Stations Shall be Issued for Terms of Five Years, and to 
Establish Orderly Procedures for the Consideration of 
Applications for the Renewal of Such Licenses.
March , 1973.

The basic concept of the American system of broadcast-
ing is that of localism. It means that broadcasting will
be rooted in private enterprise at the community level,
with many autonomous and independent local broadcasters
throughout the country seeking to construct program sched-
ules in accordance with the tastes, desires, needs, and
interests of the public in the area which they serve.
This principle reflects the American tradition of having
a multitude of diverse local voices serving both local and
national purposes in many communities and areas throughout
the country.

The broadcast media, however, are unique among our many
outlets for expression, in that only they are licensed by the
Federal Government. Our system of broadcasting presents
this country with a unique dilemma that goes back to the
basic policy embodied in the Communications Act of 1934.
On the one hand, the Act requires a government agency --
the Federal Communications Commission -- to grant applica-
tions for broadcast licenses only if the public interest,
convenience, and necessity will be served thereby. This
necessarily means that, to some extent, the government
will be involved in passing judgment on the heart of that
broadcast service, which is the broadcasters' programming.
On the other hand, the First Amendment, which applies fully
to radio and television broadcasting, denies government the
power of censorship and the power to interfere with our
most valued rights of free press, free speech, and free
expression. It is within the system of government licensing
that these two somewhat contradictory objectives must be
balanced. And, within the system of licensing, the most
important aspect is the license renewal process. It is
the pressure point of the system, because the manner in
which renewals are treated goes to the core of the govern-
ment's relationship to broadcasting.
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The mere existence of the requirement to seek per-

mission to continue in business and the threat of non-

renewal can affect the daily operations of broadcast

stations and the manner in which broadcasters exercise

their public responsibility to foster and enhance the
public's right to know and to learn. Concerns about
license renewal could have a stifling effect on the free

flow of information, which is so vital to the interests

of a free society.

Under the First Amendment, there can be no authorized

voice of government. Creation of such a voice, however,

could result from the manner in which the government deals

with broadcast license renewals. That danger exists when

broadcasters, affected by the uncertainty and instability

of their business and lacking assurance that they will be

able to continue to exercise their local responsibilities,

seek safety by rendering the type of program performance

necessary to obtain renewal. If the government encourages

this type of compliance by setting detailed criteria to

determine such performance, the effect could be to turn

broadcasters away from the communities that they are

licensed to serve and to seek only to serve the government

that charts the course for them.

Counterbalancing the goal of stability in the renewal

process, however, is the clear public interest mandate of

the Communications Act and its prohibition against anyone

acquiring a property right in a broadcast license. The

license is and must continue to be a public trust; an

opportunity to render service and a privilege to use a

scarce public resource to speak to and on behalf of the

public. No licensee who fails to exercise the responsi-

bility to his local audience can have any assurance of re-

newal. Accordingly, the threat of non-renewal and the

spur of competition in broadcasting are important parts

of the overall statutory plan.

At present the license renewal process is conducted

in an unstable environment. I have, therefore, asked the

Director of my Office of Telecommunications Policy to

submit today a bill that would restore balance and stability

to the license renewal process and enable the private enter-

prise broadcasters, operating with the rights and the re-

sponsibilities of the First Amendment, to serve the public's

paramount right in the broadcast media.

[At this point in the Presidential statement the bill

would be explained in the terms set out at Tab A.]
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MEMORA=M ron

Ponort.ble John E. Ehrlichran

The Lhito Liouse

The issue of siphoning, which you asked about, concerns

the shift of feature films and sports programs from

advertisnr-supported network TV to pay TV, where pro-

grams are paid for directly by the viewer. It is not

strictly a cable TV issue, although pay TV is technically

much easier and more likely to becoze widespread on cable.

In "freo" TV, the network buys program rights from pro-

ducers to attract a rase viewing audience, and it is the

audience that thcy sell to advertisers (on a cost-per-

thousand basis). In pay TV, film studios or sports entre-

prenuers will be able to offer their programming to the

public on a "box office" basis by selling the proem= to

the viewer, either directly or through an interrediate

broker. This might be done on a per-program basis or a

monthly per-channel basin.

The broaecastere concern is that viewers buying prograns

directly could generate rore revenues than the networks

can get from advertisers, so that cable channel entre-

preneurs could outbid the networks in buying program rights

from studios. For exarple, the networks have paid on the

order of :12-3 million for TV rights to 'blockbuster" movies

(41),g. # "Coldfinqor," "Patton," uLcve Story," etc.). itut,

it is uncloar whether they will rake profit on those

pictures, since there are not many advertisers willing to

pay the prices (roucThly 6150,000 per ninute) for ad tire

on these movies. When cable becomes widespread nationwide,

pay programmers could line up 10 million howes paying 25$

to 500 each and could outbid the networks for rights to

such filrs. Thus, with laroer revenues, pay TV entrepre-

fluor's right be able to "siphon" popular progrars now seen

on TV (ravies, the major sports events, the favorite network
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series) away from advertiser suppo
rt to direct viewer

payment. Broadcasters fear that they and the networ
ks

would lose profits and argue that vi
ewers would, to some

extent, have to pay for sone programin
g they now get

free.

However, such direct viewer payvent can
 increase the

supply of progranning and make it roro 
sensitive and

responsive to consurer demand. Cable vith direct per-

program or per-channel payrent can genera
te revenues for

programming that cannot otherwise attract 
an audience

large enough to obtain advertiser support
. Mixed adver-

tiser and subscriber support (like in the 
naqa2ine busi-

ness) could expand this even tore. Siphoning is a

potential problem, but it can be lirited 
by "anti-siphoning"

restrictions that prohibit studios or 
sports interests from

selling certain types of programs to anyon
e but networks

or other broadcasters.

The Cabinet committee on cable did addr
ess these isnuen.

While cable is growing to maturity and in
creasing its sub-

scriber lsvel, many areas will not have c
able service.

Siphoning of mass audience proqrarming sho
uld be limited

in this growth phase, if only to prevef
it free provramn fro •m

being lost to over-the-air broadcasting 
without becoming

available to those areas not wired for cabl
e. During this

stage, therefcro, we specifically recomve
nd that the PCC

retain anti-siphoning restrictions.

In the longer run, cable will be widely 
available and there

will be virtually no technical limit on t
he nurber of chan-

nels. Under the Cabinet corr.rittee recomrendat
ion, program-

ing supply on cable channels will deve
lop into a highly

corpetitive industry. Also, technologies such as video

cassettes and discs will enable a person t
o buy TV programa

in the sane way he buys musical record
s. If the consurter

can buy proc:rams in the store rind view 
them at home, there

is no reason to prevent him from buyi
ng them at hope through

a cable system.

The corpittne's position is that in 
this future environrent,

anti-siphoning restrictions would bo 
unfair to the consuner

and would deprive him of a wider ran
qe of choice of program

fare. At the same tine, keeping such restrict
ions in force



would permit permit the government to regulate programs and
protect one set of businessmen—the networks, broad-
casters, and theater owners—against competition from
another set of businessmen. This rakes no sense from
either a First Arendment, free enterprise, or public
point of view. The Report makes one exception: there
may be a strong public denand for retaining major sports
programs on free television.

Clay T. Whitehead

DO Records
DO Chron
Mr. Whitehaddj
Eva
GC Subject
GC Chron
1{Goldbergipab/4-4-73
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS

MARCH 20, 1973

FOR TOM WHITEHEAD

I had a pleasant get-acquainted session with Ev Erlick

of ABC the other day. One piece of business which he

raised was the failure of the Cabinet Committee on
Cable Television to deal with the problem of siphoning
of events.

Could you educate me on what the issue is and why the
Committee is not dealing with this, if indeed that is
correct?

Many thanks.

John-DtEhrlichman



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

December 14, 1973 •

MEMORANDUM FOR AL HAIG

DIRECTOR

Dean Burch is really reaching the end of his fuse. He has done

a tremendous job at the Commission, but needs to get out shortly.

He deserves a meeting with the President.

Moreover, we have temporized in communications policy about as

long as we can without further guidance directly from the President,

and this is obviously tied to the need for quality appointments.

I recognize the incredible pressures the man is under, but this is

an area of some interest to him, and we cannot in good conscience

go much further without discussing a few things with him.

Attachment

lay T. Whitehead



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

December 14, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM: Clay T. Whitehead

DIRECTOR

Dean Burch's imminent departure as Chairman of the FCC,,
together with the other two vacancies and the expiration
of Bob Lee's term in June 1974, creates an unusually high
turnovei; of Commission membership in a short time.

Dean Burch is much concerned about the quality of our past
appointments to the Commission and our seemingly inability
to make good appointments. He is writing you to request
a meeting with you and me to discuss this. In spite of the
great demands on you at this time, I join Dean Burch in
requesting a joint meeting with you at your earliest
convenience. •


